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DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF ORGA~TIZATI()TAL AIDS UPON CO~EFT .lCQ.tJISITION
. AND RETF?·TTION OF MEAUI~GFUL VERBAL 1UTERIALS
Abstract ot the Dissertation

PUrpose. The stud7 was conducted to determine the effects ot organizational aids
upon concept acqt1isition and retention of meaningful verbal materials. Two organisati()nal aids., 250 words in length, were developed aa speci.:tied by Ausubel: one in
prose fol'lll ana one in question :form, each containing a generalized aynopail of an
accompanying 2,500-word learning passage. It was hypothesized that an organizer,
placed elther before or after the learning passage, would di!'ferentially benefit
the fou:za treatment groups when compared with control groups on the criterion teat.
In· order to determine the relative function of other classroom variables contz-ibuting simultaneously to the learning process, factorial analysis of covariance
was chosen as the statistical test tor the experimental design (5 x 2 x 2). ·
Variables under consideration were verbal I. Q. levels, reading comprehension
levels, retention levels, and feedback or no feedback.
-Pru~c~u:r~s~.~Ten-exsventlcgrach;- soc i&i-s t udhts-clas $c;a-1n-three~Stoekton-h-!gh---
schools '9articipated by reading the learning passage accompanied bt one of the
organizational aids or by r~ad ing. the .learning pass~ge onlr (c?ntrol groups).
Vatetial! prepared :tor the 1nvest1gahon were dutr1buted 1n tued order within
each class, in similar appearing booklets.
Five classe~ took the 32-question, four-alternative, multi'ple•choice t.est three
days later and oorrect..ed their mrn tests when feedback 1ras provided· orally the
following ~ay. These classes again took the criterion test :fourteen days after
ori.ginal learning. The other :five cl.B.sses received the criterion test onlt once,
following a .tourteen-darretenti on interval.
.
Covariate scores for data analysis were torge Thorndike Terbal I. Q. scores
obta.ined. from existing school records,· and California Test of Basic Skills reading
comprehension scores, Form Q-4. Split-halt reliability ol tfie criterion test as
detemned on the pilot atudr with 48 students waa .91. Pearson Product Moment
Correlations of 157 criterion test scores with Lorge Thorndike verbal I. Q. scores
was .61; with CTBS reading comprehension scores, .56. 1lultiple correlations of
scores on the tll'Fie measures !'or 157 students was .64 on the fourteen-day test.
For 74 students, the R was .70 on the three-day test; for 83 students, the R was
.77 ou the fourteen-dar test.
.
Findings. Although &Ollle differential beneficial e:t:tects were obtained by all the
organizer groups. compared with controls on adjusted mean scores, factorial analysis
o.f' covariance yielded no significant dU!'erenoes with respect to the organ!.
.
zational aids. Significant differences were obtained, p <.001 for retention
levels, favoring groups taking- the test at the th.ree-day interval and again at the
fourteen-day interval. It was concluded that part of their gain on tqe second
test was due to receiving complete :feedback on tbeir first performance. Signit1cance also was obtained when groups were co'III.p&red. on delayed retention grou-p
scores, p < .os. No significant ai:tferences tor read 1ng or verbal I. Q.. leTels ·,.
were tou~ (linearity teats :tor levels o:t verba.l I. Q. and reading comprehension
were signi!icant, p~.OOl). All interactions were nonsignificant •
.Conclusions. Although positive effects of the organizers appeared for all the
organizer groups on the adjusted mean scores, significance was not obtained.
Poa&ibly tliis was due to insufficient em'Ohas1s of the organizers, their initial
• impact al)on cognitive structure minimized by being attached to the learning
passages: Retention set and internal sequential organization of the learning
materials may have had .leveling effects. Functionally related to Terbal conce-ot
acquisition in thia study were verbal I. Q., reading co~rehension, feedback, ind
three-da7 retention interval.
Recommenaationa. Further study with organizational aids was recommended: Present.
lng the orfanizers on two separate occasions; drawing attention speci.tlcally to
the genera izations and principles contained in the organizers; and teatin~ each
one o.t the organizers separately against control groups might produce signlf'icance.
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CHAPTER 1
THE

INTRODUCTION~

THE RATIONALE, THE PROBLEM,

AND THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

One of the goals of education is to foster cognitive
development in the learner.,

The manner in which this proc-

ess of cognitive growth occurs in the public school class-

room appears to be a product of several determining factors,
such

as

classroom social structure, teacher personality,

individual diffe!lences, and motivatlonal levels (Bruner,

1971). Since such variables are difficult to control
experimentally, only limited research on school learning

has been conducted in the classroom.
psfchologist~

hive

situ,tions in their

utiii~ed

more

Instead, educational

cont~olled

in~estigations

laboratory

of learning, and have

tended to draw inferences for classtioorn learning from

laboratot•y studies o£ lass complex tnodes of' learning
(Ausube 1, 1969a). While the ae stu aies have 'Pttovid ed mueh

infot'mation about human

learning~

1

the types of materials

2

used have often been unrepresentative of classroom verbal
materials.

Concept acquisition bas bean investigated through
experiments using objects, nonsense syllables, and lists
o£ alphabetic letter combinations. During the learning
task, through mechanical means or by verbal feedback, sub-

_ _ ______,jects were provided either posit.ive or negative information as
to the correctness of their choices, As a result, simplified concepts have been attained through following rules
or noticing associations among the verbal stimuli and
responding according to experimental conditions.
Much of the verbal concept learning experimentation
has been done with letter combinations or word lists

ranging considerably in their potential meaningfulness ,to

subjects. These rote verbal learning studies. have yielded
information about rate and proficiency of human learning

as influenced

b~

previous verbal

meaningfulness of verbal stimuli and by
lea~ning

habits o£ the subjects.

Unde~

wood and Schulz (1960) have summarized much of this wo:rk
according to associational values, frequency, pronunciability, and length of stimuli used; they have also
investigated the effect on rate or learning and retention.

The theoretical pl'inci.ples underlying the use of these
materials have been mostly of the Wntsonian-Thorndikian

3

tradition, with emphasis upon stimulus-response associatione.l
learning.
However, other learning theorists consider class ..
room learning seldom so specifically and discretely characterized, since relationships among concepts are usually
essential to the learning of

sub~ect

matter. By con...

zations, the learner experiences instructional materials
more fra.m a Gestalt position. The learning process is
characteri.zed by a learning set for more complex concepts,
and a preference for perceiving factual information as

parts of the larger generalization (Siegel and Siegel,
1965).

For example, in understanding an historical event,

generalizations about the historical antecedents are of
primary importance; the

n~es,

places, and dates of the

event are

el~enta

of secondary importance in the learning

process.

These elements are seen as intrinsically inter-

dependent upon the event as a whole and contributing as

such to the entire situation (Lawrence, 1971).

Meaning~

fulness of concepts may b$ perceived as ranging along a
continuum from rninimum to

ma~i.mum,

consisting chiefly of

associations on the lower end of the scale and of idea ...
tional concepts involving generalizations of considerable
complexity on the upper end of the seale. While school

4

learning involves rote learning of simplified. concepts to
some degree, providing learning situations in which

students may develop concept-formation skills on levels of
greater complexity is of practical irnportanoe.

~--

Cognitive psychologists have identified the
differences betweert stimulus-response learning and Gestalt
principles of learning (Anderson and Ausubelj 1965; Johnson,
1972).

Ausubel (1968) contrasts the nature of the learning

requitted for obtaining specific bits of information for
re.cognition or recall with the nature of learning required
for acquiring complex, interrelated systems of knowledge.

Since much of cognitive learning theory stems from the
eal'lie:r work of the Gestaltists, the cognitivists advocate

teaching in the classroom through the use of principles and
generali~ations

rather than through a strictly factual

in.fol'mation appttoaoh (Ausubel, 1968; Woodruff, 1970).

The uaue.l mothods o.f t&aohing verbul eoruHipts in
the classroom have been listed by Johnson and Stratton
(1966) as follows:

pt-oviding definitions, using sentence

contexts, giving synonyms, grouping by olasslfications,
and combining the pl'evious four in various ways.
attempt to classify levels of eogniti;ve

In an

learning~

Bloom. et al, (1956) have distinguished between learning
of simple faots and :fi.ve successive levels of' cognition

5

which are labeled comprehension, application; analysis,
syntbe sis, and evaluation of i.nform.at ion.

They have

indica ted the need for instructional techniques which
foster thinking above the learning of simple facts.

g_

Concept acquisition from this point of view would include
a wide range of eornplexi.ty, particularly at the higher
_e_v_els_oLBJ._o_om!_s__hi_e_r~aor_chy_Qf_cLQKTiit_i ve

c____ _ __._
..

skills • Wood r._..u...,.f~f-----~

(1970) perceives the mind as the depository of all ex-

periencas.

He defines concept acquisition as a composite

perception of meaniPgs, understandings, language symbols,
feelings anp preferences.
Acquisition of meaningful verbal concepts as investigated in this

study has been

inte~preted

from the viewu

point of cognitive psychologists, with the intention that
the reaul ts of the study be more readily generalizable to
school learning..
u~e

of

pPirtciple~,

Cognitive psychologists assume that the

generalizations, and relationships

among concepts should be a majot• pattt of the normal class ...

:roont instl:'Uoti ort.

~~ho

learning matet1 ial used in the pres ...

ent investigation, wt•itten especially with this assumption
in mind, was approxlmutely the length of' a chapter in a
textbook ana was pfasentad as a reading lesson in ten
social studies classes (see Table 1, page 6)a

organizational aid a p:t•ovid ad with the

le~n·ning

The
material

, Table 1
Sequence of Experimental Treatment
--,-

I

Group

l

I

III I

II

i

V

IV

VI

Organizer

Learning
Passage

Advance
Questions

Learning
Passage

Subsequent
Organizer

Learning
Passage

Advance

VII

I

I

IX

-lVIII

. I
L earn1ng

X

Passagie

Learning
Passage

Subsequelnt

No

Organizer

Quest i ons
1

Fourth Day: fr

IR t . .
I
1 te ent 1on I

! rrP.st
.

..;. v

'

•.1.

·

Test

i...

l

I

l

l

p•ee al~

Test

I ::::

Feed-~i

back

I1 Test

I!

lI
!

l

Test

1:::t

I
!

Test

!

I

I

t

I
I·

e.

~

lback
!

.
·~

Fourteenth

J

1

Fee a-1I
back 1

l

RetentiOn
Test 2

Test

~

Feedback

Day:

I I I

r
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used in the present investigation were hypothesized to
facilitate concept

acquisition~

The following organiza-

tional aids were used to teat the effects of the organizer
upon acquisition of concepts in the learning passage:
The

adva~.intt'oduc!ory_organ.~~,

preceding the

learning passage, followed psychological specifications
--------~s~ta~t~e~d~by,

!usubel (1968) and was intended to furnish

advance key concepts prior to the presentation of the essay,
"Change--'What Is It?

How Does It Take Place?"

These

specifications require that the organizer be written in
)

abstract generalizable statements grouped into short paragraphs which sequentially follow the content of the
learning passage, that it (jontain no direct sentences from

the lea.rning passage, and that it
information to be asked

The

~bsequent orga!ll.z~

org~nizer, u~cept

or

lH)t

provide specific

the reader in the. criterion test.

was identical to the advance

that it was placed after the learning

passage.
The

ad'\fan~..lJl!roJ!!.l.~.tgfl:_~q_~~ lo!!!

wet-a written

parallel to the adv·anoe introductory orga-nizers, each
statement being l"hanged to a qu(1s1: ion.

This type of advance

introductory organizer• con.formed to speci:r ioa1;iona for
organizational aida to conoapt acquisition made by Ausubel

(1960), except that it was written in question form and

8

grouped into short paragraphs, designed to organize the
accompanying learning material.
~uestions,

'fhe set of

subsequen~

identical in content, appeared subsequent to

the passage for that treatment type.
'fHE RA'riONAI..E

Concept acquisition by students in the classroom
is important to the development of independent thinking
and to problem solving. While investigations have bean
conducted 1•elati.ng to the manner in which concept acqui-

sition takes place, theoretical differences about the
nature of learning have been evident in the design and conclusions of these investigations (Bruner, 1971; Johnson,

1972). Stimulus-rdsponse and associational learning
theorists ha'Ve sought to determine the manner in which
simple concet>ts are acquired (Hunt, 1962; Underwood and
Schulz~

19ao): cognitive theorists have taken an opposite

position and attempted to invastigate concept acquisition
involving more complex ideas such as ar•a encountered in
subjeot matter classroom

rnatet~ials

(Alla·n, 1970; Ausubel,

Cukia:t'; and Sehpoont, 1957; Ausubel ana Fitzgerald • 1961;
Bayuk, Proger 11 and Mann, 19?0; a.na Schulz, 1966).,
The manner in which achool lemrning materrials are

presented has been presumed to have important effects
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upon the thinking processes of students (Ausubel, 1969b;
Bloom, et a.l, 1956; Friedlander, 1965; Hilgard, 1964) ..

When instructional materials at•e presented in

discn•eta~

incremental, factual units to be memorized for later recog..
nit ion or recall, the student may of nacess ity develop a
"factual sat" for learning theso units (Siegel, 1967).
_____Wh,~en_s~ub_j_e_c_t~.t_t_er_f_a_ctt_s_a.r_a_int_r._Qd_Qc_e_d_w_jj;_h_o_u.t_t~h_e_i.n=-------

clusion of unifying statements, comparisons, or generalizations, a factual set may be maintained during reading ..
Learning of this natura is frequently reinforced when
'

testing procedur•es call for reiteration of the materials

learned, without expecting students to draw conclusions or
make inferences from the knowledge gained.

The factual

set in learning appears to be necessary when a student is
lea:rning materials in accordance with st imulus ... response

theoretical principles.
Some writers observe that continuous emphasis upon
faot~al

$at is not oonduaiva to higher order thinking
Also,

(BloOni; at ai, 1956; Pressey, 1963; Sandera 11 1966}.

instructional matePitls and tests

n~asuring

factual

info~

nw.t ion may pr•ornot e convergent thinking p:roce sse a without
enaouraging divergent thinking proaasses (Gatzala and
Jackson, 1962; Slagel and Siegal, 1965).
Organizational aids, in the f'orm of' paragraphs
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written at the level of generalizations and p·rineiples,
permit the reader to classify smaller units of information
within larger concepts, thus gaining a more complete understanding (.Ausub.el, 1968) .. When concepts are compared, con...
trasted, or related to each other, the learner maintains a
'

conceptual sat while reading..

Investigations of concept

acquisition with meaningful verbal

w1t erials

which use

organizational aids according to the psychological specifications defined by Ausubel (1961} closely approximate
school learning situations in which conceptual set is
most effective.
Several recant studies of learning and retention,
using organizational aids, support the theoretical
position that retention is greater if the learner can be
aided in forming relationships, making contrasts, or
generalizing

inftn~at

ion (Allan, l9f58; Ausubel, 1960;

Ausubal and Fitzgerald, 1961; Jlusubal and Youssef, 1963;

Sanders, 1968; Siegel, 1965; Schulz, 1966). Sinceretention of meaningful learning for future use is one important obj active of teaching, organizat iona 1 aids which

facilitate learning and retention may be considered highly

useful. Theoretically, if the learner can be aided in
building r'elationships, 1ne.king cumparisons, drawing
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conclusions, and forming generalizations by ·using concepts,
his retention of learning will ba greater.

THE PROBLl\M
Statement of the Problem
Will organizational aids have significant effects

concepts for eleventh grade students, as measured by a
thirty-two question, multiple-choice criterion test
administered three days or four•teen days following the

reading of a prose passage? Will the organizational aids
benefit sttldents of high

OJ~

low verbal I. Q. ability as

well as students of high or low reading comprehension

level when compared with control groups of students not

using tho

organi~ational

aids?

Significance of ....!l~.~pl~~

Even though many

educatox~s

would agree that the

provision Of organizational aids with instructional
matePials helps promote learning and retention, this

pro~

vision is not oonsistantly followed ir1 mos·t textbook
:formats.

!t

appeal'"::~

tht1t pt•asarltation and orgunization

of instructional matar:ials varies from publisheli to

publisher, and that frequently, insufficient consideration
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has been given to the psychological aspects df learning
in the presentation of subject matters.

While some inves-

tigators have found evidence favoring advance o:r comparative

organi~ational

aids (Ausubal, 1960; Auaubal and

Fitzgerald, 1961; Ausubel and Youssef, 1963), such aids
have not bean tested when placed subsequent to the

Questions preceding ot• following text materials

have been thought to increase the acquisition and retention
of knowledge (Frase, 1967; Rothkopf, 1966). However, the
same quest ions used during l.e arning as practice exercises
later appetn•ed in criterion tests..

Although the evidence

showed that these questions facilitated learning most

effectively when placed after the text or segments of the
text* they WePe not actually intended to function as
o~ganita~ibnal

aids.

F~rthe~,

results of soma of these

studies {Rothknpt, 1966; Fraseg 1967) have been inter ...

preted to indicate that

!E!~ig~~

facili.tate the :t'etention of more

questions actually
gen~r.!~!

information from

the passage.. However, this conclusion has recently bean
questioned on statistical grounds..

At this time, it has

11ot bean established t;hat apeci.fio quest lona
the recall of more general

i.nf'ornmtion~

inf.lu~nce
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Quest ions used for roview of short sect ions of pro ..

gra:mmad learning materials were assumed to aid retention of
each part in a sequentially praaanted instructional
pas sage.

'rhtn'a is a ome ina icat ion that gan,eral

st~.t ement s

onl1, provided a more effiei.ent teaching procedure than
the use of interspersed questions with revlew, in terms of
acquisition and retention.

'rhe literature generally

suggests inconclusive findings fol'

:~my

ona best organiza-

tional aid to the learning of instructional materials.
PURPOSg OF' TilE S'rtmY
This

study was conducted to investigate the differ-

ential effeots of organizational aids upon the acquisition
o.f meaningful verbal concepts by eleventh grade students
of two mental ability lavaL~ and of two read.ing ability

levels, as measu1Qed by a critorion teat adrnini.stered three

days or fourteen days followlng learning. Students were
g:tve:n a 2,50Q...word instruotlonal passage to read, with a
235.-woi"d organizational aid, eithet' in statement fornt or

questiort form, placed either before o• aftet' the passage.
The

pu~poae

of the study i.s eons id area impot•tttnt to

olas~ ...

room teaching in tha :publlc schools in o. time when tha
int eg:rat ion of knowledge for

essential.

Cl'i 1; i~ttl

thinking l s

~---
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THE HYPOTHESES
Research hypotheses for the problem under investigation are as follows:
Concept acquisition and ratent i.on of unfamiliar

H1:

but meaningf'ul verbal matei•:i.al can be fa.cilita·tad by organi ..

zational aids to the learning passage for stuaents of high
or low verbal I. Q.. ability au we 1.1 as for students of high
or low reading comprehension la~~ls, as measured by a
three":~az

retention test.

H2:

Concept acquisition and retention of unfamiliar

but meaningful verbal material

co.11

be f'acilitated by organi-

ze.t ional aids to the learning passage for• students of high

or low verbal

I~ Q.

ability as wall as for stud ants of high

or low l"eading comprehension levels, as tneasu:red by a.
fourte!!!:~!l

Hs:

retentitm test.
Concept rtoqultd tion ttnd t•attmt lon of unfamiliar

but meaningful verbal mattn•ial can lJe faoilit!ltad by

an

!9.:!.!!!.~...!~.-t?!!.~!,~~!.t~n!_~ aid, as measured by a ,t~!J!!::.<l!l

retention test •
low

m~mtal

rl'his Will

OOCUl" fo1•

StU06nts of high

0!'

ability, as well as .for. students of high or low

rea.d:i.ng levels.
H4~

Concept aoquisitlon and rebmtion o.f unfamiliar

but meaningful verbal mal;eria.l can ba f'acllitatod by an
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!av~~-nizational

retention test ..

aid, as measured by a 'fouttteen-d~

This will oocuro :for students of high or

low mental ability, as well as for students of high or low

reading levels.
H5:

Concept acqui.s i tion and retention of unfa<miliar

but meaningful verbal mat erial can be1 faoilitat ed by a

by a th:ree ... d~l retention test..

This wlll occur for students

of high or• low mental ability, as W611 as for students of

high or low
H6:

I 1 eading

levels.

Concept a.cquisi tion and retention of unfamiliar

but meaningful va1obal material oan be facilitated by a
subseguent_~~_rgarli~atio~~l. !!l~

to the passage., as measured

by a fo~r~!~ r•etention test..

Thi.s will occur for

students o.f high or low mental ability, as well as for

students o£ high or low reading levale.,
'H7:

Concept acquisition and retention of unfamiliar

but meaningful Voi-bal material can be facilitated by

a.d!~~c.~

9.'!!!J ti <?.n.~ written as an n:r•ganizat ionnl aid to the learning
passage, as measured by a ~1u~ee~~!,l retention test ..

This

will oo cut' for stud ants of h l.gh or low mental a bi li ty, as
wall s.s fo:r students of high or low r•eadlng levels.

-

Ha:

Concept aoqu:i.si tion a.nd

I1 etention

of tlnfamilia:r

but meaningful verbal material can he fanilitated by!£!~

~

'~

I!
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que~tion!!

written as an organizational aid to the leal'ning

passage, as measured by a

fou!teen:~

retention test-

This will occur f'o:t• stud ants of high or low mental ability,

Od--

~--

as well as for.· students of high or low reading levels.
Hg:

Concept acquisition and retention of unfamiliar

but meaningful verbal nmterial can be facilitated by
I

----_!~-!-~_g_a_gJ_,_~J'-'~+. 51~!:S-t~i-~tl!-\'\r-r~i-t-t-e-n~a-s-a-t=l-9-l!-fffl-rt-j~l-a-t-i-Gn-a.-l-a-iS-t-g~~~~~-

the learning passage, as measured by a
test.

thr~z t~etention

This will occur fop students of high or low mental

ability, as well as for students of high or low reading
levels.
H1o:

Concept acquisition and t•et ent ion of' unfamiliat•

but meaningful verbal Jnater•ial can ba facilitated by

_!Ubseguen_!,

gues.tJ~!.l!

written as an organizational aid to

the learning pas sage, as nieas m•m1 by a
~etention

test.

f.O~!_tee'h··~~

This will occur for students of high or

low mertt al ability, as we 11 as for students of high or low
reading leva ls.

Ass~!

Tha assumptions upon which thi.a investigation was

based ara as follows:
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1.

Cognitive structure is hierarchically organi:aed
in terms of highly inclusive concepts under which
are Bubsumed less inclusive subconcepts and
informational data (Ausubel, Robbins, and Blake,
1957).

2.

New meaningful material becomes incorporated into
cognitive structure insofar as it is subsumable
under relevant existing concepts (Ausubel, 1989b).

3. The potential meaning of new ideas as wholes can
be related to established meanings (concepts,
facts, and principles) as wholes to Y~i,ye=ld..,____..n..__.e=w_______
f----'-------~m~e~a-n.-in'g81Ausu bel, · l969b) ..

4. Acquisition of cognitive structure is influenced by·
using for organizational and integrative purposes
those concepts and principles in a given discipline
that have the widest explanatory. power, inclusiveness, generalizability, and relatability to
the subject matter content of that discipline
(Ausubel, 1970}.
Limitations
Limitations to the study which occurred either prior
to or during the course of the data gathering are listed as

follows:
1. ·Although ten intact social studies classes at the
elever1th grade level were requested, a few tenth
grade students were enrolled in three of these
classes •.. Since CTBS Comprehension subtest reading
scores were obtained from all subJects included in
the data analysis, these few students were kept in
the groups-on the basis of their reading ability.
2.

The selection of the ten classes was made by the
admi-nistrators and social studies chairmen of the
th~ee schools involved, rather than by random
asslgnment. Randomization was achieved by
providing for all treatments and control condition
within each elass.
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3. There was considerable disparity in ~ocioeconomie
status and academic achievement· among the ten
participating classes. Mean verbal I. Q. scores
and reading comprehension test scores varied
greatly between the three classes in the high
school of lowest socioeconomic level when compared
with the classes in the other two schools.
Because of this factor, twenty-six students were
dropped from the study, mostly from. the school in
the lowest socioeconomic area. The basis for
eliminating students was because their criterion
teat scores were unanalyzable, being at chance

l--~~~~~~-leYe1_o:r_le_s_s~(Ehe_l_i~lR7_2}!!·-~~~~~~----'-~~~~~~~

4.

·,·.:

One-day delayed feedback was chosen for the present
study because a number of rooent studies showed
that delayed feedback of four h01n•s up to two days
gave significantly better results on delayed
. retention test scores (Anderson and Kulhavey, 1972;
English and Kinzer, 1966; Mot•e, 1969; Sassenrath
and Yonge, 1968). However, for one of the five
classes who took the three-day retention test,
feedback could r10t be pt#ovided one day following
the test, as specified in the design, since
modular scheduling prevented this timing. Consequently; fo~ these seventeen students, evenly
d ist:rlbuted afterwards among the :five threa-d ay
retention test groups, feedback was provided
immediately following the test' on the same day.
The reason for retaining these students was so
that classes might be all obtained within the
Stockton area. In some studies comparing immediate
feedback with one•day delayed feedback, group means
were f~und to be ~E2E~l: on the delayed .

retent1on

ta~ts

(Sassenrath, Yonge, and Shrable,

1968; Sassenxvatb and Spa:rtz, 1972; Sassam•ath,
1972).

THE DEFINI'l'IONS OF' TERMS
', ·The following terms are used in discussion related

, to this st ud;r, and are included bee au sa thEty appear

particularly

~elevant

to an understanding of previous
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literature concerning the problem of concept ·acquisition.
In most oases, the definitions are basic to cognitive

psychology, and especially applicable to the writings of
the authors cited for each.
~?,yance ~ganizer

This term describes a short passage consisting of
abstract, highly generalizable concepts or principles,
presented prior to the reading of the passage and intended
to assist the learner to classify or organize the factual
and explanatory content of the reading subsequent to his
reading of the material.

Specific facts, definitions, or

questions taken directly from the criterion test are to be

exeluded, so as not to alert the reader to them (Ausubel,
1960, 1988; Bayuk; Frager, ana Mann_ 1970).
. !a vance organizers • • • oro inar il.y have two
distinct functions that eort•espond in turn to two
aifferent aspects of the unfami.lia1wi ty of n1ea.ning:ful
lee.:rning material. Samet imoa
~ u. the new material
is almost comr>letel;y unfamiH.ar in the sense that
cognitiv& structure is barren of even generally
related concepts • Under these circumstances, the
purpose of the organizer is simply to provide
ideational anchorage or sca.ffold ing. More typically,
however, the new lEHn~ning material ., ... is a variant
of related, p~eviously ltHlt•nad concepts ••• already
established in cognitive structure (Auaubel ana
Fitzgerald, 1961~ p. 266).
o;

~pgniti~

Cognitive structure is the representation of the
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environment which an individual oons1:ructs

ft~om

the data of

his own experience and fol"mulates ft•om many mental
processes, involving organization or reorganization of
perceptions (Ausubel, 1968; Johnson, 1972).

Within the

. context of classroom learning, cognitive structure develops

as the learner receives and processes or interacts mentally
with the information.

Cognit lve psycholog._,..i=st.'<_'.s..____,e._...,o...,..nc""_s~id"-'e~r~~~~~~

cognitive structure functioning as a whole, into which

subordinate classes, names, and things exist to add
meaning and completeness {Johnson, 1972) ..

Compar.ative. O!•ganizer
This term describes a short passage of prose,

written at a high level of abstraction and generality, to
distinguish between new concepts_ idoas, and principles to

be

learn~d

from those contairtad in similar previous

learning (Ausubol and Fitzgerald, 1961.; Ausubel and Youssef,
(

196S).

In research, its principal use has been to connect

what the learner already knows with what he needs to lea.rn,
(

and has been placed between 1•alevant previous learning and
a passage of new concepts to

bt~ p1~esented

fl

The use of cor1oept throughout this investigation

refers to terminology,

definitions~

or ideas which are
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explained, eompared, or illust:r;ated.

Also, the term refers

to abst:ract principles or generalizations contained in the
experimen~al

reading materials and criterion test.

definition in pal't from

Webste_!'~E__ ]n~.ernati_onal

The

D_ictional'z,

2nd ed.. (1956) follows:

.An idea that includes al1 that is chal"acteristica.lly
Id ea.s Ol'

as soeiated wi.th or suggested by a t et•m..

c____,__ _ _ _ _

a~bs-t~!!B.rct~i~o:ns-or~th~e-g-!'-RB~p-o~f-m~a~nJ~ngs-o~f-s-Y'!!1hols'--------

r-epl'esenting such ideas or B.bstiQaetions. A product of
abstract or reflective thinking (as an interpretation
or design). The abstract, intellectual, or universal
element in cognition as distinguished from the
learning of concNtte particulars in sense perception •
.Q2r.cept Acquis i~tio.n
Tho acquisition of a concept is the comprehension

of a common meaning in various situations; the abstraction
of a principle from spec if i.e

insta.nc~es.

In this study,

concept acquisition includes the attainment of ideas,
meanings, scientific pl'inciples, and sociological ·
.. implications front tha content ltnd in.feNmees of the

learning materials used in the experiment.
· Conce.ptuallz Set

~e.B:.r.n!!!

One who, by definition, rrdacta factual information
(

except as the facts are clustered and interrelated, is said
to have a conceptual set tor learning.

He prefers to learn

concepts and principles, fitting factual inf·orme.t ion into
broader frameworks (Siegel and Siegel, 1965).
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.Q.OI!_V~rg_ent

Thinking

This type of thinking ls emphasized when only one
·conclusion or answer is usually regarded as acceptable, and
when thinking is channeled o:r controlled in the direction
of that answer (Guilford, 1956).

Convergent thinking is

characterized by the tendency to r•etain the known, learning
what is pPedetermined, ana dealing wlth the usual and the
expected ( Getzels and Jackson, 19'62 )o
Divergen~_Thinking

Productive thinking which entails much searching in
various directions, which is most clearly demonstrated when
there is no single acceptable corwlus ion (Guilfor•d, 1956)

is identified as divergent thinld.ngo

It is ti cognitive

function which is generally orient ad t owar•d the novel and

the

$p~cu1ati••• in~luding fluency With words,

ana

ideas; as wali as the tendency to :revise the known, to

associations,

project new forms of thought instead o.t depending on

habitual forms of thought (net Z(llff and Sackscm, 1962) •

. f!_O~ .~!i!J;t ~!J.ll~!E.!!
One who is prtedlsposed to learn fa.ctual content is

said to have a factual sat for learning8

He adds units o£

inf'o:rmation to his cognitive structu:ra without being driven

tL_
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to interrelate theae elarnents into any contextual whole

(Siegal and Siegel, 1985) ..
Gestalt

A Gestalt, the term introduced by Ehrenfela, is a
structure or system of psychological

phenomena~

so

integrated as to constitute a functional unit with properties not derivable fi•orn its purtsi> the whole being
different from the sum of its parts.

A Gestalt is under-

stood to be:
• • • the result of a concretely describable whole·
atruetux•e, which determines the place and function of
the parts constituting it • • • • A Gestalt, in order to
coma about, does not require thH presence of all the
parts but only that of t;he skeleton of factors which
determine the total stx•ucture (Arnheim, 1959, pp. 93-94).
Gestalt psychology was d tnrelopt,d primarily in Germany
by a gttotrp, tha Gestalt school, who conoelved of
psychological, physiologienl~' and biological events as
occurring not thl*ough the summnt ion of' separate
elements, but through the f'unct iord.ng of Gestalten as
interrelated units.
·
Higher

ora!!! ~ntin~iri£
Cognitive processes which go beyond the acquisition

of factual knowledge entail a

•rhese

px~oces ses

mo~·e

oomplex type of thinking.

include tho oomp:rahons lon o.f ideas, the

application of knowledge to new s i tuat i.ona or problems, the
analysis of data or information, the synthesis of
in£ol'*Dl.at ion

acq~ired

or

discover(~d,

ev~hts, prooes~es. or ~roducts

and the evaluation of

(Bloofu, ot al, 1956).
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.~~!!_onal

Scaffolding

This term, used by Ausubel and associates, refers
to those anchoring ideas, consisting of relevant and
appropriately inclusive subsuming

concepts,~~

which are

;;;--

present in cognitive structure or introduced prior to new
learning.

Theoretically, these ideas enhance the

inoorporability and longevity of

mo1~e

detailed material in

a learning passage, depending upon the degree of organization, clarity, and stability of their existence in
cognitive structure (Auaubel ana Fitzgerald 9 1961; Ausubel
and Youssef, 1963) ..
Mean~ngfY.!.. Vet3 bal.J.~.'~·.l'!!}ng

In this study tneaningful verbal learning ref'ers
jl

mainly to that laal"ning which:

.

~

•

~ pl"esup~oaes

that the

te~rfi6r manlf~st

a

di.sposltio'h to r•elate tha now materis.J. nonarbitrnrily
and sUbstantively to hia.(wgrdt:Uta structure, and ..
that. th$ material he learns be ptYhantJ.ally ~ala table
to his structur-e of knowledge on a rtonv~rbat im bas l.s

(Ausubal_ 1969b, P• 332).

i,

· .Q~g~~iz!!t~.2ll!l..!id s
This te:rm Xttders to a shottt fJfttHJaga aecmnpanying
the nudn ltHU•nlng mater•i.al, i:he prln(d.pe.l i:unotion o:f which
is to bl'idge tho gap batwe~m what 'the laarncn' knows and the

infot"'ma. ti on pres en ted.

'11ha orgftnizat iona.l aid is meant to
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enable the learner to perceive the nature of the learning
passage in an ot•ganized way, cognitively speaking, in
contrast to percaivi.ng it in an unr-elated fashion to

previous learning (Ausubel, 1968).
Rote Learning
!~earning

which occurs when the learner's intention

nonsense syllables, words, ord bits of um•elated material,

as well as the learning of prose or poetry in a verbatim

way, is classified as rote learning&
Subsegu~-~t~ni~

In this study, the subsequent o:r•ganizer is a short

passage identical in content and structure to tha advance
int:toductory organi2ltn~, axea:pt thai; it followed the learning

passage.
SUMMAHY
~

In

Chapt~P

1 the intPoduation to

th~

dtudy, the

ttationale, the s tabrmtmt o:r tha pl"'oblotu, ·the purpose,
'·)'

hypotheses, aaauntpthHls_

:Ll.nli.tatiotul~

terms used ln the atud7 have baun

rrna da.firtitiona of'

presented~

In Chapter 2 the li toNl tu Pa per''tainlng to concept
acquisition using maaning:f.ul val ba1 rna.ten•ials will be
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reviewed.

In Chapter 3 the pt•ooea uras for conducting the

:research, the selection of the par•t ioipants, the matal'ials
and test, the sequenoa of tha expari.ment, the experimental
design, and the statistical p:roeedures will be given.
The results of the study and tho statistical
)

analysis will be ppesented in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5 the

conclusions and racommanda tiona o:f the study will be
d iscuaaed.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LI'fERATURJ.;

INTRODUCTION

considerably with regard to conoept·-types

O:t'

form of

information measured on criterion tests.

Verbal matet'ials

of.varying degrees of meaningfulness have been used, such
I

as word lists, paired associate lists, foreign language
. vocabulary, simple or complex sentences, and factual

paragraphs.
Nonsense syllables, symbols, or numerical com-

binations have frequently been used in laboratot•y studies
~onq uetea

under fortnally

contr~ollad eon<l it ions '(underwood,

1960) • ·!n the so e:xp6rimants, strongly influenced by Hull,

· !llid based upon association tlH.tol--y, the subjects wet-a

· l'equired to gi V'e nunterical or
'>

syllable responses_ to

olasslfy abstract ohar'aeters. 'rha individual in this

:.

·,'

ver~bal

L

'.\·r

lear-ning situation remained relatively pafHtl.ve 11 exoept

when ttesponding to extarl:r1s.l st;hnuli
negative feedback.

:I:'ot~

positive or

Positive raspont:Jes which ware
2?

confirm~d

~

it!
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by the investigator strengthened the associations; hence,

concept acquisition.
!

Meaningful verbal concepts, such as those presented
in classroom subjeot ... matter learninglil have also been used
in :recent studies on aoquisi tion and l'etent ion (Allen, 1970;
.A.uaubel, 1960; Schulz, 1966)"

Vnttylng the

Ol1 gan izat ional

aids which affect learning of verbal concepts has provided
a research basis for• drawing conclusions about the relative
effectiveness of those ox•gani.r.ational aids.,
The studies seem to reflect theoretical divergency

which stems from two basically contrasting psychological
assumptions about human lea.I'ni.ng.

Most of H1e studies with

mat:.erials of lessor meaningfulness have been primattily

assoalationist

o~

rteobehaviotistic in origin, 'haorists of

the assooiati.on.ist parsuasidh view ·the studEmt as a passive
\

receptacle
whose laar!ll.ng l.s d etermir1ed ·by eit ernai stimuli
·.. ·.,
through 66f1di tionirtg:*

r~oto lt~ar•ning~

f.requl!lncy and

ttepetitiott (Anderson aria· Ath.nibol. 1.965)'
··' · The stud iss vH th nHttefllals
; , l .•

tlf {Sfi<HJ.tet11

moaningful:ness

'

ha:ve. ~~.en eonduoteel mostly fJ~om a cogntt :l'tri.s1i point

ot view.

' More. closely o:rientet1 to tho (}as'talt pfl;yohological view...
point; the eognit i-ve vievrpo1,nt is no11meelhanist i.o 11 f'ootHdng
on

o:rgard~oa

conee~h

aspects of prn"cept ion a:na thinldng ii 'Phe

haa baert with

aognitivo-structu~al

aapeats ot

~

IE!
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thinking, problem solving, learning inductively or
and transfer of laat•ning tht•ough relationships

d~Jducti valy,

between concepts (Johnson, 1.972) ..

This review of· the literatutfe will be presented
under the .following headings:

(1) Concept learning using

rota verbal rnater•ials; (2) Concept formation and classification, (3) Effects of advance Ol ganizal S upon concept
8

1

acquisition and retention, (5) Effects of questions provided

with the text upon concept acquisition and retention, and

1
>

I

( 6) Summary of: "the chapt el'.

CONCEPT !.EARNING US!NG

HfYl'}~

VERBAl.. MATERIALS

To the assooiational.,.conneci;ioni.st psychologists,
the leattn ing act, or specifically, V'<:n-wbal conctrpt

. acqdiaition, is

d~pendant

upon and predictable

exte!'nal stimulus (thtdet'Wood, 19f36),,

t~om th~

He describes the

·general position of some of these theorists as follows:

• , .•

~'he

study of con<H(pt learni.:t'lg la the
tsttlay,of stituulua selection .. The (1:fittlt or concept
lea~ning is tha abstra.at:lon... salaotion of a oommon
f'aatutta, ohat-aotfH'il~t:ic, ox· pro£1)rty which i.tJ prtu)tJ'f:lt
in o. nlnttbar of. ~ti:muli which dit'feY.' i.n otbal" char ..
act~1·ist:tcs"
:tnclaed; .lf' wo wo1~t1 to o<mtr•al'jt t-ot a
laattning and c.n:nMH:t!lt laarnh1g n't the polnt where a.

oontrarrt is most meaningfulli we would ~H1y that
atinu.tltl5 seleoti.on is· an int~.'1ta~ting b:r··•p:roduot of'
rote learning but a nacoasity in oonoept learning.
At the samo time, howevaxt., tha laws that govet.. n
stimulus sa lact ion ].n both cas a a rnay tuxwn out to be
very similar (p. 57).

E

•
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Underwood attributes concept learning to

th~:t

1aa.rnel'' a

ability to sole at or re j act a cmmnon feat ur•e among
various external stimuli, with the purpose of classification

of' liko elements.

Staats, Staats, and Biggs (1958) conceive

of concept learning as the act of acquiring identical
\

imi>lioit assoeia,ta:i so that they will be immadia.tely and
consistently elicited$

Two repronantativa investigations

are included here •
.Allen, Mu.hl<~r, and Estes {1969) 9 in a study of the

effects of recall tests on 24-h our :retention c>f paired
associate:s, used threo ... letter English nouns and two .. digit

numbers as learning matar•iaL.

With f'orty oollege students

~
~

~=~~-==

as subjecti') ~ they found that retrievabili.ty of the reapona6

i tams i.no1iea.sad substnnt ially as a l'unct lon of' occtu•renoos

~

~

it=

b

of' immed iat a un:reinfor(HJd recall te~lt a in the training

seriesf Retention dacrteased f'or suhjaots v11ho reoaitred no

immediate t-aeall

te~ta' dt.n&in~~ tt'ahdug a~ries..

, · the uru,ainforood tet:Jt i.ng

pt~od tlcad st~H"~rYtyped

Hdwev>Enll,

t"eaponaes

T
c- ---

similar to those given on th~ first bHst, whether oorraot
o:r not.
Hodge and Fox (1966) il in their in'lffH$tlgtition o£

sequential sholt•tePm retention as a function at probability

ot recall o£

catago~y items~

using stimulus nu1:terial whi.eh

tested aixty college students,
(lomd~Jted of o:ighty Engllsh

===
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word a divl.ded into ten nonexhttust lve categories of' eight
They pros anted a nun1ber' of stimuli one

rolatad woxijda each.

at a time 11 and roqu i.:red sub jeot s to recall it uma on four
successive days.

By making differential information-

processing demands on the
performanco in recall

subjects~

deta1~ ioratod

they found that
with increases of

information supplled.
CONCEPJ:l FORMATION AND

Soma

instanc~s

1

CLASS~0 ICATION

o.f concept ae:qulaiti.on in the school

env.i.x-orunent imrolva spontaneous d i

tHwv~:wy

or elass if i.e a tion ..

Braun (1963) investiga.t ed tho ro h1. t :hm bet-woen concept
I

formation ability- a.nd

aevelopmenta1 levels
positive :ralatlon

,j

1~tHlO ing

rt

achlavem.ent at three

was hypothesized that a

i!fxit}t~~ between

0,n1eapt

.ftn~nuttion

g~eater

and

readi.ng aehievam(1ni: than the rfelation wl:d,ch axists between

eonoept form.at iort ~.nd inte J1lgcnHH) ~ Raad 1.ng oomp~ahanai.on
. ''

tl'

.,

teats admi:nist0red to the sam.ple of 139 boytl at thir•djl

:---

fifth, anel savanth g:rada.s ware eithol" .!.9!~~/L~!li.a'VeYf!EH:t...~

I!!

!t!~i!

0)1

S!!tJt!J ..tt~!!!lt,~at:! •

IntHlligontH) soot' en w·ara

· o'bte,ined from a.and.n:i.~tl•ai:imH~ of' th~ frJ!!~;~]~l. l:teJI!i.!l._A.MJ.1Ji1!!
Tt~ ut Ol' !!.~h.!~!. Jll~!!.~ltE.~!!..~!...§.~:f~.l~~JB!.JU!!.l(!!~l! ~~

A total of twenty concepts was presented in a serias
of four wotuds typetd horizontally on cards l' with six card a

~
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per concept.

The pupil saw each card in sucoession, ana

was asked to name the concept which appeared on avery card.
In this study, the concept fo11rmat ion task was a reading

skill and elassificatlon ability, concepts being formed
spontaneously from word associations on the cardse The
words waro taken from !E_t!.J>:tao!!~I~-~~,~~~!dbo,C?.!~.E!_.§Q,._QQQ
Words ('rhorndika and Lorga, 194:'1) ~ and the pupil was

!-----

instructed to ask foP definitions, if needed, of any words
Br•aun found this type of concept

appearing on the <H:ll•ds.

f'Ot'mation ability highly related to reading comprehension,
but not closely

coi~Pelated

with

intelligonc~l

as measured

on either lntalliganca scale used in tho study.,
Howe (19"/0), in testlng tho e.f.f'aets o:f repeated
prestlnta.tions and recall of maaningf·ul ptios(~jl presented a
'

.

na.rrat ion or'ally 11 fl'om which
through listf)ning to the
rtar~ativa

studt~nt s

passage~

He

aoq_uired eortoapts
1~tH1tt a

160...word

description to twantyMtwo collega students in

four weekly sessions..

Eaeh td.nw the atuot1111ts were asked to

listen to the nar:t'atiort, tb a.ttmnpt a written recall of the
contents, tH1d to htHlr the pus sage
tlC:H:HlJ:lttOy

cont~nt

lrt

S(jqU$!1,f.h~ Of

5.nc itJ a:nt; a

ti~iad

agairie, Whlle

W~,U$ td;ra~HHH1, trt~aningful

i"athet' than vex•batim recall 'fJas

e~·ptlotad

of tha

subjects in their vn·ittan aor.munta ..
VJraeko..to ....waak

bnpt~oval'!lant

o:t nmnbat- of. concept$

'

:

~

~
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recalled was significant· at p..:::: .01. However, in spite of
rereadings between trials, both incorrect and correct
initial concepts ware recalled with greater frequency on
subsequent writings than were the concepts not recalled at
the first writing. Howe concluded that the learner's
cognitive structure or frwme of reference is an important
determinant of the outcome, since the inaccuracies in
concepts made by students .initially were persistent over
time.

It was conjectured that responses produced by the

subjects caused proactive or retroactive interferences.

EFFECT OF ADVANCE ORGANIZERS UPON CONCEPT
ACQUISITION AND RETENTION
Studies in meaningful learning

wi~h

materials

typical of classroom subject matter materials have been
conducted ~y Ausubel and associates since 1957. These
studies have been designed to test a cognitive theoretical
position of human learning and retention (Ausubel, 1970).

The theory is based on the premise that learning and
retention of meaningful verbal material is dependent upon
.

(

the learner's existing organization;
of concepts within

~

given

cognitive stPuoture with

ela~ity,

aub~eot matte~.

~eference

and stability

Strengthening

to these aspects

theoretically aids learning, discrimination of concepts, and
retention.

;--~

&I
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The following major variables essential to concept
learning are posited by Auaubel (1968):
"'

g~

1. The availability of relevant anchoring ideas,
principles, and information in cognitive structure
2.

s:--t--;-E~
~---

The organizational function of these ideas in

subsuming, categorizing, or relating new learning
into cognitive structure

3. The relative stability a.nd clarity of the anchoring
_ _ _ _ _ _ _id_e_a_a_in_r.tr_JlO_iallv affecting accuracy and clarity
of new meanings "
,____________
4.

The independence of cognitive structure in

influencing the learner's capacity for acquiring

new knowledge in the same field.

The.Cognitive Structure Theorz
Usipg_ Adyance P:ganpi,Z!!!,!!
With Prose Materials
!usubel (1960) used an advance organizer to test the
hypothesis that cognitive structure determines the amount
and duration of new learnirig. The 500-word organizer was
written specifically to provide concepts of high generality

and inclusiveness

unde~

which the informational prose con-

_)

tained in the scien'tifio article ootild be subcategorized.

Priof to the investigation, studenta read an article on
human endocrinology ar1d were given a twenty... six item,
multiple... choice test eovering the content. Groups wertl
matched by ability levels according to these pretest scores.
Homogeneity of means and var i.ances and normality of
distribution on the test scores of the f'outi classes permitted

:-

-

~
I§
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treating the students as from one group for the experiment.
Control for instructor and classroom var•iables was
maintained by simultaneously distributing the materials,
alike in appearance, but differing in content. Reading
tnne of five minutes was the same for the advance organizer
or unrelated introductory material on two occasions, forty-

An a:rticle on the mtttallurgical properties of
carbon steel was then read by both experimental and control
groups.

Three days later, a thir•ty-six item, multiple-

choice test was given. Comparison of scores on the pretest
covering concepts about endocrinology with the scores on
the cr'i terion test covering concepts about, steel showed an
interaction. between the two sets 'o£ results.

~

1';=------~-,.-

E
ic=

Field of

specialization, sex; and pretest scores were- then made the
basis of further matching the groups. Two

g~oups

of forty

students each wetse dttawn from the original four groups.
between

Significance

at nearly the .01 level was obtained

ex~er~erttal

and

oont~ol

groups. favoring the use

of tpe advance introducto1'y organizer. This result was
interpreted as evidence

auoing

the advance

£o~

the o£feotivene$s of

otvgani~er

1ntro~

to a1a1bilh:e and ~1at11£y

I

concepts in cognitive atructuNJ Pl'iot- to
learning materials.

int~oduoing tb~

It was furthet• suggested that

E .

~

•
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placemftnt of advance organizers in classroom reading
materials would aid retention, particularly when such
"~-

reading materials are not contextually organized to proeeed
from generalities to specifics.

s__
~~

,..,___

Apparently, the presenta-

tion of the organizer twice in the procedure served to
emphasize its importance and ensure conceptualization by
----the-s-tud~en~tB-e-------~----------------~

Ausubel and Fitzgerald (1961) used three different

soo ...word

introductions to

aet ermine whether learning and

retention of unfamiliar meaningful material could be

facilitated by advance ,organizers to increase the a iserimin ...
ability between previous related concepts and new concepts.
The

i~troduetions

were an expository organizer presenting

Buddhist concepts at a high level

~f

abstraction, a com-

parative organizer discriminating between Christian and

Buddhist concepts, and an historical introauction giving

un:rela ted infor1nat ion whi.ch was intended for the cont:rol
cona i tion.

on

"
e

the first day, 155 senior college students were

admi~istered

a

thirty~six

item pretest on the concepts of

Christianity, to determine the stability of existing

concepts which :related to the new learning material.
Subjects were rated as above or below median with respect
to knowledge on this pretest. Then the introductory

..

ii
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'

passages were studied for eight minutes. Two days later,
the 2,500-word passage on Buddhist doctrines was read and
studied for thirty-five minutes. A forty-five item,
multiple-choice test was administered thl'ea days and ten
days later, covering principles, facts, and applications of
the passage.
--------•.r_o____r_eclll(te_~a~~ianee

between classrooms, each of the

six classes was divided into three

groups~

Homogeneity of

variance was present on an interclass and also on an intergroup basis for all test scores; consequently, scores were

pooled :from each elasa and considered random sampling from
the same population.

The mean retention score on the

three-day test was significantly greater at the .05 level
for the comparative group than for the expository or the

historical group.

Subjects with greater knowledge of'

Christianity as measured on the Chri.stianity ptaetest
obtained significantly higher scot•es on the Buddhism test.

Although tho advanoa introductory

organi~er

did not

aid retention of the Buddhism concepts as measured on the
th~ee-day

'

'

retention test, the comparative

ptiovidea sufficient

to improve retention

o~gani.zat ionnl ~nd
scores~

organi~er

d i~HH1 iminativa aid

In this atudy, the organizer

passage was studied only once; whereasp in the 1960
investigation by Ausubel, students studied the advance

38

organizer on two different days prior to reading the main
learning article.
On the ten-day

r~tention

test, both the advance

organizer group and the comparative organizer group were
significantly higher than the control gt•oup, p"" .05.
Again, most of the difference appeared for subjects whose

_ _ _ _pl"e_t_ftsj;_s_cores we1•e below the median.
!usubel and Fitzgerald concluded that these results
support the theory that new learning is dependent upon

existing established concepts i.n eog11itiva atr•uctu:re.
students with high scores on the pretest,

ad~anoe

For

expository

or comparative organizational aids showed less effect on
criterion test scores; for students with low pretest scores,
ind i.ce.ting ambiguous or ina.dequate prior existing concepts,

the advance and comparative organizars imprt)ved criterion

scores.
Aiisubel and Youssef (1963) grouped six class sections

ot eauoational psychology students

~ccording

to their scores

on a pretest o£ the oortee}.rla of" Chri:rtiWl.nity; because of the
pat~allal

t"elatt'Jiln.es n of Chr i.st ian i ty co'rt(Hfpts to those of

Duaohism and Zen Buddbisn1.s The 162 $Ubjeots
entiat; ad by three levels

aooox~a ing ttl

Wt;fie

diffe:r ...

ver\Jf)\1 seo:r.tH3 on

~~ho_oJ~ ~1!2~. ..!J2.!];!.tr..J.!~~! e

Two 5QO..word

introduotot~y

passages were used to

th~

~

rr--

~

.F

&
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determine the effectiveness of comparative advance
organizers in discriminative learning and retention of the
concepts of Buddhism and Zen Buddhism.
the experimental

grot~p

On the first day,

studied o. compare. ti ve organizer,

while the co11trol gt'oup studled an unrelated, historical

passage of equal length. The two conditions were
____._jaitminiatered simultaneously durlng a class sessi.on, the
printed materials baing identical in a:ppeat•ance, differing

in the content of the

intt~oduotory

passage only.

The

third day, each group studied the same introductory passage
again for five minutes befo!'e studying a 2,500 ...word com..
parative or-ganizer on Zen Buddhism, and tha control group
read an hiatotvieal deaot iptive, 5QQ ...word introduction for
1

eight minutes..
tive

minute~

These int1•oduetions were again studied for

two days later, jw1t pt•ior to the study o£ a

2, 500...wox-d atttiola on Zen Buddhl sm fo1a thirty minutes. One
week latel', the thirty~five question, multiple-choice test

on Zen Buddhism was administered.
_)

!he advance

o~ganize~

facilitated

laa~ning

and

:retention o£ the fi.:rst passage, but the comparative

organizer showed no afteot on 'tast seores fo:re the second
pasEJaga.,

Subjects

aoot~i.ng

in the lower third of the

School_!,!\~. fl<>}~~ge ~j~i~l.i ~;y:_J::~1!! ra eeivafl gNnttest benefit

from the advance organizer.

~---·
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The hypothesis that clarity and stab:i:lity of
previously learned relevant knowledge signif·icantly affects
new, related learning

w~s

suppor'ted, p....:::.

.-05~

~~

Both

;....;;
~-

§_-~~

experimental and control subjects who had high scores on the

~

Christianity pretest obtained higher scores on the Buddhism

test than did subjects with low scores on the pretest when
The effect was significant

analysis of covariance was used.
at p

~

.01 with vel.. bal ability held constant, and at p ~ .05

when pretest scores on Christi.anity concepts were held
constant.

The investigators concluded from tho results that

apparently average aru1 above avet•age students spo11taneously
discriminate between related, but different ideas.

Findings

similar to this were reported by Ausubal and Blake (1958)
and Ausubel and Fitzge:ra:ld ( 1961)"

In these studies, a second h;ypothes is_ that the

stability and elarity o£ newly learned background verbal
matattial slgni.fidantiy aff.EHlt learning and i'()tt:mtion or

additional unfamiliar' related idflas was suppr.Yrtea. p .-G

.oL.

Analysis of covariance with vcr•ba.l ability controlled
showed that high

high on the Zert

sebl'e~n

on the Buddhism teat also scored

Buddhi~rn

toflf;s. Rs(Jat'H)Y oi: laa:rrilng tha

Buiidhhmt materials was gi van a a
sco:res on the test

sets of ideas.

measul~in.g

·t;h~

y;anaon £ott the high

diso:riml.nation between the two

=---

~

I!
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Bruning (1970) studied short-term retention of
specific factual infor"ma'tion ln prose contexts and tested
u

the immediate recall of a 100-santence prose passage with

~=-=

E=-

r;-

~

185 upperclass/unive:t•sity students.

Making reference to

the cognitive structure theory of ltusubal (1968), Bruning

hypothesized that generali,;nti.ons preceding specific and
____r._elated factual in:formation would aid learning and retention,

o.r

as compared to the retention
presented without such

A passage of

factual information

genarali~ations.

twenty~five

paragraphs, each beginning

with a supet•or'dinate sentence f follow ad by related, factual

statements, was presented and used as the Relevant Order
~!he

Context (ROC).

Sct•ambl~a

Relevant

Contf$xt (RSC)

contained superordinate sentences preced in.g tict'ambled,
tactual staternents; the Irre l~:fll'tmt t{tn·ambled Co.ntext ( ISC}

o6nts.ined oniy test

sent enc.HHJ

Five sent$hCtHJ

aimfuiac(;

and rand om ±'acta f'I'om an

Were saltH~taa

t•aJulomty from among

subordinate sei1tei1Ct1S in the passage arid used as completion

items for the

i:mm~aitita

eriteflion test.

:Results showad signifi-cant differences between ROC
a.rtd

Isc. p ..('..en,

tbe dii'fa:renoas

ana betwaon nsc and ISCg p

batW66l1

noc

in spite of the oontraating
presented.

nnd HSC
WilY

Wefie

not

< . os~~

Hmvevat9;

tiUlH~tant b,l.~~

those materials ware

Bruning interpreted tho data by describing the

~--:_--
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RSC passage as dealing with one general topic) all sentences
consistent wi.th each othel', and therefot'e amenable to global
organization on the part of the learner in spite of the
missing one-sente11ce generalir.ations provided the ROC group.

~----

t:i

He did not interpret hia data as:
..... damaging to the sulHmmption view of learning,
in that the availability of appropriate subsumers for
information need not depend on their elose temporal
--------u-utrt-iguity-o-r--a-v-en-on-~ha-i-r-ba-i-n-g-f'-u-rn-i--s-he{!-'by-ther-~--~-

documant (p. 191).

Gagne and Weigand (1970) designed a study to test the

theoretical position that meaningful learning and retention
is facilitated by the presence of a su·paN>rdinate context in
advance of new subordinate

inf'm~mation.

.four elementary school children,

A total of forty..

ai vi.uea

..____
~

in't o four groups,

learned facts about monkeys from sllde 'presentations.

~o-r---

Two

groups received the infot mat1.on in sentences preceded by a
1

superord ina.te topic sentence; two groups race ived factual
s~htence~ ~receaea by ~elated

factual sentences. The

pupils t'espondea dut•:i:rig tha learning presante.tion by filling
in a blank £or each factual ~~antenca i'rt the booklet provided ..

Tho
.

wo~as

a~ntence•

used in this btudy •ere about ten

in length, ·th$ corrtents of whieh

similn:r to (faeh o1;harli Wh<llthu!' uoed
facttutl gentenoos(i!

'!'he

taat~

tiS

wtrr~a

N'ltnark@ibly

tnl'pero:rdi.rtnte ott

two da.y·a following

rnjesentatiotl; was p:t. E!Cedad by tha oral reading of the
3

F
-----

:=-=i!!
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superordinate sentences to one of aach expel'imental or
control group.

Pupils wrote respo:nses to a combination of

completion... type, mult ipla- choice, and

true.~ false

"'

~g----~

items.

~--

The cttiterion /testing the theory was the retention of five

factual sentences presented during
gators found si.gnlficantly higher•
----~S~OJlp_s__lutaJ!_i.ng

The investi-

learning~

l'~atention

~--_-·--

test scores for

the suPei•ord inat a sentences just prior to

~~~---------

the test, whether or• not these sentences had bean included
in their learning materials.
factual informati.on.

'J.lhe test emphasized specific,

'rhis study appears to be an attempt

to test the cognitive theory of hierarchical structuring of

a.batract ... to..;spaoifio concepts, us.ing sentance ... laarning

.,_:__

----

B

~~------=~

~~--

materials.

Merrill (1960) tasted the hypothesis that mastery
of previous

pa~ts

in a

o:f subsequent parts.

hi~rarchical

task promotes learning

Two assumptio:tls wara aiso tested:

that questions following paragraphs 11 with review 'provided

tor. i.noortieat reaponses 11 would
lea~

rtHmlt

time llaquired to laatln each

in fev-to:ti

SIH,(H:H3d

aPt• ora tmd

h!g le~aon; a.t1B

that col:':raot'ion with :revhtw would :result in

gt1 aat~rr

aocHlraey

a:tJ.d lass time naaaea to IHrrf.ol'•m tho thraa...,waekfl' retention

test.

~

I!!!
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This rasaar'ch was conducted at an unusually high
le·val of experimental control, using scientifically
p~epared programmed learning matarialal and teaching
machinas2.
into. four

r-:

r-:

fJ~

E:~

The' s ixty... two uni voi~si ty stud ants were grouped
expe~imenta.l

groups and one control group.

lea sons of an :imaginary sciance

WfJt1 l~

Five

pr'es entad through

-,---------'o-ompJtt_ar ... b_aaad branching-tlpe pt•ogx•armnad :i.natruction to the
experimental groups.

In thia investigation• Leason 1

provtded an overview of the

Enrth~a

scienc0 and sarvea as

the advance organizer .for the r•tnna:tnder of tho sari.es.

Each presentation 6:f' the p:rogt"ammed learning frames con ...
tained a short pattagx•aph ana a raultiple ... ohoica question ..
Immediate feedback was provided as to
.·:

cor~ectnesa

of response.

Definitions or surruruuiy statements of the lesson were
I

pi'ovided when incortieot responaes w~re mao a..

Speeifio

review :fra:mes prasantaa ·problerMJ with solut ior1s p:ro11ided.
A quiz was gi van aJta11 ea(}h of the fi vo lessons, with

questions at the

ot'Ympr~h13:ttuion

Bloom, et al (1956);;

'

,'''I

•·

level as described by

Thx~e~ weeks later, the fi.na.l critettion

..
, lScieno~ tli: Xarwgtiad ~ Syut atns ~ a.av~ loped by Car 1
BtU'6iter; T.l1 a.iln.ng R~Hltuu•ch l.aborato:ry, Uru.veraity of

Illinois.
' . .. 2Moai.fioa Jwtorr•ut;ox~ Ma:t~k !I ttHiOhi.ng maohines ana

SOCRATE~h

Syst0n1 fot* Ot'gani:t;ing
traaoh Educational Sul1jaots"

Cont~nlt

to neview And

r;
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of learning was to apply every

p:r~inciple

of the science in

the solution of sixty..,ei.ght pro'blams whlch would generate
r-:::l

~~-

the computerized progt•a.m.

;::=:-----=
h-~~
tj ____ _

Tho hypothesis that mastery of parts in a
hiel•arohica.l task aids learning of auo cas si ve parts was
~contradicted

in this investigation!) as wor e the two
1

assumptions stated above.

'rhe eori'!wtion with review

oEJduro, which was intended to fa.cilitata
make subjects more cautious and

stage of loarningo

exp~md

ma~ta1"1y,

p~r_c_o_
. . _ _ _ __

tended to

mora time at each

The group receiving no correction with

review aid not make prog:rea si vely mora errors.

•rha control grotlp had no

prog:r~ammed

inatruct ion

~

:

~--~~

~~. - -

surnma~y statem~nts

lessons, l,ut l"ather only the

comprising

F

~

.

i.::c;;

a condensation of aU the kn.owladga noceasar;y· to attain a
'

D18.sta:ry of the leat'ning

task~

time not• !nake signiflcant ly

'l'his

nHH·'e

[~roup

{1id not take more

el t*ON3 o:n the toeb:lnt ion
1

·teat thraa waol~a latex- than any of tho o·thtn~ group~.

COin...

'paring total iea:rning tillte* lnoludirtg testi'ng, the co:tttrol .,

'I!!!

gi'oup was the moat efficient*
Mell:ri.ll ooiHJluded

th~t

nmnbn'y of a hi.ettarohical

task is 'not (lepandant upon filast;En~y of at(Jl) by st19p lavelB o£

that
\

ta$k~

.

The control group, which reoeivaa

stat$ments tirtl;r, had
speoifio levels

,.· ..• I

'

•

' · ' .......- .

9.

bafot~o

-~

ganoPali~aa

minimum of' mtdt.Jttstand:tns; of the
attempting

lHlrfox•matld~

a.t the

I'

'
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, highest level. .Altho4gh diffiou lt, learning· was achieved
I

because the

~ummary

statements provided sufficient infor-

mation for the 1 task.

Apparently, in this situation the

\

it\to the problem at hand.
Advance Organizers Use~_with_E~ementarl
Classroom Instruction Units
Allen (1970) investigated the effects of advance
organizers and two levels of questionson the learning and
retention of social studies material with 212 ninth graders
of lower socioeconomic status.

Four single lessons were

developed from two prose sections of 1,045 and 1,710 words
each, the first a high interest story, and the second a
Advance organizers, 800 words in

length, written in a. o6mbirted expository•oomparative form
were used with expei'imental

g:roup~,

while non-organizing

j

introductions of 6qua1 length were used with oorttrol groups.

lteview questions, some at factual memo:tty level and some at

higher

orae, le••l, following eaoh passage,

by.th$ stud6nts during

wa~e answa~ed

lea~nihg.

Two tests, each containing thittty . . six multiple ..
'

ohoioe questions, some at the memory level and some at the
higher

o~der

s------=h--

SU\bjects organized the information they received and applied

descriptive passage.

"'
E.

level (Bloom, et al, 1956; Sanders, 1966) were

administered the day following tha final lesson, and again

47.

three weeks later.

1'he direct effect of the 300-word

organizers themselves was pilot tested with two classrooms

~

,_:;

~- ---

g=-=

not included in the ma:i.n study. 1'hese students read onl1
the organizers and not the lesson materials prior to taking
the tests used in- the major investigation. Test score
differences between students who read advance expository
organizera wt:n.te notsigni1'ioantl;y d:\fferent from thoso who
read the alternative introductions which oontained only
incidental information.

This

st~p ~nsured

tha.t the

a~vance

organizers were reprasentatlve o:f .Ausubel's psychological

model and definition of an advance organizer.
I

Analysis of. variance was used 'to te.st for diffe:renoes
in test scores between groups with either the memory-level

o:r higher .. order lovel questions. Post hoe comparisons
showed that treatment questions influenced test scores in
correspondence with type of question on the tests. Pupils

who received questions to answer during presentation of the
lessons obtained a higher proportion of memory questions

correct on the test. Pupils who studied with highe:r-orde:r
questions during learning obtained a greater number of·
higher .. order questions correct on the test.
In thls study, the hypothesis that the use of
higher~order

questions during learning should :result in

higher test scores wi.th questions of both general and

:
~

&

I'

'
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factual nature

{Sande~s,

1966) was not upheld.

Results of

the retention test showed that the effects of the advance
I

'-'

It

organizer inor:eased d u:ring the interval of three weeks.

t:l-~
~

r:-

apfea!'ed that advance organizers, used with either ty-pe of
l~

qu'~stions during

the learning of the

matex~ials,

influenced

retention.

Advance organizers were found to affeot learning of
students at high and low ability levels diffe1•entially.
For above ... average students, advance organizers facilitated
general learning rather than the learning of specific facts.
The. opposite result appeared to occur fot• students of less

than average ability.

Allen conjectured that lower ability

students tend to store

inforn~tion

in more specific units;

thus, the speoific•quastions served to augment the organ-

izing affects.

He suggestad that higher ability students,

on the other hand, may tend to store larger units such as
were contained :hi the advance o:rgatdzet•a li and have available
in. cognitive stt-uotu:ra a

~reater

pl'OIH>tttlon <xf

higher-ol~der
~

concepts.
<I

IIi!!

Schulz (1966) investigated the role of oognitiV'e

organizers in the facilitation of oonaept
elemanta:r;r ·Sohool scd.anoe over a

pe~iod

lea~ning

in

of twenty weeks

111

with. sixteen classes of sixth gr•ada pupils ht four schools.

Adapting a cybe1•netic theoret lca.l learning model, which

49
emphasizes in'tarna.l informa.tion processing, Schulz

oonsidel'ad htamnn rnemo:ry a complex infortnBtion... ~to:rage

st:ruoturf.h
atrugtu:r~

~~h~ qu~li ty

and stability of the oc,gn1t ive
aff~et

were h;rpothasized to

ot meaningful verbal concepts. The
e.dvarwe

orgsJ'li2:ei~

spec i..ei Qat ion$,

" __ §

G~

c;-

r--

learni.ng and t'etenticm
int~oduotion

ot the

was an attt:)mpt to im:prove upon the quality

watt~ prEHH,mt~a

to

~XptlrS,m~ntal cltH'fS<HJ a~

two pointB in advance of new laarning during the unit, in
order- to provide ideational a.n.ohorage prior to specific

lessons.

The first organi.zer deacu;dbt:ld

energy ana was presented in a
booklet which was

r~ad,

five~page,

conserv~;ttion

of

illustrated

discussed, ana referred to in the

eight expel"imental classes

9

Tho second organizer, two

pages in length, waB presented midway in the unit, and was
written to connect previously

lea~nad

concepts with those

to be experienced during later lessons.

Eight control,

classes studied the unit without the advance organizer
materials and dieeussionse
Expository mate rials, study and .d iseussion quest ions,

films, and outlines of class and individual experi.ments
were prepared for all classes; however, only the experimental classes had the organizers previous to the teaching

:--

-

~

!!!
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materials.

--

The -Iowa Test
of .Basic_.....Skills
(I'rBS) subtest
\..._._...
""
~

measuring an9;lytic ability for reading graphs and tables
was administered to all pupils.

When students were

oa~egorized on,thrae levels of analytic ability according

~

§-~~----

l

to\ the ITBS subtest, those of high analyti<J ability in
experimental groups showed no diff'eronces from those of
high analytic ability in control

gt1 0UP~"'~~

When tested--a:tthe .Cfblevalofsigni1'1oance under

the conditions of ±·our, partially hierarchical, factorial
designs, no d ifferancas between stud ants of high analytic

ability in experimental or control groups were found.
However, facilitating effects of tho advance o1•ganizer

appeal'ed on the criterion tests for students of low

r

~~=

L=-,;~c'-c:

analytic ability.
Schulz suggested that possibly the method of
comparing c(mtroi classes with axpal':imental classes did not

provide enough

eont~ast,

due to blanding of methods during

the twenty weeks • tirne the il1vast igation Was ir1 progttess.

Ha propos ad the. t f'utither irtvastiga ti ons be conducted on
al~

,groups 11dth aubjaots learning under both conditions,

with or without:

th~

advance organl:lii.H" ~ thu.:3 a 11owing £o:r

Qonrpaxwisort tjf the &6ts of ot'*:tter•io:n tat.llts,
Fttom examination of the teaohi.n1s mnteraialif.i used in.
this study, it may be inf'er'roCI that the materials alone

7
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were effective in presenting the conoepts being tested,
inolt..~d ed.

whether or rwt the ottgard.JiHH'Ia baa been

Also,

~
~

~--- -

the :result$

wen'~

stronft,ly

lnflueno~d by

review prooed urea

"
~ -~ --~- ------ - - -

I

priol' to thfl aclminiflltro.tlon of 'th9 o:riterion teats.

Since

these procedures vavial1 considerably among elasses,:Sohul2l
considered the criterion aoores on

set ot criterion

on~

EFFECT OF ORGANIZATIONAL AIDS FOLL<'WING TEXT
lU~r.r~TION

UPON CmWE:P'l' ACQUISITION AND

In most textbooks, eaoh chapter is ooncludeii by a

concise summary of tho :r$lavAnt concepts presented in the
chapter.

I?ztffquen.tly, a summal"y follows the sequence of'

the chapte1• without naoeasarily providing o:rganhdng
concepts

Ol'

gena:ralizat ion::~ by which oognit ive etrueture

is stabilized..

Rel$.tively

f(tW

investigatiOJlS have been

made of the effectiveness of organir&ational aids at a high
level of abstract ion, following

tul

instructional p:re•

r

sentation of classroom verbal materials.

i-----

Bayuk, Prager, and Mann (1970) attempted to oomblne
I

two differing hypotheses to determine affoota of oi*g~ni..

.

\

zational aida upon learning and retention when placed
I

before or af.tar

mat~rial

to be learned. One was Ausubel•a

(1960) hypothesis that ad·va.nce OJ.iganl.ze:t"s pttovidttt ott
'

-~

~~
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mobilize existing concepts, under which meaningful new
information may be included ii thus facilitating learning and

retention..

The other was Rothkopf's (1966) test-like

~

h

~...
-

2

questions placed before or after the 1•eading material,
which have been hypothesized to contt·ol reading behaviors
and result in greater learning.

Declarative sentences or

multiple-choice questions, each containi.ng the same inforover 1,000 words taken from a psychology text.

The

hypotheses tested ( 1) the position of the organizers, and

(2) questions versus declar•ati.va statements in facilitating
learning.

A total of 123 high school seniors grouped by

· three abi.li ty lave ls at ud ied the or'gatti.zer and reading
mate:rial for twenty minutes, and took a test of twenty...

eight multiple-choice items im1nodiately following.
Analysis of variance showed. no slgni.fioant differ ..

enoes between either the mode or the position o£ the
oPganizational

aida~

Th•

invast~gators

result to the tact that

thai~

both specific facta and

gene~alizations,

attributed this

organizatidnal aids included
rather than

gen~

I

aralizati.ons and principles only. A significant interaction
between tt•eatment s (mode rn• posit lorl of o:r:;ganiz~r) and

ability lavt,ls

l:'o'V~H:tlad

tho qiHHJtion ... moda

o~ganizer

more

e££ecti ve than the deolaN1.t iva sont:ertoe ..mod a organizet1

the two uppel' ability laval students$

f.0111

-
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~itorclahl

Chri:)tansen a,nd

aeaign with t•;;ve t;ypaB of
fioo,lly

def.in~a aooot~ding

(1955) used tt factorial

o1,gani~at ionnl

Ausubel'~

to

not spQoi ...

aida,

subswnption thaOl'Y 11

~1

,§~-r:----

.~

but ai:rrtilaP in soma raapaett;.
( 1) an outlirH~

f),

The

ot~gt,tnl~r\tlC>nal

---

-

w~n~a

eJ.da

t the bogin.n:i.ng of tha patHlage, (2) a'·

summary a.t th6 beginning of the paasagell (3) beading$ in
I

st-a~t-aman-t-1-orrn-,-(-4-)-lH;a-d-:trrg-;:~-hcqtnrfitt-un--fu:rm-,-an-d~ts-)

a

1-----1-

summary at the end of the

pt,l~sage~

were constructed so

p~ovide · equ~l ~nforma.tion

tV3

to

The treatment ... typep
to each

group, but differontlate according to type and format o£
information supplied in the organir.ational aid. Then from
one to three organizational aids were incorporated into the
learning passage, making a total of thirty-fi v·e levels of
aids. A control group, with no organizational aids, was
also inoluaoa(>
Two learning passages were useCI, a 2,600-wora

reading about aerodynamics and a 3,800... word raa.ding about

international

communi~m.

participated as

p~u~t

Development t ost ing

Basic trainee air force men

·,

of the NtqtJlred Research and
prog~~ttm.

· Mean number of years ln \\

s6hool was .11.0; mean poltcantile rank on, the Air Fottc& ·
~ualifying

Test was

55~3.

Form A o£ each t6st watJ used as the 'pretest eight • '
\

days prior to reading 9 ana also as the delayed retention

'

,,

,

·:~--'

j

~

~~=~,

~'
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test six days followi.ng the reading..

Form B. was used as

the immediate test, diraot1y following the r•eo.ding.

These

forty ... item, multiple-choice tests ware writttln to measure

:-t

===

~--~

E

r---

understanding of concepts and ability to make infeNmcos

"=-----'-=------~-=-
~--_--·-----_----

from general principles.
Hom.ogenei ty of var• iance b atwean groups prevailed,
$.8

did nottmality of scor•e distribution..

Simple analya is of

\ varla.nce a'nd covariance war a conduct ad, with the Form A
pretest scores used as the covat•i.ate.

No significant

diffarertces between groups were obtainad6

It was concluded

difficult~

that either the material was too

or that the

aub jeota did not efficiemtly uae the oJ'dganizat ional ai.ds,

perhaps aue to lack bt training fo• doing so.
b~sed

!his study appaara to be

upon learning

pl'irtoiples similar to those of cognitive
Ch~istehsen

masnes of

p~tychologlsts.

and $toNlahl sta.ta that retention of great

in:for~mation

:ls

<~~arHmdtmt

npon aomo tiyst6m £ott

organizing lt, and that tho oompt elHmsion of textbook
1

mate~ial htay bo oonaidet•acl

11

E

c~ontintlous process oi' outlining

mino!" points unda1• major r)oints..

Sintilat;ly~ .Ausubel

(UJBS)

stat aa that petjoaptual orgttn:i.zara, such u.s und6:rllnirtg ott
headings~

gan6Pally facilitate meaningful learning (p. 882).

He referred to the

Christens~m

and Stordahl research,
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interpreting thaill nonsignificant results as'followa:
• , • the possibility of obtaining significant
differences betwsen experimental and control gPoups

was seriously

pr~ejudl.ead by the leveling effects of

using familiar learning materialS! using the same
teat as both a pretest ana measure of retention, and

tasting the same subjects fot:# both itmned iate and

delayed retention (p. 332)0

·EFFECTS OP' QUES'11IONS PROVIDh1J wrrH rrHE TEXT

1----------c-UE,QN~C-OIIICJIE1l_AGQ.U_IS-I!f~ION-AND-RE'r-E~r'll_I-ON1 ----~-----

\

studies showlng contrasts i.n thtHn•etioal bases and types of
ma.tar•ials used by investigators who have tested the effects

of questions
advance

Ol"

~uring

learning upon concept a9quisition. The

tmbsequent ~.!!! quest ions used in the

prase11t investigation were intended to provide ideational
~

cortriepts and to aid the reader in fDrming generalizations
t'elating to the contertt of the
'.··

·~~...

·..:(

:

}?~Hls~ge..

Grouped into

shorjt ll ottganized parngra.ph19 11rhioh :f.ollowt;d tha sequence of

the learning passagat the q_U(Ystious

wa~e

intonded to ereata
\

·a oogtlitlve set for min ideas about the proeosses o£
seientifio and societal change.,

They were not intended to

provide pPactice for the speoitio questions on the criterion

. test.
fitiW~VtJr, 1l1a1'1y' of• the studios 'to be rav1.8W(iQ in this,

sebtidh fare 6onductad fPom an ass6ciationiat~oonditioning
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thaol'etioal viewpoint f with queotions intended to modify
reading behaviors by cueing the r·eader to relevant facts in

the learning ~assage.
t~e

In some of the stuClietJ to follow,

materials W(ft•e not appx~o1rriate to the theoretical

in~erences
conolus~ons

drawn f'rom the conolua ions,.

'l1ha out oorn.as and

of the following t:rtudiea need to be understood

Qond it ions by which ·each waa conducted.,
Rothkopf (1966) hwestigated his concept of

"1nathemagenic, or inspection behavior which gives birth to
learning, u when questions ax•e int~:n?spei•sed a:!; various potnts
'

in th~ te:Kt. ·A sample of 159 paid volunteer univer~sity

students answered fourteen oompletlon ... type Experimental
Questions (EQs) during tho
'

a 5,200..,word passage

NHtd i.ng l)f

'

dividea lnt:o sayan sections. •I'ho EC~ location differed
among the f.tva tr•aatment oonultions,

a~

did variation in

rtJsponrHH:I chu~lng

feedback on. cor:rectnaaa of

t'ansfet•e•aluatiob gPoup took both

learning.

orite~ion

A
''

'

measures
'

..

,;·.

WithoUt

~aading

the

te~t~

pPiOr to tha

8XPI~iment,

in orda'

to ,611sure the indap~ndenoa in conten1t of the sa two rruuHHltll~Hi.

, A oontttol. gt•oup

reading with no

Wat1

givan a

g~:tun~ul ¥ei;~ntlort

quet~tions insar~toa

f1at foJ'

intt) tha taj(t. A

, ai:Pecticrn,.. rafet~trnce g:rOi:tp~ si:mi.lar 'to tha contt'ol group,.
was given ins t1•uct ions to read ca,rafully ,for factual content.

'

~

I

Rothkopf's Ger.wral Test ( G'.P), intend~d to tu:Jaesa

affects of' mr:t.thmnagardc beh:tviors on incidantal in!oMnation

unt'ele.ted to 'tho

l~Qs,

and his Experimental Q.uootion Relevant

Test (EQRT)~ eontaJ.nlng the identical EQs, wa.s given
itmned iat aly follow lng the

rending~,.

..c. ,05, and

ahowod aignifi<}an.t dlffntlancef;l, p
mulY~:plat-t ~at s <.H>lt\par i.ng

receiving EQJI

!~l-l.2!!J...n,g.

highet' on thH G'l1 ~

varl.anoe

subseque~t

group mer.\ns sQ. owed. that groups

each

V1/hen FXis

An~lys i:J o1~

::~action

pe.rfomnad significan·tly

WQre p~esented be~fol'e
.

~"':""'?!~

oaob,

section, "specl,fic ques·tion set" only app~nrcd to affect

test

seor~H~

d etailecJ

!l

Rothkopf ~one 1neled that the !P~SJ~l<!,

l~C~s S.IlS'Wf}l'ed

following sections of text during

reading, 11romotad a "El~!lO!~~~± set ... lika factot•," with or
without immed i.attJ feedback on correotnes s of. response.
Rothkopf also concluded that tho condition of test ...

like events

expe~ienoad

instructions to read

while reading was superior to

oa~efully

for details, in that the

groups reo a bring qua at ions following sent ions of text

performed bast on both criterion tests, but the
referenced group

Waf;

direction~

In ~overaf..

high on the G'l' only.

(:

simi1a.rly designe:HJ oxpori.ments (Rothkopf· and· Bi.sbicoa,
196?; Fras6, 196?; I~rnse, 1968; .and Bruning, 1988) the
invest igato1~s reported that groups l"ecei ving
1.

post-quest·ions per.formod better

on

E~!ifi~

a teat of .fi!.~-~.!..!11

'

,.

.
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contt~ol

information than

groups wi.thou·t post ...-questions.

Rothkopf' and Biabicos ( 196'7) tested 252 paid high
school student volunteat'S on. a 9,000-..wor.•d !'ending, with two
questions given af't er each ?50 word a of text..

Different

treatment groups t•ecel.ved que stlons answered only by ( 1) a

quantitative term

011

name, (2) ~ (.wmmon ]~ngllsh or technical

_____w.JJ_~iL,~Qr_(_3_)_a_c_on!hi.n.aJJ_m,_o.f~o9J~}LJ)_f~tb.t1_p~~fHteiLing_.~'l'h_o._ _ _ _ _~

hypothesis that selective ifHd.l:i.tative ef'f'ects of inter ...

spersed questions upon learning of the text would occur was
supported..

Id ent l.cal sta.t i. s ti.cal tr'eatment 1; o that in the

above study was per:f.ot•mea.

Rothkopf and Blabioos concluded from their results
that test ... like events such as questlons, whai'l pt•asented
segments

of' text, can facilitate loarnirtg

aft~

tln•ough modifi ...

cati.on o:r reading behavioNq whor•t:ms quastio:rw presented

E.!fE!!!

reading each s/!3gment of' text d ld not }?N)a uce these

results., trhey tututionad that tmdei oe1ttain
1

tlbnditiona,~~

teat•lika aventrJ prior to loa.l•ni.ng may shtt'pa mathsrnagerd.o
behavior a which are undss h•abl;y- npt~cii: io (Rothkopf and Coke~
l9t~~)~

irt that tha ~mbje(;t may tenet

intor1na.tlon not spa@if'ic to
~aquiPad

0£ him

au~ing

tt1

ltHBWf;Jtl1itg

$i}J.lAen out tho

o.f the questlons

learning.

Vlh ila c orrnnend 1.ng Rot hktYpf' t a ( l£)t)6)
of the tllana£e:r-avaluati on gxtoup to

a~HLi.gn

di.f'fet~antitJ.te

feat u:r6

the EQ,RT
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from the GT qusstion~1, Hopkins and Chadbourn (1.967)
0

questioned tho uae of muli;lple t tests following significant

betwe6n$groupa analysis of vavianae

~eaulta*

that tha inacouracy of using multiple t
the number of tn.ea:ns to bo ecJmi?a1'ed
to deciaions

bas~d som~~what

In a subseque.nt

by referring tp tho oalculo, tea t

as~erted

test~

inoPeases am

lnc:re~se~,

thus leri,ding

upon ohunce

corr~n.ant,

They

dif'f.er~netul,

RothkopJ; (1968)
mo~t;

re~ponded

importt:tnt in the ooyn..
tables

D1,1nnett'~

parison being queatl<mod, suggest!_ng that

would have been morE) ::Juitable t:Qa.n tho Student's t table

which he had-

used~

significant at p

<

Ha acJd ocl that his eal,culo.tea t of 2.21.
~t05,

one-tailed t of 2 .. 2H~

was only slightly under Dunnett's

Ho eoncluded that, while Hopkins and

Chadbourn's comments wure uaaful, latel' research (Rothkopf

ana BisbiooB, 196?) of similar' type gave results eon~Jistent

with his 1966

conclusions~

More recently Jl La.das (1973) has referred to the
above d ialogno, further qu.est ioni.ng Rothkopf'' s use of
Dunnett's tollle and r1 one .. ta.ilad teste

He stated that

Dunnett's table :ls approprlate for tho comparison "pl'tovidod
h
1\

Rothkopf's lnt ant ion w~Hl to compare ee.ch..-o:f. the experimental
'

groups with the contl'ol group an.c1 make no' other comparison .. "

He added that since Rothkopf's original

pu~pose

study was to det(1Fmine optimum placoment of

in the

experim~ntal

0

L

l,;;._o,l
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questions in reading materials, the Newman-Kae ls procedure
would have been pref'ara.ble.

He fur,the:r questioned the usa

of the one-tailed test_ observing that the original 1966
\

study lacked explicit hypotheses, whereas a one-tailed

t test implies a directional

hypothesi~,

u

Ladas also referred to the Rothkopf and Bisbicos
-----1U.96J_)_s_hv1¥-,_;,i_n_wltLc.h_iclc:mt.inaJ_t..., Le_s_t_a_naJ.y.JtLs waJ3~tHLe...,.,dc.......__ _ _ __
following a significant F ratio with a:nalyoi.s of variance ..

He stated that since Rothkopf and Bisbicos provided no
means, standard deviations, or mean·square error term,
their investigation cannot be

r~eanaly·zad

$

While Ladas

confirmed the effectiveness of questlon position which the

Rothkopf and Bisbicos data yl.ald<.,a. he indicttted that,

contrary to

thah~

con clua ion~ no fm:ppo!lt was shown f'o:r

improvement in retention of K~E:~-~:P.J inf'ormat ion by the use

ot

!£!ei£_t~

questions"

Frase (1967) t:itu(Uod length o:t'
t1

}?~u,sage$

knowledge of

eau1ta, atid position of qua::;tions i.tpotJ. twc> immediate tests "

following the reading of a 2 !I ooo . .wtJrd
by seventy.-. two colloga wtudHtrts.
i:ntoP~persea wlthi:n

the tox1;,

b:togr~uphloa1

S:f:Jt1clf~ic f.'a~t;ual. quest ions

!.2112!~-~Q.B IHHrtions

passage 11 yielded h:tgh tJoorns on both the

questions

c:rncotmt~road

in

tb~

pas sage

rtHtd lng r.tnd

of' the

1~t-1bmtio11
~1lso

test

o,t

on the

inaidental test containing general questions not sean during
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the re£1dil1g.

r~otea
''

Frase

ncontr•ar•y to the, cybernetic

f

hypothesis, ,Ss did not seem to internalize questions a.nd
focus their reading bfJhe.-IYiOX"S on questi.on ... relevant content. 11
Frase compared his find in.gs with those of Rothkopf's study,
'

\

'

presenting a tabla showing shn.ilar•lties in the data, and

aat a

concluding that his
--------~Tn~tltis___~~_ax!La

ext ended Uothkopi' 's f,ind ings.

study,. questions placed before sections
--..

-~-=-=---------

to be read ware least affective in promoting specific
. ratent ion, except when answers war" f) included with the pt•ior

quest ions..

Consa(1uent ly 11

arHlWEn~s

pi• ovid ed with the

questions in either posit ion i.nf.'luenood retention.

Frase

interpreted his results in terms of the a.ffect which

ptHJt

questions have upon the studont 's implicit

t~av5.ew

passage, possibly Ol'ganizing the content..

Ha observed that

of tha

!

his data did not oorraspond with thoaa of iusubal, Schpoont,

and Cukiar (195?) who obta.ined no affeat upon retention
when 'they asked. student a to

:r~emambar

ooursa material e.ftar
)

reading it. Rowevf,r, tha test givt:nt by Ausubal, Schpoont 11
and Cukier was adm inista:r'~d f mu•t t:~dn d ay·s after intent iort

to

remambai~, whll~

ln oontNtst, that given by Frase was

· admini8terad itmnad lata l;r £olJ.owh1g the c.H:mt ent -previously
· fiijttd ~~

Wh~ther

thd !'at ant icm a.ft'EHrta A! shown in P1tiase ~ s

{1967) and Roth)topf.'a (lt1G(lJ)

~ll;udiaa wotlld

tel'm retention teats, ia anothat'

quet~tion

ap!JM"l' on long ...
f'or consideration.

'
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.

·Ladas (1973) referred to tho table included by
Frase which compares data

f~rom

both Rothkopf and Frase,

ms

obsex•ving that the sa studies ind icat El that

presented

with xieadin(s materials :raoilitate both sprwific and

incidental retention~

lJCidas noted that the analysis of
I

variance tabla did not make refet•t:mce to the control group

of seven students, and consaquen ly

nogatt~d

a

mor~e

recent

conclusion of Frase (1970), that EC},s facilitate nonspecific
:retention when oompal ed with no-question contiiols.

Ladas

1

did, however, consider the finding,; in Fr~aso's (1967) study
important conoc.wning the 'benef':lch:t.l effects of questions

following sections of

pr~ose

upon

retention~

The investigation by Frase (1968) to determine
effects of question looation, question pacing» location of

relevant t:mntent, and queErt:i.on
typeS of' content;

modt~ npon retention of two

tlltHiSUt"ed rot entiotl of' a

b:togra:phica1 pro so passage~

2, 000·•:wm•d

1~est a we:t•e taJ~tm by lB8 college
'

students on the S1)ecifj.c questlons wh1.eh hac1 been presented
during t•eading, as well. as on ind.denbtl c.::<mtante

found that While bot:h apeoif'lc nnii

f6tJ1HJl'fil

resulted f'ttom tha

f'o1.1owi.nt~~ tfJXt

.

LHH;J

o.f questions

Frase

N1tent lon
aagma:rrts,

.

retention o:f ~rpeoil'i.o i.nforma.tion Wf1n l1ign1ficantly

greater, p < .001.
I.aoaa obser'vad that a

cwnb~ol

g1.;oup was no·b used in

th~

it

$tu(ly and. statoq that;

ia tmwar:rantaq to OtHlolude

th•t post questiono faollitatq ratent!on of inaia,nt-1
info:rmat:t. on

compat~aa

t<> grQupa gi v~n no qtAe$t l.ons ~

Th~

'oontrol lin() 11 ual'Jr1 h;v l~ras a in f:i.gln1 att pr-efH~l.lti ng emn"~~

1

parisons~

performanc~

·,

ba.~ed

la

upon

of' a control

~ll

nasump1;i.on derived from··

g:t'~OUJ?

i:n a

fot~mar t:~1a~dy.

In the ·

'.

equalled the avQrage of o.ll

e:l!;p~r).n'IJ~l~tal

groups; however, ·

it do6s not ·neoessa,rily follow tho.t for the l968 stuay, a
eont:Pol group woulr1 hnvo per:forme(3 i.n the

aau~e

mannEtP.

In· another study, Frase (1H68) apt?roe.ched tho
problem of controlling learning beha·vj_ors of 144 college
studen·ta from an

a:~sociationist

·position ..

He theorit'fHl

that instructional control through uae of questions during
'

learning is one way to get students to begin the practice

nec£HJsary for mastery of qtulstion.,·lbelnted information.
this two ... part

inV~'Jttt ignt lon,

simplif.ioa roa.a ing

100. t

In

one pa:rf.tgraph of extremely.

erial was followed by speoif.i.c •

general, or eomparat i ve quos tiona about names, dates, and

job titles..,

\:
\

Although all stud ants ware instruct od to underline
complete scmtane0s in the pa1,.agraphs when responding to
questions, the groups

an·swtn~ing

specific 'and comparative

quest ions- performed olo::Hr ly to fnstruct ions g but the group
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a.n~werbtg g<~nl;l~~t:l.l

(llHHJtlmw tended to aol€1ot only

•entenoos oontain!ng tho
inolttd ing ·t;ho

qtHHd; ion

oor~eot

ro•ponse, nsgleoting

'I'hi(l

r1b:Jm t

p~rt~

wa~

int Ol$·pret~d by

of

pa~ts
FreJH~
'

as laok in experimsntnl aontrol ot reaponae behaviors; that
is, tho

que~1t;lona

lea1 ning proeess..
1

aiCi not :runotS.on preclsoly
Ol~(ler

In

·tll~

fop

anou(:~h

in the

experlmental eon\:litions

This

:,I·

I

'tas'k may havo fH.1omed a
students~

~P~dnno~nt

cme to the collage level

a psychological factor which dirnot questioning of

the students me.y have rovQaled ~

Also,. i't may b~ poaalbla

that with material of extremely low difficulty ltrvel,

students poroeivea the

in~truotions

~.~tructuPed

used in highly

in which ono,.,.word or

as similar to those

prog11 annned laa:rn1.ng material,

two~word

o.nswers are consldered

adequate f'or each fro.me.,
NatkJ.n ana Sta.h ler ( 19()9 L with twenty... a ight

college studonts 11 prepared two pauna.ges in biology of about

2,500 words eo.ch ·into
per a·agment ~

lClD~,word

segments, with one (tuestion

In testing for "r~ID.themagenic set" as dQfined

by Rothkopf (1966), tho four groups
t ions fo llovvi.ng

30 ct ions

wer~

given: (1) ques-

of text i.n both pas sages Jl (2)

questions following sections of text in the first passage

only, (3} questio:r.HJ following soetio11B of text\ in the

.

i

::::
:~
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second passage only, and (4) a control group with no
questions in either passage.

Hypothesizing that the

questions function as arousal Htimul.i which would serve as
I

predictors on postb.:rsts, two assumptions wer·e tested:

(1)

=

that questions presented during both passages of text would

produce only low

al~ousal.

herwa high hnmedia:ta and lower

pr esant ed only during lear•ning o.f. the second pas sage would

produce high arousal by

oontt~ast,

hence low bnmed late and

higher delayed Nttention test SOOY1 8S.,

Questions usea during

learning oonoarnea details of infoM•tion ana required

specifio, factual

answa~s~

Analysis of variance y'ielded significant results
favoring questions followhtg JSa()tions of taxt in the second

passage only on the d al.ayed reta:nt ion t;c:;st scores. fJ.'he

inv8stigatbP8 aoncluaea that fewer
lrttp:tiO\ff.J long ... t Gl'nt

r~ttent ion., ~nd

qna~tions

appaaPed to

tha:t the tntdhatna.genio

affect demanded the liba:rai usa of' qtH.H11;lonf! whioh served·.
only to inorear&a irnmediata rEJtentiO.tlo
the d ifficultlf leva 1~~ of quaationa

Thoy suggested that

W6NJ ft

t a.ird..ng al"ousal th:NHlghout ltHl.rnlng ~ an

fe.c'to:ti in main....

in~b'u ct i

onal

coniH:tion not eons id~H.teel i.n 'th$ d(Hl ign o£ ·the Rothkopf
inveatigatiorts.

F'ut.. th(1:r, thf.jY l~<wortrimm<le(j t:hat df.Jla.yed

ret ant ion teats be inolud ed when illtres't igttt ing tha learning

E

!
I

.. -.

·,,

l
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effaats of "test-likeI questiono" for controlling reading
behaviors during learningti
Bull,(l973), in disoussing the role of questions in
maintaining attention t 0

~tudies,

l'Bad ing

'Irttttor ials 11

Cited 86V6fi9.1

including that \)y Natldn a.nil Stahler (1969), basad
behavio~s during

on Rothkopf's (1970) mathemagenic

learning.

Sha obsar•ved that Rothkrxpf' and FtttHlo (19f57) used :relatively' - - - simple questions of deta ilod, factual ntttUl'e, which arouse

She elassifled questions

no oonfliat for the subject»

which requ lre little rsii uc:t ion of information aB having low
arousal potantial 11 and coniHH.tuently facilitate immediate

t•etention mora dtreatly than delayl'3d X'atention&

Bull did

not disousa the questions aa factors which serve to
organize the mataitial being read ln order -to

retention dif'fur'ant ially ~

eJ~f'ect

Htwu.rl!el'; p l t might ba obae:t"vad

that the type of' quastion used by Hothkop.f, Frase, and

assoaiatas, int&nded to aontrol reading
tnaant

to

bohavio,~.

are not

influanrHl oognj:tbra s{;rut}tu:t"a as the cognitive
I

psychologists pareei.va eognltbra gx•owtll c1ur:tng learning.

It· tnight a lao be ln:farrad that tho
simple. ftatltual

qne~atlona tnH}:b.

. Rothkopf e:xpar•imant s
---~

n,m fn'ta

nees~HH.i:t' ily

student an .......extrinsic
k-tathafi
...- -......"'*'-"'

li.boi~t:<il

tlHU'l

uae oil extrtJmaly

utili~ea

in th$

imply and cl amand of thG

<-ln intri:rwi.o learning
··~-..---,--.,.....,~-..,...~1:>

raaponaa ~ the emphaal.s hoa.vll;r r•oquh•lng the maJ.n'tenanca
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of a factual sat Ntthar than. upon e. conceptuAl sat

requiring higher order thought p1•ocsssat' ~
SUMM,A.RY
Vt'H1 bal

Studles in CH')lloapt aoquia:i.tion with

nuJ.tai'ials

of vari.oua types have been. dlscussea ln this chapter.
1

...

.._,,_,.•_k~l,._r.~l_•.•.li!Mto,_J.
, ..... ~<~>~:<;-"'-~~.,.~1~:::::--w~~~-'h-r.-1-.t.j-.L~~1~·y·-'-----------~
.......... .., ...... "
.,.

. ,..,..... ... .toY\+
.t!o .... ""'"~~~"'-""-'-'-fjj3_,..._~._ _,-._-~-_
- - - ' - 7 - - - ! , .v-..,.-,.~..,-...,~e-~.:.o•;H,:o--~-~
.... uc. ........,ue-, .Lv~.ro

"~" I·H~.L.

J.c;o.-~

1

(

repol"ted~~

r~t:i:mulus .. response

'l'hese studies, iJ.lustr•ati"iN'J of

theory, wtu'ie conducted uai.ng word liftts
fltinmli in learning and retention..

o~

nt:nttbers as

Ona study whioh was

eited showed that recall d eter•i.<.nuat: arl whan oppo:rt unity .fo)t

immea J.ate t•eoall 'Wac4 no1; gi vEm 11 and the otht:lr study showed

that

p~rfornw.ru>e

in

t~fHHlll

dater lor-a b:~d as tho atnount of

inf<n-xiVltion was irtcl''tH.tSed a.hovo a ttiirtain laval. Recall
without £eedbaek prodtH'}ad td;al1 tHJtypqjjd

_,,

~1 ®SporuHHJ

ln both .

studies.

,.

.~ '

Concept .fortnatlon through

· wot-dtr or d efini.tiona, an(1 t;ha
.•,

cl~HhJU'tolAtit)n

exh•a.<~tlng

.' \ =---

of related

of Singl$ mtHi11inga

<

'1! ...

f~ont aimilat~

· sldlV hif~hly

.:.··;

words waa diactHHHHl;,
rt~la ta'1

'

·to Nutd:.lng

.·:· · study• the t\t)(Jiliaition

ot

One study ahowaa i;hi$

comi~f'lAlHma ion,.

ln anothe:r

aagJHHtt lal f:Vantr» by l).fii:erlittg to
I

a narrative
·

·r

lntn~aas~d

r0eall. While
',,

I

fts a

ra:r~adi.nga

f.\m(~ti o:n

of tr1,ttl$ at lfiii.tten ·

of thc1 original matat'ial ware

;•

-
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interspersed with testing~ ngRin tho initial responses

tended tow!'.rd sto:r,(wtypy.

'Etfeotn of advance organizero upon oonoapt
acqnis:t tion gonex'aJJy' support ad tho hYJ)OttHlais favoring
their use whon veported lw Atumbal and aasocle.tes.

.Allen

( 1970) fovna res nlt s frn·m• i,ng a.dva.nco organizer gt oups on
1

the t-h r 13 e- we-nir~j-a-oi"Ji:-,red-rtrb:m-t-i-on-i'-1?-fi-i~B~y-alt,

Pr-eg-e-:r•~, a-nd:~~~~

I

.

-

inclusion of specifi e fa.ei; s with thfJ ggneraliznt ion(l
inter~

contained in the organizational aid,

Schulz (1966)

preted his nomtigni.ficant

partly due to some

finding~ tiS

clonvergencf) of teaohing me-thods ln treatment and control

classes during the course of the experiment.
Other or•gHnizational aids, including summaries
following reading passa.ges ota questions placed before,
within, or aftor sections of prose. yielded various
results.

Vvhile evidence for the superiority of any given

type of organizational a:ld has not ·been obtained con-

sistently, ench of tho aids appears to provide soma
facilitation

fox~

certain groups of' subjec:ts ~

The results

vary with the nature of verbal learning passages used, with
the experimental instructions given prior to or during
learning, and with the type of' criterion test administered
afterward'~
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Chapter 3 contai-ns the procedures f'ot• conducting

the research, the selection of classes participating in
the study, the description'of the learning materials and
testing instrumertt s, the sequence of' the experiment, the
experimental design, and the J?l'oli.rninary statistical

procedures.

CHAPTER

a

PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

The procedures used to conduct tbis investigation
are presented in this chapter under the following headings:
(1) Subjects, (2) Materials, (3) Experimental Design, (4)
)

The Null Hypotheses, ( 5) Methods and Prooed ures, {6) ,
Preliminary Statistical Procedures, and {7) Summary.

SUBJECTS
Ten classes of eleventh grade students enrolled in
1

social studies courses were included in experimental and
control groups.

The Assistant Superintendent of the

Stockton Unified School District was contacted initially,
at which time the research problem, experimental design,
method and materials

t~

be used, and the number of classes

needed were described by the investigator. Meetings with
the principals and social studies teachers of the three
SUSD high schools were held.

The nature of the psycholog-

ical learning problem under investigation, its relationship
to classroom learning, the methods and materials to be used
in testing the hypotheses, and the amount of class time
?0
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needed were reviewede

Seven classes in two high schools

were obtained, and schedules for testing were arranged.
Since the experimental design specified the use of
ten classes, it was necessary to make contact with the
principal of a fourth Stockton high school 9 adjacent to the
Stockton Unified School District, and within the city of
Stockton. The investigator presented the principal

~nd____________~

social studies chairman with the same information as
described above, and arrangements were made to conduct the
experiment in three classes of thls school.
Since the three high s9hools are located in somewhat distinct socioeconomic areas of Stockton, the combined
sample of students provided a. considerable range of socioeconomic and academic levels" One high school serves a. low
socioeconomic area, with an enrollment of 39 percent black
students • 35 percent Chicano st udants, 12 percent Filipino
students, 9 percent Oriental students, and approximately
5 percent white students.! Another high school has an
en~ollment

of 78 percent predominantly white, middle-class

students and 22 percent black, Chicano, Filipino, and

lMe!n family income as reported in 1970 U. S. Census

is $7,019.

This in.fottntation waa obtained from data com-piled

by the Stockton Unifiea School District.

·.'
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Oriental students.2 The third high school serves a high
socioeconomic area, with 93 percent white students and a
combined 7 percent black, Chicano, Filipino, and Oriental
students enrolled.3
Control for demographic differentiation, classroom
social climate, teacher personality, meeting time, and

experimental treatment and control materials in a fixed
order among all classes. Further explanation of
distribution of the learning material is found under
Methods and Procedures.
In order to analyze the results of the criterion
test with other student

variables~

the investigator

requested and obtained permission in all schools to
administer the Reading Comprehension subtes·t of the

Ca.lifol'nia Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), Form Q,...4.

Lorge

Thorndike verbal intelligence scores_ already in school
records, wel'e also made available for data analysis.

2Mean family income ns raportad in 1970 U. S.
1

Census is $12,208. ~ his in.tormation was obtained from
data compiled by the Stockton Unified School Dlstx-iot.

3Mean family inool!le unknoVfn •. This school is
located tn Stockton, but 1s not \t11ltllln tha Stockton

Unified School District.
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MATERIALS
Meanipgful

Ve~~~J~ri!l

1'ha learning passage, ''Change--What Is It? How
Does It Take Place?" was written to be used at the eleventh
grade level by the investigator.

Approximately 2,500 words

in length, the passage is a condensation ana adaptation

from two sources:

__

The Structure of Scientific Revolutions
,_,~

(

(Kuhn, 1970), and "Paradigmatic Processes in Culture
These sources were used for the

Change" (W'allace, 1972).

following reasons:
1.
. 2.

I

Because of the unfamiliarity of the content to
eleventh grade students
Because of the eurrent value of the topic, change,
ana its implications both to science and sociology.

3. Because the pattadigms suggested by Kuhn and Wallace
are useful for making interpretations of historical
changes, and a!' a appli.cab le to problems normally
discussed in social studies courses.
Q~g~niz.er P~ssag_e.!

The organizer passages • of a.bout 2:15 words, co:n..-

sisted o£ abst:raet gener•alizat ions a bout the leat'ning

passage. They

cont~ined

no statements taken directly £rom

tbtt learning ULttt$:rita1 9 not:'
dueed itt it.

t~.n;r

of the temn1.n.ology intx-o'"'

1'ha generali ~at ions wax'e given in short

1

pe.ragl'aphs, usb1g simple

vocabulary~

following the sequence
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of the learning passage.

The

~ftvanoe or~ani~,

which

was printed on a separate page of blue paper, was stapled
to the front of the learning passage, and read as the first
page.

1

The subsequent organizer, printed on a page of

yellow paper, was exactly the same as the advance organizer,
but followed the learning pas sage and was read as the last
page •
.Orga.nizer Quest ions
. The organizer quest ions wer'e written directly
parallel to the organizer passages, each sentence being
changed to a question.

None of the questions wet•e taken

directly from the crit•rion test questions used with the
learn"ing passage.

rrhey were not written in such a way as

to promote a "factual set" on the part of the students
reading them, but rather were written to promote a

"con~

ceptual set" which would aid in organizing the content of
I

the learni~g passage.

The !.?~~r~u.est.to~ were printed

on a separate page of pink paper, and wet•e read prior to

the learning passage, as the first page.
_qu"'*t.E!tion~,

The !9._b,seguent

printed on a page of' green pe;perl, wet•e exaetly

the same as tho advance quest iona, except that they wet•e

read as the last page, following the learning passage.
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The organizers were stapled to the learning
passage in the following ways:

1. Advance Organizer, in front of the learning passage.

~~

8-

"'b __

2. Subsequent Organizer, after the learning passage.

3. Advance Questions, in front of the learning passage.
4.

Subsequent Questions, after the learning passage.
For the control

condition~

no organizer was supplied,

and students received the learning passage only. The
booklets were stacked in the ord et• listed above, and were
distribut·ed within each class according to that order.
\

.Q2nceEt ~cguisit ion an.d ..~~-~~~_!:
Reli,abil,itz.and_ Vali~it¥

A thirty-two question, multiple-choice, fouralternative test was the dependent variable. The test,
also devised for the experiment by the investigator, was
administered to two classes of eleventh grade students in
a high schoo 1 in
p~saaga

Sacramento~

and criterion test.

as a pilot trial of the
For this sample of forty-

eight students, the reliability coefficient according to
the Kude:r ... Richard son Fo:r:imula.

Number~

21 was .87; spli t;oahal£

Peliability was .91 (Ebal, l972)e Sea Appendix B. Results
of the Pilot Trial and Test
level and discrimination

Reliability~

inde:~c

Tha difficulty

of individual items were

analyzed according to procedures recommended by

.

r;t":;=o-

~
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Anastasi (1969) and Ebel (1972), and were found to be in
the moderate range.

All items were retained in the test

to be used for the experiment.
The validity of the test was determined in three
ways.

Content validity was verified by identification of

each question with its source in the learning passage.

See

was obtained by Pearson Product Moment Correlations on the

total sample, the final sample, and selected parts of the
sample, and are reported in Tables 33 through 36. For the
final sample, Lorge Thot•ndike verbal I. Q. scores and the
e,riterion test showed a correlation of .61; CTBS reading
comprehension scores and the criterion test scores showed
a

eor~elation

of .56. The predictive validity was deter-

mined through use of the multiple regression equation, and
was .64 with the two oovariates and the criterion test
scores entered into the

~Hluation,.

With all variables

included in the design and procedure of the experiment, the
multiple

cor~elation

coefficient wae .76.

See Appendix

c.

Answer Sheet

,.,.~1-·l

•. lll .. t ... ~~

Each studant received an
record hia test

responses~

fUlSWOl'

sheet on which to

Each answer sheet was divided

into columns, so as to be placed beside the test booklet
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atrectly parallel
test.

to the placement of the questions on the

The columns were arranged from right to left, so that

as the student answered each page of four questions, he
could slide the answer sheet under his test booklet, one
column at a time.

See Appendix J:i' ~ Answet• Sheet ..

-----.;;.G=-r=-ou=-p~S;:;;u~r~v ey lle a ai!l£Lf:!!!.

~----------------------------------

The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills:

Reading,

Part 2, Comprehension; Senior High School Level, Form Q-4
(CTB/McGrnw Hill, 1970) we.s administered as part of the

investigation in order to assess the present reading com...
prehension of the students, each score to be used as a
covariate in the statistical analysis.

Kuder-Richardson

Formula 20 reliabilities for the test have been reported at
almost all above .90, and

in the high .80's, in

interfo~

reliability coefficients

p~r~- Se~~~~~}_¥easurements

Yearbook (1972) ..
Y..~b!ll Intellig_~!1.c! ..s.oore~

Lorge Thorndike verbal intelligence test scores,

previously recorded in students' cumulative records, were
obtainea~

each scoPe to be uaaa as a covariate in the

analysis of oove.ri.ance.

Alt er~nat e form l"e liHbili ty

coefficient of Form 1 and Jl,o:rm 2 at Level B has been
reported at .93 for the verbal battery (Anastasi, 1969).
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In order that all necessary data be complete' for each
I

student, this test was administered by the investigator to
twelve students for whom this score was unavailable.

THE

EXP~~IMENTAL

DESIGN

Ten intact classes of students participated in the

treatments and two control conditions.

receiving both the th:ree ... day and

th(~

}'or five classes·

fourteen-day

administrations of the criterJion test, the design was
5 x 2 x 2, with five levels of organizational aids, two

levels of retention, and two levels of either Lorge Thorn-

aike verbal intelligence scol:'es or
sion scores

jj

CTBS reading comprehen-

The fixed order dist:r•ibution of materials

allowed for studants from all five of these classes to be
included in the

foul:~

control condition.

exparimen1;al tr•eatment s and bne
The design and distribution of materials

was intended to control for academia motivation, socio-

eoonontic level, teacher personality, classroom social

climate. and time o£ dayj
Fo~

tive olaasas receiving only the fouPteen-day

criterion test, the design was 5 x 2, with five levels o£
organizational aids and two levels of either Lorge

Table 2
Sequence of Experimental Treatment

.

I

Group

First Day:

I

Learning

Material

I

!t

vr1___[vrii ··j· .

I

'T

~

'
I

•

I
1,earn1ng
~Passage

·

Learning
Passage

Subsequent

Learning
Passage

Organizer
~

l I

-

I

I

I
Test

Test

·

.,.

Organizer

I

-

l

i'

i

.Learrnng
Passage
~;;o

questions

Test

l

:.

:
I

TT

.

f

Test t

i

Fifth Daz:
I Feed- 1
I FeedFeedback for ~back (CTBS)
back {CTBS)
Three-Day ·. CTBS) Comp. (CTBS) Comp.
Reten. Test Comp.
. Comp.
Test
Fou!"teenth D~ Test
Fourteen-Da
,
Reten. Test Feed- Feedback
Feedback
back

X

S9bsequent

.

I
I

IX

l

~----------~----------+-----------~~r-~1---

I

I l

-----------------------------------~

vi ___ -

..H.O var;ce
Quest1ons

,

1

~

Fourth Da;t:
Three-Day
Re .f.. . en • m.1est•

IV

Learning
Passage

Advance
Organizer

Presentation
of the

I

III

II

v

Test
Feedback

Ia

back (CTBS)
(CTBS) Comp.

Comp.

Test

J Fee.a.~..
ba~:k (CTBS) ·
"tl:ac k · \ C'11BS
1
(CTBS) Comp.;
( GT~lS) Comp.
C10mp ..i
COTI~p •
F 8€1

Feed-

l I

Test
Test
Feed- - Feed- . Feed- ·
back : back .
back

I

-

TEJt

·i

I,

.

Test I
J

I

Test I Test

'
'~

FeHd-

Feed-

baAk

back

I

Feed
back
-'I
<()

i :

i'

' ' llllliffiiTI!i'l'll

i'i"il'lili'ITi"rn

:1 '

''111'11
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Thorndike verbal intelligence scores or CTBS reading
comprehension scores.

Tho f:ixed ox•der distribution of'

materiala allowed for stud0nts £rom all f.ivq

olass~e

to

~--

be inoluded ln the four experimental t:reatments and one

control

condition~

For all ten classes, the :reading comprehension subexperiment.

Tho null hypotheses to be tested at the .05 level
of significance, wa1•e as follows:
H1:

There will be no difference on the

retention test between the control

grou~

ypree~d~

receiving no

organizational aid and the groups receiving organizational
aids to the learning passage_ at two levels of verbal I. Q.

or at two levels of reading comprehension.
H2:

There will be no difference on the fourteen-

dal retention test between the control group receiving no
organizational aid to the learning passage, at two levels
of verbal I. Q., or at two levels of reading comprehension,
or at two levels of retention.
H3:

There will ba no differences on the

three-a~l
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retention test between the control group receiving no
organizational aid and the group receiving an advance
o~ganizational a.~~-

to the learning passage at two levels of

verbal I. Q. or at two levels of reading comprehension.

H4: There will be no diff'erenoe on the fourteen~~l

retention test between the control groups receiving an

aavane e organ iza:tional----aicl_t_o-th a learn ing-p-as-s-a-g~a:t-tw o
· levels of verbal I. Q., or at two levels of reading comprehension, or at two levels of retention.

Hs:

There.will be no differences on the

~hree-dal

retention test between the control group I'eceiving no
organizational aid and the group receiving a subsequent
organ~zat iona~

aid to the learning -passage, at two levels

of reading comprehension.

Hs:

There will be no differences on the fourteen/

d& :retention tlst between the control groups receiving a
subseque.~t

,C?!ganizatt_D..!lal_!iQ to the learning passage, a.t

. two levels o£ verbal I. Q.., or at two levels of reading
oom;pl"ehension;

-

H7:

Oil

at two levels of NJtentione

Thera will ba rto d iffe:ronca on the

retention teat betwaan tho aontrol group

ihr.a.~

~eoeiving

.. da.l

no

organizational aid and the group rocei:ving !!}Y.a..~~UU.~.!.t~~!L~
Wl~itten

as an organizational aid to the learning passage,
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at two levels of verbal I. Q.. or at two leve,ls of reading
comprehension.
H8:
~

There will be no differences on the fourteen-

retention test between the contr•ol groups receiving no

organizational aid and the group receiving advance
gu!stions written aa an organizational aid to the learning
-----pas~sage_1_at_tw_o_l_e_v__e.~s_o_f_J'_e_t_Rnt_i_Qn~.,'--------------

H9: There will be no differences on the

three-~

retention teat between the control group receiving no
organizational aid and the group receiving
g~eustiol}~

.a~~seg~e.n~.

wx•i tten as an organizational aid to the learning

passage, at ·two levels of verbal I$ Q.. or at two levels of
reading comprehension.
H10:
~al

There will be no differences on the fourteen-

retention test between tha control group receiving no

organizational aid and the

g~oup

receiving

-~~~~~!quent

.9.1;1e8tions Wttitten as an organizational aid to the learning
pa$sage, at two

le~els

of verbal

I~

Q., or at two levels of

reading comprehension, or at two levels of retention.
METHODS AND PROCEYmRES

!.il~~LMlns
Pet*rnisa ion to pilot teat the lea:rn1.ng mat e:rials ana
criterion test was

obtained f'J•om the Research and

[] __
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Development Office, Sacramento City Unified School
District, after the research problem, the experimental
design, and methods and materials had been presented.
ola.asa~

~wo

at MeCla:tohy Senior Hlgh Sohool in Sao:ramento ware

obtained f'or the pi.lot

test~

In eaoh o£ the olaaaea, the

learning materials were preoented in the same manner as
planned for the
was administered

exp~riment,

except that the criterion test

immediately'follo~ing

the reading of the

learning passage, with subsequent feedback given so that
students received knowledge of results.

The entire pro-

cedure was conducted in one class perioa for each class.
For quantitative aspects of the pilot testing, see Appendix
B, Pilot Trial Results and 11est Reliability.
~e_guen~e

of

Ifx:eeri~en~~-Tre!_~~!!~.L..

FJr.s.t D.!,Y

In each case, the regular classroom teacher introduced the investigator to his students, explaining that
their participation was being requested for an experiment.
The investigator addressed each class approximately saying:
I am oo·nduoting an experiment in classroom learning .

In order to qualify for experimental usa, the learning
materials ware required to contain new information. It
would not have been acceptable for experimental purposes, for example, to bring reading materials and tests
covering subjects you have already studied in school.
With this in mind, I decided to w:rite e.n a:rtiele on the

topic of Change.. I chose this topic beoause it is a
good one to think about. We are all involved in
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changing oond it ions e You are quite different i;hia year
f:rom what you were like five years ago. Next ;yea:r, as
hig~ school sen.iors 9 you will. be in quite a different
potntion from the' one ;you are in today.

This is the e.rt i.ole I am going to ask you to Pee.d e

It

is eight pages long (holding up the booklet ano turning
through the pagr.ul). Moat of tho information oonte.ined
:i.n tho arotiole is naw to you, although there are some
parta which you may already know$ These· parts will ·
help you undars1:;a.n(] the new lnformation,
'Vnt1
l'lrd·,ina c.lo'lro,.,l·l .....,illf """""""'"'"1 .. -n_-rr
.f.._,...,..T
.........1.._~_
..'1..~..
_.., ...
v-..,.,-,will
,-,..:~.o-.,...--;.;.~r,p.:~--.,..--;;t:;-W-,,.-t>J-<~,..t~li'~'-~-1..--~.~,-.:,,-;----:~-4-V_U_~-0-l;l-.fA-,:-,-~--;,;~,L
if-\J
~;r,f IU.~J-n'
l.l .I, \#l..J.
Q.,l.
Q____.__ _---:---c~

-'-------~,...

uncle:rlinea th:roughout thtt a1•t icl€1 (pointing to a few
from the booklet) • Do not skip past these· terms
·
b~oause they are unfamiliar to you, but rather try to
understana the explanation I have given for each~ Also
try to aeG how the examples in the next paragraphs
(pointing to a paragraph directly under one which con..
tains a new word) fit th~ meanings for the terms.
·

This article ia not easy to read, but if you read it
carefully 1 I believe you will be able to. understand it.
In three \fourteen) days, I will come back and give you
a test on the main ideas in the article. I do not
expect you to memorize any of it, but do try to get the
general ideas~
(
.

(Articles were then distributed in a fixed order,
according to the organizational aids attached to each,
as follows: advance organizational aid- subsequent
organizat ionn,l r:dd, advance questions, subsequent quest ions, ana conb•ol <~ond ition, with no organizational
aid)o You will notice that most of the booklets have a
colored page stapled either to the front or the back of
the article. These pages simply indicate slight differences in the wa.y the i.n..formation is arranged. Some of
the booklets do not have a colored sheet stapled to
them.
Before you begin to read the article; I need some
information from you on the card f:l which I will pass out
now. (Cards were counted out ana placed on the front
desk of each rowe Please write your first and last
name, your sex, your school, the name of this class,
the period, the teacher's name, and the color of the
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page etapled to you:r booklot. 1£ no ooloxeea page is
on you:r booklet, indi.oFAte "white" as the color. Keep

(1l'ha f'o:rm was

thtl card.

it waa axplained)Q

w:ritt~m

on the blackboard as

Now listen while I read to you tho final instructionsr.
you. Read
it carefully, rnaking sure you underst11nd each pavt well.
Absorb as much ~a you t'Hl.!l, going baok to :rel'ead parts ·
if you need to. Take your time; 1;his is not a timed
reading. Do not f.aal yo11 have to hand in you:r article
This art lola is 'both lloeful and bn:portant to

_

_ c __ _ _ _

as_sJ)J')_n_e.s--.-:thJ:~_rJ~-r-s-on-w-l'H'>-f-i-ni-ehes-f'~i-l!~rt-~-=--tou-w-i-l-l-:not----

see the article again.

Raise your hand when you finish,
and I will taka tha article. Keep the classroom quiet
for tbosa who are still readi11g. You may begin.
·
Stu aant a began reading whi.le the investigator
picked up

th~

oarda, checking to aea that

~ach

'

student

desi.gnated the correct color o:f his lae.ttning matel'ials.
Reading time ranged fl 0rn ten. minutes to twenty-five
1

minutes.

Students who finished early worked on other

school assignments.
Sequence of

ExperimC:m~~!_!~,~!J.tm~J!t :~ Fo!!!'~th

pg

The investigator met with five classes on the
fourth day, in order to administeP the threa-day criteri6n
test of

conc~pt

acquisition and retention.

The other five

classes did not receive the criterion test until the
fourteenth day (see 'fable 2:

Treatment, po 72)e

Sequence of' Experimental

Tha test was introduced to each class

appl'oximately as follows::
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Today I have brought the test baaed upon the article
you read three days ago@ As you can sea, tho test
ha.a thh•ty... two n1ultiple$.0choiee questions (test was
held up, to show its length a.nd format). The test
inatruot iona are printed on the front page of the
booklet, so that you can read them for yourself.
!

The answer sheets are arra.nged in columns which are
typed parallel to the quastiona and alternatives for
each page. As ~ou answer the questions on the first
page, put an "X' on your answer sheet for the best
alternative to complete tho statement.. Then slide tho
1-------'------,a~n:-c:s=w:--er=--s:--r:--:le:--:eruna er• you1i boolclet, so tfiatthe next
column is parallel to the following page of questions
in your test bookltJt (this was de:ul0n13h'atea) e
Use the red pencils I am passing out to each row of
students, marking the best altorne.tive with an "X".
Tha test is not timed, an(l you may begin as soon as
you receive your answer sheotjl pencil, and test (the
supplies were dist:ributail) .
Moat subjects completed t;he test ir.t thirty minutes.

See

Appendix F',. The Criterion Test and Answo:r Sheet.
i~gu~~-2! Ex.E!!J.pten,t~-1~_!!2_a.~!~~nt;._~E,i!_tjl .. Da;y

The five classes who took the threa..-day criterion
test re«Hd.V'ed feedback one day afterwards • on the fifth day.
Feedback was admitd.stered aftet• :returning to each student

his own answer sheet and a test booklet. FeadbQok instruc-

tions

weN~

as follows:

As you eor:r•act your own papor; t'aftw both to the anEtWtn•
sha~t a.na to the test questio!ls~ 'rho question and bast
end1ng will btJ rGad as t.t oon1pJ.ei;e tHrnt~ntGEt•

Please follow along wlth the fleading as you listen; so
that you get the oomplote Hlaa. Keep your• answatt sheet
to the left of' your test, sliding it undtn'n<Htth ttow by
row as the answers are t~aad.
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.~·

If your answer to a quest ion is corr•ect; mark it with
a "C," but'if not corraot 9 leave it alone. Be sure to
listen to the endings as I read .. Use your regular
lead penc i~ or a pan.

The feedback was then given, and students were
asked to record their total of correct answers at the top
of their answer sheet.

For these five elas sea, the Comprehension subt est

of' the CTBS was then administered 31 according to the specific
instructions given in the Exaraina1• ~ s Manual for Fo:rrn. Q.... 4.
Computer card a bea:ri.ng each stud ant's nama were used to
record their best choices on the mult iple .. ehoice reading

test. Time allowed by the publisher was thirty minutes.
For the five classes who did not receive the threeday criterion test measuring concept acquisition, only the
Comprehension subtest of tha G'rBS was administered on the

fifth day.
~Seg_q,ence.

of

Expe!ll!t~_ni~r~atm~.L-.. ~',9}tr'tfLanth ..'P~X

The criterion test was administered to all groups,
I

with instrijetions tho same as tl ascribed for the three-day

test.

Feedback was given as described above as soon as all

students completed the

test~

during the same period in

which it was admirllatarod" 'l'hls cwnrplet ad the p:roeed urEts

for the ten classes.
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PRELIMINARY STATIS'I'ICAL I'HOCEDURES
Rand omi za t ion

;:..:;

~-

The sample was randomizod within the limitations of
'

cond uoting the experiment with available intact classroom
groups.

Individuals from each of the ten olaaarooms
contr~ol

received one of the t:r'oatmont types or

conditions

· with equal frequency, because of the fixed-order distribution of the materials within each classroom.' Criterion
test scores wore pooled for each treatment or control type,
with some students from moat classes included in each

group.

However, when. groups wa:r•e divided i.nto ability

leveltJ according to verbal I .. Q;. or reading
some of the high verbal I.
co~tprehenaion

Q.

eompl~ehension,

groups ani! high reading

groups included no students from two classes

of the high school ln the lower socioeconoutie area of

Stockton.

Only six students from thase two classes were

subjects \.o£ eitha:r the hlgh verbal ability ot• the high

/

reading lavl!fl groups •
.

!

,
'rhe total
b~tta:rion

rwrnbex~

teat scot' as

had either the Lot•ga

ot' studa:nts for whom :required

wef.ttl
1

1~hot'nd

obtalnHd

j.ke

~te.a

va~btli..J.

U1ti, fHJme o£ whom

so ora or• the CTBS

reading comprehension teat soora mlasi.ng .. However, mean

~-
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scores i.n reading comprehension and verbal
considerably amDng the three schools.
:for all measures for the ten classes

sohools.

·r .

Q. differed

Table 3 shows means
fr~om

the three

Classes l, 2, an<1 3 were ft'om the high school in

the lower sooi.oeoonornio aroa; classes '1, 5, 6, and 7 were

from the hl.gh school in the average income area; and
cl.assaa tl-;-9, and

ro

were from th6 fi1gh

school~in

the

higher sooloeoonomic area.
Because the criterion teat and the learning passage
ware at a level of reading d ifi'i.oulty cons idet1 ably above
·that of some of the students participating in the stuay,l

it was decided to drop

f:t~om

the sample those whoae scores

on the criterion test ware at chance levfd o:r lower
(Cttonbach. 1970}, and also thone f'or whom only ono covariate
I:JOO:l'e was available..

Thls left a srunple of 15? students,

w1 th an overall mann ver·bal I .. Q. t>f
ntean :raw aoore in reading

101~8,

compl~ehl':nlsion

and an overall

of 34.0 (gNidO

equivalent, 11.2 based upon natlonal 11orms of the CTBS).

.
l"When tha lenrniltg ta.ak is J'artioulat'ly difficult,
howeve:r, ot-gan:i.2et•s may dlff'aJlenti.~lly b~mefit h.igh .. abllity
students (G:rotelueaohert 11 lHH7) o.nd thoae with mo:re back...
ground ~n?wle(1ga (!uaube ~ anil F'i t tgerald 11 1962) by making
it po::.uable for them t<} learn mo.tet~ia1 that would i.n any
ease be beyond th0 oa)?aei.ty of lea a a'ble. ~nd letJ~ sophia ...
ticated students." (Ausubal, 1968 7 :p., 13flJ~
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Table 3
Mean Scores on All Measures for Ten Participating Classes
Reflecting Academic Differences Between Schools
In Each Socioeconomic Area
Reading
Comp.
(191)

Test
1
(87)

80.23
(13)

16.33
(12)

9.15
(13)

12.16
(13)

N

89.47
(19)

27.05
(18)

13.42
(12)

23.71
(19)

Class 3

91.38

26.13
(23)

N

Low Socioeconomic
Class 1
N

Class 2

(24)

N

Average Socioeconomic
Class 4
105.00
N

Class 5
N

Class 6
N

Class 7
N

High Sooioeoonomio
Class 8

Ill

....

A

II

. . . .- -

Test
2

(194)

11.41
(24)

--

(~~3)

35.60
{25)

20.08
(25)

105.50
(18)
96.00
(21)

35.21
(19)
32.59
(22)

19.05
(19)

108.48
(23)

37.54
(24)

--

-

19.92
(24)

----

N

18.50
(18)

Class 10

104.22

32.63
(11)

16.36

--·-Note:

--

~
~

e=
~

34.50
(18)

N

;::;

22.47
(19)
13.91
(23)

108.05
(18)

Class 9

~

"=
~

-------

31.68
(19) '

-

='--~
~--

23.68
(25)

106.65
{17)

N

t:

...--

Verbal
I. Q.
(185)

Measure

b-

§=
~

(9)

---

16.77
(18)

18.78
(18)

(11)

-¥1-----

Five of the classes reoeivea no 3-day test.

iii
-
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Table 4 presents the means for all measures obtained by
the ten participating classes in the final sample.
Verbal Ability and Reading Comprehension Levels

The ten treatment and control groups were divided
into high or low ability levels.

Those students whose

, torge T11orndfke verbal I. Q. scores were 100 or above were
classified as having high verbal ability; those whose
scores were 99 or less were classified as having low verbal
ability.

Students whose CTBS reading comprehension subtest

scores were 36 or above were classified as having high
rea.ding comprehension; those whose scores were 35 or less
were classified as having low reading comprehension.
SUMMARY
In this chapter, the selection of the subjects,

th~

materials used in the investigation, the experimental
design, the null hypotheses, methods and procedures,
preliminary statistical procedures, and summary have been
presented.

The results of the experiment will be given in

the chapter which follows.

The statistical procedures

neces·sary to testing the hypotheses will be given, accompanied by tables showing data from the experiment.
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Table 4
Mean Scores on All Measures for Ten Participating Classes
Reflecting Academic Differences Between Schools:
Data for the Final Sample

----

-Verbal
I. Q.

Measure

(157)

N

-

Low Socioeconomic
Class 1
N

Class 2
N

Class 3
N

-

.. ·-

Reading
Comp.
(157)
--

---17.80
( 5)

90.38
(16)

28.56
(16)

15.00
(16)

95.17
(18)

28.89
(18}

17 .. 75
(16)
13.,22
(18)

20.00

,_

2
(157)

13.00
(5)

(5)

~---

=-

-Test
-

Test
1
(74) .

(5)

83.80

'--<~

-

F--

>~

t -

Average Socioeconomic
Class 4
106.09
(22)
N

36.68

Class 5
N
Class 6
N

Class 7
N

~

(22)

19.77
(22)

23 .. 95
(22)

105.94
(16)

37.69
(16')

19.88
(16)

22.81
{16)

96.31
(19)
108 .. 36

33.53
(19)
39.23

{22}

(22)

-

14 .. 36
{19)
20.09
(22)

~

IF=
~

~

E-

Hi5h Socioeconomic
lass 8
N

~

121.36
(14)

34.71
(14)

N

107.88
(17)

34.70
(17)

Class 10

101.63

35.75

21.00

(8)

(8)

(8)

Class 9

N

Note:

19.14
(14)

21.07
(14)

--19.18
(17)

Five of the classes received no 3-day test.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION
The findings of the investigation are presented in
-----t-·h~is_cha.p_t_el"_und_e_r_ftix_b~e_adings:_(l)

Covariates and

Crite~ion

Raw Score Means on the

Tests, (2) Orthogonality, (3) Pre-

liminary Testing of Assumptions for the Analysis of Covariance,
(4) Results of the Analysis of Covariance, (5) Adjusted Means

on the Criterion Test, and (6) Summary.
RAW SCORE MEANS

0~

THE COVARIATES

A\~

CRITERION TESTS

As has been explained in Chapter 3, the original
sample of 194 students for whom criterion test scores were
available was reduced to 157. The eleven students for whom
scores on both covariates were not available, and the twentysix students whose scores on the criterion test were at
chance level or below were dropped. Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8
show the final sample, distributed within treatment types or
control conditions, and into high and iow categories as
described on p. 91.

Raw score means and standard deviations

are presented for each group on both covariates and the
criterion test.
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Table 5
Mean Test Scores ana Standard Deviations of Retention Level 1
Test Groups: Verbal Intelligence Division

c

IT~r

h-,.--,-

""-

Group

Verbal
I. Q.

Rea.a ing
Comp.

Test
1

Test

7

110.86
8.15

37.00
5.06

19.86
4.88

2T-;14

10

87.10
9.45

26.10
8.82

14.80
4o13

19.40
3.78

9

114.78
7.51

38.22
4.97

22.78
3.46

25.89
4.59

N

2

Ad4ta-n-c-e_Qr_ganiz_e__

High:

Mean
SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Subsequent Organizer
High: Mean
SD

5.70

F;-

Low:

Mean

5

SD

91.60
7.64

31.40
9.21

16.20
4.38

18.00
5.57

~

~

E
~

!!"'

Advance Questions
High: Mean

111.00
9.55

36.78
4.15

18.67
4.77

22.67
4.61

89.89
10.52

28.89
8.43

14.00
4.06

18.,78
7.48

112.86
8.34

39.71
2.75

22.57
5.13

24.86
5ol5

4

87.00
6.68

28.50
6.35

14.75
4.27

18.00
5.35

9

108.22
4.89

38.11
3.65

20.11
4.31

23.56
3.24

5

92.60
11.59

30.00
10.09-

15.60
4.27

18.60
5 .. 18

9

SD

Low:

Mean

9 -

SD

Subsequent Questions
High: Mean

7

SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Control Group
High: Mean
SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Total Number:

74

-f=

!L

i"'

I
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Table 6
Mean Test Scores and Standard Deviations of Retention Level 2
Test Groups: Verbal Intelligence Division

gM

:=

~

Group

Aavance Organizer
High: Mean

N

Verbal
I. Q.

Reading
Comp.

7

117.29
12.83

39.00
4.73

21.57
5.41

11

89.27
8.90

28.45
8.17

13.73
4.12

11

109.64
6.55

39.09
3.86

19.55
5.28

89.50
7.85

32.75
10.24

16.50
4.80

11

111.91
7.24

36.82
5.49

20.36
3.91

8

94.00
4.11

31.63
6.12

13.13
4.09

10

112.00
8.21

38.30
3.89

19.60
3.63

9

91.78
8o39

28.78
8.14

13.89
5.06

4

112.50
9.68

39.75
2'.50

19.50
5.57

8

90.00
8.18

32.38
7.39

13.38
4.87

SD

Low:

Mean

Subsequent Organizer
High: Mean
SD,

Low:

Mean

4

SD

Advance Questions
High: Mean
SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Subsequent Questions
High: Mean
SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Control Group
High: Mean
SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Total Number:

83

Test
2

a~

5
i::::

~
-

~

~

c

~

I
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Table 7
Mean Test Scores and Standard Deviations of Retention Level 1
Test Groups: Reading Comprehension Division
Group

N

Verbal
I. Q.

Reading
Comp.

8

104.75
11.32

9

Test
1

Test
2

38.50
2.33

20.62
4.82

21.65

89.89
14.55

23.55
6.71

13.55
2.24

18.67
4.12

8

111.()0
11.11

40.37
2.56

21.()0
6.41

24.63
6.95

8

100.50
14.18

29.66
6.50

19.67
1.86

21.00
4.69

10

109.60
10.01

37.90
1.97

18.50
4.99

24.00
5.,05

8

89.00
10.90

26.50
7.31

13.62
3.42

16$63
5.58

7

112.86
8.34

39.71
2.75

22.57
5.13

24o86
5.15

4

87.00
6.88

28.50
6.35

14.75
4.27

l8o00
5.35

9

104.78
5.29

38.89
3.02

20.00
4.44

24.33
2.00

Mean

5

98.80
17.14

28.60
8.85

15.80
4.27

17.20
4.32

Total Number:

74

Advance Or~anizer
High: Mean
SD
Low:

Mean
SD

Subsequent Organizer
High: Mean
SD

F

F
h

~=

· 4e77

F,~

Low:

Mean
SD

Advance Questions
High: Mean
SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Subsequent Questions
High: Mean
SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Control Group
High: Mean
SD

Low:

lL

~
ct:....::
It:
It:=:
~

~
"'--

~

I
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Table 8
p

Mean Test Scores and Standard Deviations of Retention Level 2
Test Groups: Reading Comprehension Division

c;--

"
h
·-

~~-=

-

·~-

Group
Ativ.e.n_e._e_Ql!.g_an_iz_e_
High: Mean

N

Verbal
I. Q.

Reading
Comp.

7

116.42
14.01

39.86
3.07

20.86
6.61

11

91.18
10.10

27.91
7.82

14.18
3.95

108.27
8.45

40.45
2.66

21.27
4.48

SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Subsequent Organizer
11
High: Mean
SD

Test
2

F--

Low:.·

Mean

4

SD

93.25
12.12

29.00
6.48

13.75
3.59

~
~

"--=

~
~

Advance Questions
High: Mean

9

112.55
8.53

40.00
2.44

21.00
4.18

10

97 .oo
6.67

29.80
4.05

14.00
3.94

12

108.17
11.20

38.92
2.50

20.08
3.36

SD

Low:

Mean
SD

Subsequent Questions
High: Mean
SD

Mean

7

92.57
10.42

25.00
5.32

11.43
1.,90

Control Group
High: Mean

8

102.88
12.31

39.25
2.31

17.25
6.02

Mean

4

86.75
10.72

26.00
3.65

11.75
2.87

Total Number:

83

Low:

SD

Low:
-:::

d

:

== :: =·----

~
~---

~
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ORTHOGONALITY
Division of treatment groups and control conditions
into high and low verbal I. Q. ability or reading comprehension ability resulted in unequal cell numbers.

This

raised the question of nonorthogonality or disproportionality
with respect to the analysis of covariance model.

Ceil

numbers may be noted in Tables 5 through 8, pp. 94-97.
Tatsuoka (1971) discusses this problem frequently encountered in educational and psychological research (p. 211):
••• When the cell frequencies are disproportionate, the
problem becomes more involved; in fact, the significance
tests are then only approximate. The two most commonly
used methods are the method of least squares and that
of unweighted means •••• The least-squares approach
perhaps leads to significance tests that are more nearly
exact than does the unweighted-means method described
below 1 but it is computationally far more complex. A
discussion of the least-squares approach in the
univariate case is given by Winer tl96Z·), and a computer
program for the multivariate case is described by Book
(1963).
In further discussion of multivariate analysis,
Tatsuoka refers to the approach utilized by computers within
the framework of the general linear hypothesis, which is
essentially a formal multiple linear regression analysis
(p. 214).

The BioMed 05V computer program performing the

calculations required for a general linear hypothesis model
using the method of least squares was utilized for the data
analysis.

£19

PRELIMINARY TESTS OF ASSUMPTIONS FOR
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
To test Hypotheses 1 and 2, factorial analysis of
covariance was Planned as an appropriate statistical
technique, since the covariates, Lorge Thorndike verbal I. Q.
_ _ _ _ _,s cto tt e_s_aniL_G.TB_S_r__e_a.di_ng

oom:greh ens ion test scores , were

~--------

thought to have a continuous influence upon the criterion
test scores.

Several preliminary tests were performed on

the data to determine whether or not the underlying
assumptions for the analysis of covariance could be satisfactorily met (Elashoff, 1969).
Linearity
Tests for linearity of regression (Hays, 1963,
p. 681) were performed on the data by treatment groups
separately as well as by groups combined by retention levels.
Retention Level 1 groups were administered the criterion
test three days following reading of the learning passage
and again fourteen days following learning.

Retention

Level 2 groups were administered the criterion test only
once, fourteen days following learning.

Table 9, p. 100,

gives F ratios for combined groups with covariates separately used in the regression equations as well as with

100
•··

E

Table 9
Linear Regression of Three-Day Criterion Test Scores
on the Verbal I. Q. Scores and the
Reading Comprehension Scores
-

Source

df

-

·----·-----

MS

F
---...~"-~---

Due to Regression on Verbal I. Q.

1

895.86

Deviation about Regression

72

14.91

Total

73

6o.oga

-----1

795.47

Deviation about Regression

72

16.30

Total

73

Due to Regression on Reading Comp.

--Due to Regression on I. Q. and
Reading Comprehension

48.798.

--2

478.90

Deviation about Regression

71

14.25

Total

73

33.618.

- --·asignificant at< .001.
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oovariates used simultaneously in one equation.

Significance

is required to satisfy the assumption for linearity.

On the

basis of these tests, a reasonable degree of linearity is
indicated.
For the combined five groups in Retention Level 1,
on the three-day criterion test, the analysis of variance
for linear regression with verbal I. Q. scores in the
equation yielded F : 60.09, d .f. 1, 72, p < .001; with
reading comprehension scores in the equation yielded
F • 48.79, d .f. 1, 72, p < .001. With both covariates in
the equation the analysis of variance for multiple line&r
regression yielded F

= 33.61,

d .f. 2, 71, p < .001.

For these same combined five groups taking the
criterion test again at fourteen days following learning,
the analysis of variance for linear regression with verbal
I. Q. scores in the equation yielded F • 39.52, d.f .. 1, 72,
p ..c:::;. • 001; with reading comprehension scores in the equation,
analysis of variance yielded F. 40.81, d.f. 1, 72, p .c::.:.OOl.
With both covariates in the equation, the analysis of
variance for multiple linear regression yielded F • 23 .. 98,
d .f. 2, 71, p .c:::: .001.

See Table 10, p. 102.

For the combined five groups in Retention Level 2,
on the fourteen-day test, the analysis of variance for
linear regression with verbal I. Q. scores in the equation

102

Table 10
Linear Regression of Retention Level 1 Fourteen-Day
Criterion Test Scores on VerbHl I. Q. Scores
and Reading Comprehension Scores

,.--;--

~

1Q3

yielded F

= 92.06,

d .f. 1, 81, p < .001; with reading

. comprehension scores in the equation, analysis of variance
·yielded F

= 61.02,

d.f. 1, 81, p< .001. With both

covariates in the equation, the analysis of variance for
multiple linear regression yielded F: 57.21, d.f. 2, 80,

In Table 12, p. 105, data is summarized with regard
to linearity effects, disregarding treatment or control
conditions.

Much of the difference in group means between

high or low verbal I. Q. and between high or low reading
comprehension, can be traced to correspondingly high or
low scores on both covariates.
Homogeneity of Regression
To test the homogeneity of regression coefficients
for all the groups, several

~reliminary

steps were taken.

The equations were set up to include the variables which
functioned to influence the adjusted criterion scores, and
these equations then served as a basis for testing the
homogeneity of the regression coefficients as outlined
below for significance at the .05 level.

Nonsignificance

is required to hold tenable the null hypothesis of
parallel regression slopes.

1()4
[!--

Table 11
Linear Regression of Retention Level 2 Fourteen-Day
Criterion Test Scores on Verbal I. Q. Scores
and Reading Comprehension Scores

Source

df

MS

F

·-------Due to Regression on Verbal I. Q.

1

1282.22

Deviation about Regression

81

13.93

Total

82

92 .. 06a

-----------Due to Regression on Reading Comp.

1

1035.62

Deviation about Regression

81

16.97

Total

82

Due to Regression on I. Q. and
Reading Comprehension

2

709.30

Deviation about Regression

80

12.40

Total

82

6l .. a2a

5'7.21a

_ _ _::=:::::=:::==:::::::::::===

asignificant at< .001.
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Table 12
Covariate and Unadjusted Treatment Means by Retention Levels
And for Combined Sample Classified by Verbal I. Q.. Levels
Or Reading Comprehension Levels: Linearity Effects
Group
Ret ent-tonteve 1-1

N

Verbal I. Q;.

Rdg. Comp.

Test 1 Test 2

74

101-;64

33-;74

18-;-15--21---.47

High Verbal I. Q, 41
Low Verbal I. Q. 33

114.15
97.03

37.93
25.39

21.27
14.90

23.68
19.33

High Reading Comp. 42
Low Reading Comp. 32

108.45
92.69

39.00
26.84

20.38
16.93

23.90
18.53

83

102.00

34.52

17.08

High Verbal I. Q. 43
Low Verbal I. Q. 40

112.28
90.95

38.37
30.38

20.09
13,85

High Reading Comp. 47
Low Reading Comp. 36

109.36
92.80

39.70
27.78

20.17
13.27

Retention Levels
157
Combined on Test 2

101.82

34.15

19.15

84

73

113.19
94.97

36.73
28.79

21.84
16.51

High Reading Comp. 89
Low Reading Comp. 68

108.93
92.95

39.36
27.33

21.93
15.85

101.82
157
Retention Levels
Combined: 3-Day and
14-Day Delayed Retention

34.15

1?.59

Retention Level 2

High Verbal I. Q,
Low Verbal I. Q.

High Verbal I. Q. 84
Low Verbal I. Q. 73

113 .. 19
94.97

36.73
28.79

20.67
14.,51

High Reading Comp. 89
Low Reading Comp. 68

108.93
92.95

39.36
27.33

20.27
14.19

--

~--
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Eguations. The following equations or sets of
equations were used in the tests for homogeneity of
t-egression:
{A)

Test

= f{ I.

Q.,

reading comprehension}.

Equation {A) the most restrictive in terms of constraints on the nature of the functional relationship,

-------;E:~ct~-f!1-~}ats~-l~~:~:r~:i i ~~;~:~r-:~~-t~~n~i~a:~~ut~r ;~~~'------parameters: the coefficients for I. Q. and reading
comprehension, and the Y intercept or constant term.
The degrees of freedom are 157-3.
{B) Test

= f(I.

Q.,

reading comprehension, retention level).

Equation (B), the next most restrictive, specifies that
slopes are equal for all cases, but permits intercepts
to vary with some cases. The equation includes four
parameters: coefficients for I. Q., reading comprehension, retention level, and the Y intercept for 157
observations. The degrees of freedom are 157-4.
(C) Test • f(I. Q., reading comprehension, four treatment
types, retention level, and theY intercept).
Equation (C) also specifies that the slopes are equal
for all cases, and permits intercepts to vary with some
cases. This equation includes eight parameters:
coefficients for I. Q., reading comprehension, four
treatment typesl retention level, and theY intercept.
The degrees of rreedom are 157-8.
(D) Test

= f(I. Q.,

reading comprehension, I. Q. level,
reading comprehension level, retention level,
four treatment types, and the Y intercept).

Equation (D) specifies that the slopes are equal for
all oases, and permits intercepts to vary with some
oases. This equation includes ten parameters:
coefficients for I. Q., reading comprehension, I. Q.
level, reading comprehension level, retention level,
four treatment types, and the Y intercept. The degrees

107
of freedoiD are 157-10. This equation yielded the
highest R~ and the smallest error term of the four
which were run. Table 13 presents the regression
coefficients for each equation.
(E)

Testi :: fi(I. Q., reading comprehension).
Least restrictive are sets of equations (E) and (F),
which permit both slopes and intercepts to vary with
certain cases. The set of 20 equations (E) each had
three parameters for I. Q., reading comprehension, and

----

------~th-e-Y-mt-E,-:r-(rtJp-t-r-o-r-gr-m:rps-c-lrrrs-s-i-f'-h;d-by-I.-Q.-1-a-ve-l-s:-,-,

treatment types, and retention level (2 x 2 x 5 : 20).
The degrees of freedom for the entire set are 157-20(3).
(F) Testj : .fj(I. Q., reading comprehension).
The set of equations (F) was like the set of equations
(E), permitting both slopes and intercepts to vary
with certain cases. The set of 20 equations (F) each
had three parameters for I. Q·., reading comprehension,
and the Y intercept for groups classified bl re~di.~
comprehension levels, treatment types, and retention
level (2 x 2 x 5 • 20). The degrees of freedom for
the entire set equal 157-20(3).
Significance tests.

F tests were used to test for

significant differences among the above equations or sets
of equations. The test of the general form
Fm1 ,m2 : SSEfi - SSE c.> /m1
SSE

(I)

/mz

where SSE .n is the unexplained or residual sums of
squared errors of the more restrictive case and SSEGJ is the
residual or unexplained sum of squared errors or the less
restrictive case.

The degrees of freedom for the numerator

are m1; the degrees of freedom fol' the denominator are

108
m2 (Kmenta, 1971, p. 373).

For each F test, the degrees

of freedom for m1 were equal to the degrees of freedom of
the more restrictive equation minus the degrees of freedom
of the less restr,ictive equation. The degrees of freedom
for m2 were equal to the degrees of freedom of the less
restrictive equation.

The following tests were performed:

The first test, using Equation (A) versus Equation (B)

F .,(SSE(A) \"

S.S~(BJ'(:~)

SSE(B)

J m1

, 53.9081

The second test, using Equation (B) versus Equation (E)

SSE{E)\/~)=
SSE(E)
J{ m1

F :/SSE{B) -

l-

1.2081

The third test, using Equation (B) versus Equation (F)

F :(SSE(B) .. SSE(F))
\-

SSE(F)

1

(~)

: 1.1415

m1

The fourth test, using Equation (C) versus Equation (E)

F :r(SSE(c) - SSE(E)\
\
SSE(E)
"J

(~)·
m1

1.2742

lOB
The fifth test, using Equation (C) versus Equation (F)

F :{SSE(c) - SSE(F)\
\

SSE(F)

'j

(~):

1.2031

m1

The sixth test, using Equation (D) versus Equation (E)

F

=.~SE(D)

_ SSE(.EJ'(.:::g\: 1.2S84
SSE(E)
m{)

J

The seventh test, using Equation (D) versus Equation (F)

F

=(ssE(D) _
\

SSE(F)'(~)= 1.1871

SSE(F)

7 ml

Results of tests for homogeneity of regressiono

In

Table 13, p. 110, the regression coefficients are shown for
each equation. The first test showed a significant difference between Equation (A) and Equation (B), indicating that
the intercept values do differ for certain cases. Hence
Equation (A) is too restrictive for the date. collected. All
of the subsequent tests were nonsignificant, indicating that
the hypothesis of equal slopes for the twenty equations and
varying intercepts could not be rejected at the .05 level of
significance.

It was concluded that the assumption of
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Table 13
Reg~ession

Coefficients and

Standa~d E~rors

-----------========================~===========~====

Equation (A}
VerOai I. Q.
Rdg. Comp.

Equation (B)

Equation (C)

Equation (D)

1!"18._ _ __
.17A. - - -_ _
eJ.v

.18""

-0

.loa

( .M)

( .03)

(.03)

{o05)

.20 8

.238.
( .06)

.238.
( .06)

.14b
(. 08)

(.07)

I. Q,. Level

- .. 39
(.54)

.eob

Rdg. Level

(.54)

Adv. Org.

.35

(.62)

Subs. Crg.

.45

.32

( .62)
.57

(.66)

(.66)

Adv. Q,ues.

-.25

-.19

Subs. Ques.

.oo

-.08

(.60)

2.318.
(.32)

· Reten. Level
Y Intercept -6.49
R2

.406

-6.42
.561

(.59)

( .65)

( .65)

2.338.
(•32)

2.3oa

-6.33
.565

(.32)

-5 .. 27
.574

---~====================~========--~========

asignificant at -~ .01 level.
bsignificant at ~ .10 level.
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homogeneity of regression slopes was satisfied; analysis of
covariance may be used as the test of significance.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE
Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 were to be tested at
the .05 level of significance.

These hypotheses were

stated as follows:.
H1:

There will be no difference on the three-day

retention test between the control group receiving no
organizational aid and the groups receiving organizational
aids to the learning passage, at two levels of verbal I. Q.
or at two levels of reading comprehension.
H2:

There will be no difference on the fourteen-

day retention test between the control group receiving no
organizational aid to the learning passage and the groups
receiving' organizational aids to th« learning passage, at
two levels of verbal I. Q., or at two levels of reading
comprehension, or at two levels of retention.
Table 14 contains a summary of the analysis of
covariance on the three-day test scores classified by I. Q.
levels.

Verbal I. Q. scores ranged from 100 to 140 for the

high level groups, and from 67 to 99 for the low level
~verbal I. Q·. and reading comprehension)
groups. These scoresAwere entered into tne covariance
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Table 14.
Analysis of Covariance for Treatments~ Verbal I. Q.
Levels, and Interactions on the ~hree-Day
Criterion Test Scores
Source

RSS

MS

df

--

F

-53.91

4

13.48

.90

8.54

1

8.54

.57

AX B

15.99

4

4.')0

.27

Error

925.44

62

14.93

A:

Treatments

B:

Verbal I. Q. Level

Table 15
Analysis of Variance for Treatments, Verbal I. Q.
Levels, and Interactions on the Three-Day
Criterion Test Scores

ss

Source

af

F

A:

Treatments

S6.51

4

21.63

1.14

B:

Verbal I. Q. Level 553.93

1

55S.93

29.12B.

24.51

4

6.12

1217.37

64

AX B
Error

-----

____ ________
.

........

asignificant at.<:. .01.

.

.32

19.02

-------

.... ·----~-

....-...·--·
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equation as independent continuous variables. Main
treatment effects showed no significant differences
{F·: .90, d .f. 4, 82, P> .05); also, no significant
differences were obtained for verbal I. Q. level
(F: .57, d.f. 1, 62, P> .05).

The interaction of treat ..

ments with verbal I. Q. level was also nonsignificant
(F : .27, d .f. 4, 62, p > .05). Table 15 is a summary of
the same data when analysis of variance was used as the
test of significance, and is included only for purposes of
comparison. The d·ifferenoes in the F tests for verbal I. Q,.
level are explained by the linear relationship between
verbal I. Q. scores and the ci'iterion test scores; effects
of linearity ai'e removed in the covariance analysis.
In Table 18 is a summary of the analysis of
covariance on the thi'ee-day test scores classified by
reading comprehension levels. The reading comprehension
scores ranged fi'om 36 to 42 for the high level groups, and
from 12 to 35 for the low level gi'oups.

These scores were

entered into the covariance equation as independent
continuous variables. Main ti'eatment effects were not
significantly aifferent (F

=1.21,

d .f. 4, 62, p > .05);

also, no significant differences were obtained for I'eading
level {F

= .66,

d.£. 1, 62, p>.05). The interaction of
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Table 16
Analysis of Covariance for Treatments, Reading
Levels, and Interactions on the Three-Day
Criterion Test Scores
Source

RSS

df

MS

A:

Treatments

70.10

4

17.53

1.21

B~

Reading Level

9.55

1

9.55

.66

B

49.14

4

12.29

.85

Error

892.12

62

14.39

A

X

F

~

~
~
~

-Table 17
Analysis of Variance for Treatments, Reading
Levels, and Interactions on the Three-Day
Criterion Test Scores

--

......-~--

Source

ss

df

:MS

F

A:

Treatments

157.84

4

39.46

2.03

B:

Reading Level

439o37

1

439.37

22.588.

AX

B

86.62

4

21.65

1.11

Ert•or

1245.07

64

19.45

--------asignifieant at <:. .01.

r-=

F.~-
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treatments with reading comprehension levels was also
nonsignificant (F: .27, d.f. 4, 62, P> .05).

In Table 17

is a summary of the same data when analysis of variance was
used as the test of significance, and is included for
comparative purposes. Again, linearity effects of reading
comprehension test scores on the criterion test scores are
removed in the covariance analysis, but appear significant
on the analysis of variance F teat. Thus the first null
hypothesis cannot be rejected from the data of the present
investigation.
Table 18 contains a summary of the analysis of
covariance on the fourteen-day test scores classified by
I. Q. levels.

No significant differences for main

treatment effects were obtained (F
p >. 05).

= .30,

d.f. 4, 135,

No significant differences were found for

I. Qe level when treatment and control groups were divided
into high and low verbal I. Q. categories (F
d.f. 1, 135, P> .05).

= .35,

It appears that when initial

verbal ability was taken into account stat is~ ically, the
four treatments and control condition were about equally
effective for learning and retention.

Significant effects

were obtained for retention level (F = 43.80, d.f. 1. 135,
p.C:::::.001), comparison of group means showing superior
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Table 18
Analysis of Covariance for Treatments, Retention Levels,
Verbal I. Q. Levels, and Interactions
on the Fourteen-Day Test Scores

__

Sour•ce

_....._

RSS

df

MS

F

19.04

4

4.76

.30

700.47

1

700.47

5.53

1

5.53

.35

AX B

13.88

4

3.47

.22

AX c

46.54

4

11.63

.,73

c

13.56

1

13.56

.85

107.10

4

26.77

1o67

2159.13

135

15.99

A: Treatments
B:

Retention Level

C:

I .. Q. Level

BX

A XB

X

c

Error

-asignificant at< .001.

43.soa

---
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scores for all groups who took the test at three days
following learning and again at fourteen days.

None of the

first-order interactions nor the second-order interaction
were significant.

In Table 19 is a summary of the same

data by analysis of variance, which may be compared with

differences on Table 19, as may be expected.

Reference to

Table 12, page 105, will allow comparison of means across
all treatments and controls by verbal I. Q. levels.

In

Tables 5 and 6, pp. 94 and 95, data are shown for each
group.
Analysis of covariance on the fourteen-day test
scores classified by reading comprehension levels yielded
no significant differences for main treatment effects
(F : .33, a.f. 4, 135, p > .05), as summarized in ·Table 20.
Reading levels were nonsignificant (F
p

> .05).

= 2.12,

d .f. 1, 135,

As with verbal ability, when reading comprehension

level was taken into account statistically, treatments were
approximately as effective for high level readers as for
low level readers. .Again, s ignifioant effects were found for
retention level (F : 47 .72, d .f. 1, 135, p

<

.001). All

groups who took the test both at three days after learning
and again at fourteen days showed superior scores on this
test.

No significant differences for first-order
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Table 19
Analysis of Variance for Treatments, Retention Levels,
Verbal I. Q. Levels.!. and Interactions
on the Fourteen-vay Test Scores

Source

ss

df

MS

------

____ ___
F

,,.

Treatments

25.09

4

6.;27

B: Retention Level

538.08

1

538.08

22.938.

I. Q. Level

1083.04

1

1083.04

46.14a

A:
C:

,..._

.27

F.~

A XB

21.03

4

5.26

.22

AX C

8.86

4

2.21

.09

c

8.57.

1

8.57

.36

127.88

4

31.97

1.36

3215.19

137

23.47

BX

A X BX
Error

c

..:::=-·

asignificant at.c:.QOl.

r
~
E:
~------

~

·~
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Table 20
Analysis of Covariance for Treatments• Retention Levels,
Reading Comprehension Levels, ana Interactions
on the Fourteen-Da1 Test Scores

120
interactions or the second-order interaction were found.
The same data tested by analysis of variance are summarized
~-

in Table 21, and comparisons of the F tests on the two

:;
~·

tables may be compared.

Reading comprehension levels show

significance on the analysis of variance table, reflecting
-----ffiiflan_dJf_f_e_r_ances in groups divided by reading comprehension
test levels.

In Table 12, p. 105, are shown means across

all treatments and controls by reading comprehension levels.
In Tables 7 and 8, pp. 96 and 97, are shown data for each
group separately.
Groups with two administrations of the test showed
significantly higher scores on the fourteen-day test than
did groups with only one administration of the test.

It

seemed of interest to analyze retention in another way:
that is, were the scores obtained by groups higher when only
three days intervened between learning and testing, than
those obtained by groups when fourteen days intervened
between learning and testing' While comparison of the
unadjusted criterion means did not show consistently higher
scores for each group at the three-day retention level,
covariance analysis yielded significance (F
d .f. 1, 135, p < .05).

~

4.12,

In Table 22 are shown results for

treatmants, retention levels, verbal I. Q. levels,
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Table 21
Analysis of Variance for Treatments, Retention Levels,
Reading Comprehension Levels, and Interactions
on the Fourteen-Day Test SooreB

_ _ ______
Source

....

ss

df

MS

F
.82

...

A:

Treatments

;70.06

4

17.52

B:

Retention Level 731.22

1

731.22

34.52 8

C:

Reading Level

1404.36

1

1404.36

66.30 8

88.82

4

22.20

A

X

B

1.05

F

t~
E

A

X

c

50.21

4

12.55

.59

B

X

c

17.35

1

17.35

.82'

A

X

BX c

32.25

4

8.06

.38

2901.76

137

21.18

Error
-

-

asignificant at-<:: •001.

--

~
~

----------~-

E

~-~=-

~

.-

~

~
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Table 22
Analysis of Covariance for Treatments, Retention Levels,
Verbal I. Q. Levels, and Interact ions on
Initial Administration of the
Criterion Test

-Source

RSS

af

MS

Treatments

65.34

4

16.33

1.17

B: Retention Level

57.55

1

57.55

4.12 8

.19

1

.19

.01

B

17.27

4

4.32

.31

AX c

13.69

4

3.42

.24

BX

c

2.58

1

2.58

.18

A

BX

47.49.

4

11.87

.85

135

13.97

A:

I. Q. Level

C:

F

F.~

A

X

X

c

1886.50

Error
asignifioant at

< .os.

r

~

~
~~~=~

~
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first-order interactions, and the second-order interaction.

No analysis of variance test was run for the data grouped
in this way. The second null hypothesis cannot be rejected

~

~

R-

from the data of this investigation.
ADJUSTED MEANS ON THE CRITERION TEST
It was of interest to report the adjusted means
for each group on the criterion tests Six one-way analyses
of covariance computer runs were made using one covariate
for each run to determine the independent effect of each
covariate upon group means •. In Tables 23, 24, and 25 are
shown means when adjusted for effects of treatments or
control condition with verbal I. Q. scores only entered
into the equation continuously.

In Tables 26, 27, and 28

are shown g,roup means when adjusted for effects of treatments or control condition with reading comprehension test
scores only entered as covariates into the equation
~~~~

continuously.

II

Since the data were tested for significance by the
factorial analysis of covariance, a statistical technique
which analyzes several factors simultaneously, it seemed
relevant to report group mean scores adjusted for all
factors included.
i

Consequently, the adjusted means

obtained from individual Y estimates when all factors
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rri:-i-------

Table 23

rt~-----·-

One Way Analysis of Covariance of Treatments and Control Groups
With Verbal I. Q. Test Scores as the Covariate on
Three-Day Test for Retention Level 1 Groupsa

Group·

N

Treatment Mean

Ad.justed Mean

----Advance Organizer

17

16.89

18.03

Subsequent Organizer

14

20.43

19.25

Advance Questions

18

16.33

16 .62'

Subsequent Questions

11

19.73

19.29

Control Groups

14

18.50

18.26

.
s----

L_~

~
~

a·The adjusted means are derived from the ·regression of criterion
test scores on verbal I. Q. scores onlz.
~

Iii
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Table 24
~-

One Way Analysis of Covariance of Treatments and Control Groups

With Verbal I. Q. Test Scores as the Covariate on
Fourteen-Day Test for Retention Level 1 Groupsa

---·--·__....
Group

N

Treatment Mean

Adjusted Mean
21.22

21.94
21.00
21.94
21.55

aThe adjusted means are derived from the regression of
criterion test scores on verbal I. Q. scores onq.

•=- -.
Ill
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Table 25

q-

Orie Way Analysis of Covariance of Treatments and Control Groups
With Verbal I. Q. Test Scores as the Covariate on
Fourteen-Day Test for'Retention'Level 2 Groups 8

Group

N

Treatment Mean Adjusted Mean
......

Advance Organizer

17

16.78

17.31

Subsequent Organizer

14

18.73

18.'J7

Advanoe Questions

18

17.32

16.62

------

~

Subsequent Questions

11

16.89

16.77

...

F.~

... -----

·.

Lu

~~---

~·==

==-=--===
~----=

Control Group

14

15.42

16.74

~~.~

8

The adjusted means are derived from the regression of
criterion test scores on verbal I. Q. scores onlz.
i

.

......
~
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Table 26
One

..

W~y Analy~is

of Covariance of Treatments and Control Groups
W1th Read1ng Comprehension Test Scores as the Covariate
for Retention Level 1 Groups on Three-Day Test a

Group

N

Treatment Mean

Adjusted Mean

-Advance Organizer

17

16.88

18.15

Subsequent Organizer

14

20.43

19.61

Advance Questions

18

16.33

16. 7()

Subsequent Questions

11

19.73

18.97

Control Group

14

18.5()

17.91

----a.The adjusted means are derived from the regression of
criterion test scores on reading comprehension test scores 2~1z.

5
~-
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One Way Analysis of Covariance of Treatments and Control Groups
With Reading Comprehension Test Scores as the Covariate
for Retention Level 1 Groups on Fourteen-Day Testa

=~~-----·

=============================================

Group

N

Treatment Mean

Ad justea Mean

.Advance Organizer

17

20.12

21.43

Subsequent Organizer

14

23.07

22.22

Advance Questions

18

20.72

21.10

Subsequent Questions

11

22.36

21.57

Control Groups

14

21.79

21.17

-==================================---===-aThe adjusted means are derived from the regression of
criterion test scores on reading comprehension test scores Enl,;y.

~

~

t
~

~
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Table 28
One Way Analysis of Covariance of Treatments and Control Groups
With Reading Comprehensio~ Test Scores as the Covariate
for Retention Level2 Groups on Fourteen-Day Testa

aThe adjusted means are derived from the regression of
criterion test scores on :reaBiilg comprehension test scores ?nlz.
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were included in the equation are given in Tables 29 to 31.
It is important to note that these data represent the outnone
come for comparative purposes only, sinceAof the covariano~
analyses showed significance between groups.
Hypotheses 3 through 10 were subordinate to the
first two hypotheses, in that testing them was de-pendent
·upon the finding of significance from the factorial analysis
of covariance.

Since nonsignificance was obtained for all

main effects and interactions except retention, further
tests were not necessary.

SUMMARY
None of the hypotheses stated in Chapter 1 were
accepted when tested at the .05 level of significance by
the analysis of covariance. Treatment groups having
organizational aids were not significantly different from
control groups without organizational aids to the reading
passage, as measured by the criterion test either at the
three-day retention interval or at the fourteen-day
interval. The first two hypotheses were,congruent with
the factorial design, while the remaining eight were
stated to draw comparisons between each treatment group
'With a corresponding control group.

It was not necessary
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Table 29
Adjusted Means Obtained f~om Individual Y Estimates Derive~d~--------
Regress1on of Fourteen-Day Criterion Test ScoPes
On Variables Specified in the Factorial
Analysis of Covariances

----------~.1..-rom

Group

Adjusted Mean
~

,,>'

.Advance Organizer

35

22.00

Subsequent Organizer

29

20.95

Advance Questions

37

20~18

Subsequent Questions

30

16.90

Control Groups

26

14.45

~
~

It:
E

~

~
;:::,_-

asee Table 13, p. 105,

Equ~tion

(D).
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Table 30
Adjusted Means Obtained from Individual Y Estimates Derived
From Regression of Fourteen-Day Criterion Test Scores
On Variables Specified in the Factorial
Analysis of Covariancea

Group

N

Adjusted Mean

Advance Organizer
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2

17
18

20.37
23.54

Subsequent Organizer
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2

14
15

19.84
21.98

rI£
F.~

~
~

Advance Questions
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2

18
19

20.83
19.57

Subsequent Questions
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2

11
19

19.48
15.40

Control Groups
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2

0::
~

14
12

14.00
14.98

asee Table 13, p. 105, Equation (D).

~

~

I
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Table 3t

=

Adjusted Means Obtained from Individual Y Estimates Derived
. From Regression of Fourteen-Day Criterion Test Scores
On Variables Specified in the Factorial
Analysis of Covariance 8

N--H-igh

fuo~o-up

Advance Organizer
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2

N

Low

7
7

23.94
24.82

10
11

17.87.
22.73

Subsequent Organizer
9
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2 11

20.03
22.06

5
4

19.49
21.75

Advance Questions
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2

~--

--

f:l~

F
i:::::
~

~

9
11

21.02
19.77

9
8

20.64
19.30

Subsequent Questions
Retention Level 1
7
Retention Level 2 10

19.57
16.15

4
9

19.33
14.57

Control Groups
Retention Level 1
Retention Level 2

15.01
16.68

5
8

12.19
14.1S

9
4

~
~

~
~
~

~

asee Table 13, p. 105, Equation (D).
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to test these hypotheses, since nonsignificance was
obtained on the first two hypotheses.
Retention effects were significant at

~

.01 on the

analyses of covariance, with Retention Level 1 students
obtaining higher mean scores on the fourteen-day test.
This indicated an increase in

thei_r_l_e_a_:r~nLng_d_u_e_tJ)_taklng~---

the test after a three-day interval and receiving feedback
on their performance, prior to taking the fourteen-day
administration.
The lack of significance in verbal I. Q. levels
and reading comprehension levels in the analyses of
covariance was due to significant linear relationships
between each of the two covariates and the criterion test
scores.
Interactions between treatments and retention
levels were not significant.

Interactions between

treatments and verbal I. Q. levels and reading comprehension
levels were not significant.

Interactions between treat-

ments, retention levels, and either verbal I. Q. levels or
reading comprehension levels were not significant.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

It is recognized that in a classroom learning
situation, measurement of the learning which has taken
place in an experiment is dependent upon several factors
operating simultaneously. Analyzing these factors and
their relative importance to the results obtained by the
measuring instruments is accomplished to some degree by
the experimental design. The covariate information
pertaining to the specific population from which results
were obtained may influence any· conclusions which are
drawn. Several of' the classroom learning variables
contributing to verbal concept acquisition and retention
were tested by analysis of covariance. These variables
will be discussed in this chapter 1 and recommendations will
be made for further study.
following sections:

Thus, the chapter contains the

(1) Effects of organizational aids

upon verbal concept acquisition and retention, (2) Effects
135
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of verbal I. Q. level or reading comprehension level upon
concept acquisition and retention, (3) Effects of retention
intervals upon concept acquisition and retention, (4)
Effects of feedback upon concept acquisition and retention,
(5) Conclusions of the research, and (6) Recommendations

for further study.

EFFECTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL AIDS UPON VERBAL
CONCEPT ACQUISITIOW AND RETENTION
The question asked regarding organizational aids in
the present study was: Were there significant differences
in treatment effects between organizer and control groups
on criterion scores when effects of the covariates and
other relevant factors were accounted for?

The first and

second hypotheses were rejected as a result of the
factorial analysis of covariance, indicating that the
existing differences were not sufficiently large.
However, the adjusted means in Table 28, with
criterion scores for Retention Level 2 groups regressed on
reading comprehension test scores only, show some
advantages to all organizer groups over control group, with
advance organizer the highest. Also, adjusted means in
Table 29, with criterion scores for the total sample
regressed on all factors, show advantages to all organizer
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groups, with advance organizer the highest, indicating
positive gains

wer~

attributable to the presence of

organizers with the learning material.

Similar results in

Tables 30 and 31 show the effects of organizational aids.
Advance

Organi~ers
;----~~~~~~--~~~~~-----

In tlie present investigation, the organizational

aids may have functioned less effectively with respect to
acquisition of the learning material than if used otherwise.
Their effects may have been minimized due to being presented
concomitantly with the learning materials.
In research with advance or comparative organizers,
Ausubel and associates gave greater emphasis to the
organizational aids prior to presentation of the learning
passage.

For a learning passage of about the same length

as that used in the present study, 500wword organizers
were presented two days prior to the learning materiale
Immediately prior to reading the learning passage, the
organizer was again presented (Ausubel, 1960; Ausubel and
Fitzgerald, 1961; Ausubel and Youssef, 1963).
Keeping in mind the assumptions underlying the
development of cognitive structure, that new meaningful
verbal materials become part of a hierarchically organized
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structure of more inclusive concepts to less inclusive
concepts, the importance of the organizers is better
h-

understood.

By twice presenting the organizers,

development of cognitive structure through the contents
of the organizational aids was begun earlier, allowing
students a two-day interval to assimilate the principles
and generalizations which had been presented.

Ausubel

(1970) postulated, "If existing cognitive structure is
clear, stable, and suitably organized, it facilitates the
learning and retention of new subject matter."

Had the

advance organizers and advance questions been presented in
a similar way in the present study, increased learning may
have occurred.
Merrill (1965) presented his control group with a
set of generalizations which may have served as an
effective organizational aid, and which may have accounted
for the superior performance of the control group.

From

this perspective, Merrill's study may have provided
evidence for the superiority of an advance organizational
aid in contrast to the programmed learning materials which
were used.

The emphasis upon the set of generalizations

was increased by the necessity for their use in generating
the computer program.
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The provision of internal organizers such as
underlining and logical sequencing of content may also
have accounted for the lack of significant differences
between treatments and control conditions (Ausubel,
1968, p. 332).
---~--=s-=lignificance

This appeared to be one reason for non ..

in the Christensen___a_nd_S_tor_d_ah_l_{_Ul5_5_)._·_______

research, and may also have affected results obtained by
Schulz (1966).

In the present investigation, the learning

passage was as carefully sequenced as possible, with
underlining provided for new or unique terminology (see
Chapter 3, pp. 83 to 85; also see Appendix D, The Learning
Passage).

It is perceivable that the sequence of the

learning passage combined with the underlining provided
sufficient internal organization for acquisition. Ausubel
(1968) considers sequential organization of learning
materials themselves to function as organizational aids to
verbal concept acquisition, particularly when presented so
that each new concept serves as an anchoring idea for
further learning (p. 158).
Subseque~_Qrganizers

The effect of subsequent organizers or subsequent
questions upon verbal concept acquisition may have been
reduced for similar reasons as those mentioned above.

The
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time interval between learning passage and organizer was
not part of the experimental design; internal organization
of the learning passage may have sufficed for purposes of
acquiring and retaining the concepts tested in the
criterion measure.

In addition, the learning passage

contained a brief sunnnarization as the last page, and
included some generalizations and application questions
which may have functioned in much the same way as the
subsequent organizer passage or subsequent questions.

EFFECTS OF VERBAL I. Q. LEVEL OR READING COMPREHENSION
LEVEL UPON CONCEPT ACQUISITION AND RETENTION
As hypothesized in Chapter 1, the organizational
aids were approximately as effective for students with high
Ol' low verbal ability, or for students with high or low
l'eading ability. Depending upon whether these related
abilities wel'e in genel'al high ol' low, critel'ion test
scores were in general high Ol' low.

To illustl'ate the

function of these factors upon verbal concept acquisition,
and to augment the data presented in Tables 5 through 8,
Table 12 was included in the results of the investigation.
The. information in Table 12 demonstrates the linearity
effects of verbal I. Q. scoPes, reading comprehension
scores, and Cl'iterion test scoPes across all treatments
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and control conditions. The lack of significance between
levels as measured statistically by the analysis of
covariance and shown in Tables 14, 16, 18, 20, and 22
indicates the relationship between covariate scores and
criterion test results by individuals.
f----------=i=s-.pr ovid ad

Further evidence

by___t_b_e_an_aly_s_is_of_,_Jtf:!.!'-i~tnc-e-,-in-Ta-b-1e-5-1§,-----l-7'--.:,-----

19, and 21, where high scoring groups are analyzed against
low scoring groups on the criterion measure only, giving
highly significant differences in each analysis.
Reference to Appendix C, Validity of the Criterion
Test, provides further information that verbal concept
acquisition and retention are correlated with reading
comprehension and verbal intelligence, and is shown in
Tables 33 through 38.
The data from this investigation thus indicate that
verbal concept acquisition is optimum when verbal ability
and reading comprehension levels are high.

It is concluded

that in the educational process, to improve reading comprehension and increase vocabulary range is to functionally
improve verbal concept acquisition.
The criterion test prepared to test the concepts in
the passage included concepts not encountered in the passage,
but which required the drawing of inferences from the
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information contained in the passage. Thus productive
thinking was in part being measured, and students whose
h---

~-

verbal ability and reading comprehension were high
obtained better scores. Forgua defines the statement of
the Gestalt theory of productive thinking as follows:
.... Problem solving does not consist only of

-------·r-e-p~r-o-au-c-brg-ir-om-t~h--e-p-e:st--;-s-ome-t-lring-new-t-s-p-rlJd-uced

•

Productive thinking consists not of the completion
of a complex by selecting from past experience but
of the formation of a new whole by reorganizing past
experience to meet the demands of the problem
( p. 273).

Related to the above conclusions concerning verbal
ability, reading comprehension, verbal concept acquisition,
and productive thinking is the general ability required
.for the solution of complex problems. Forgus gives the
following explanation as to how these abilities are
related:
• • • Now, the solution of complex problems requires
the use of mediating symbols like language, mathematics,
or some other powerful tool. The difficulty of the
problem can be determined by the relative ease with
which the information required for its solution can be
extracted. When an individual can extract the information almost innnediately, he has no problem. The
problem becomes more difficult as the 'potential'
information is less available or more abstract. The
way we extract abstract or more 'hidden' info:rmation is
to learn to use concepts. The greater our conceptual
abilities are, the better are our general problemsolving abilities (p. 2).
Thus, the high level students showed superiori-ty in
developing cognitive structure during reading while
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interacting with new verbal concepts, apparently
assimilating the concepts meaningfully. This activity of
cognitive functioning appears to be a necessary

pro~ess

in the development of cognitive structure.

EFFECTS OF RETENTION INTERVALS UPON VERBAL

------------,---CQ}J:G-EF-T-A-GQ-TJ-I.SI-T-IGN-A-NB-RE-T-E-NTf0Nr--------~---:---

While aifferences between treatment groups and
controls were small, the results shown in Tables 29 to 31
indicate the effectiveness of the advance organizational
aid on the fourteen-day test.

The advance organizer

group high level verbal I. Q. had higher adjusted means
than other organizer groups or controls classified as high
verbal I. Q., on both Retention Level 1 and Retention
Level 2. At Retention Level 2, the low verbal I. Q.
advance organizer group had higher scores than any other
organizer groups or controls. Thus, while experimental
effects were minimal, some differences were apparent in
favor of advance organizational aids, when other factors
were statistically accounted for.
Varied testing conditions within the experiment
showed verbal concept acquisition to be a reasonably stable
factor for the students who participated in this study.
If, for example, the reading comprehension test were
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classified as a verbal concept acquisition test, the
students were measured with respect to acquisition and
retention at three different time intervals during the
course of this investigation:
1.

On the CTBS reading comprehension subtest, imnediate
comprehension was measured, in that students reaa--~-~-~!_}_~~~.!_of_t~~-~~~--recording their answers to each

- - - - - - - - - ; ) t1

(.i\.

J:Ull

J:UU116U J: tl 1.-tJ-IJ •

2.

On the criterion test of the learning passage used
in this study, seventy-four students first saw
questions measuring their comprehension three dals
following learning, the time interval between
learning and testing placing greater demand upon
the quality of the initial concept acquisition or
reading comprehension.

3.

On the criterion test of the learning passage used
in this study, eighty-three students first saw
questions measuring their comprehension fourteen
~ following learning, the time interval between
1Eiai'ning and testing placing considerable demand
upon the quality of the initial concept acquisition
or reading comprehension.
In view of the testing conditions, it may be con-

cluded that the students who were retained in the final
sample performed most satisfactorily with respect to verbal
concept acquisition.

Comparison of group means at the

three-day retention interval with group means for students
who first saw the test at the fourteen-day retention
interval reveals relatively small retention differences,
as shown in Tables 5 through 8 and at the bottom of Table 12.
Increases in group means for students who took the fourteen-
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day test after first taking it at three days were very
likely due to:

information acquired from the test itself

at the first administration, the feedback which was
provided, and ten days' time to reflect further upon the
questions encountered in the test.

having the three-day retention interval when compared with
groups having the fourteen-day retention interval as shown
in Table 22, summarizing the analysis of covariance, are
extremely interesting.

Since the overall means of each

Retention Level are approximately only one point different
(see Table 12, p. 105), it may be concluded that when
verbal concepts are effectively acquired, they remain
relatively stable within cognitive structure. This is
important to classroom instructional methodology,
particularly in view of the fact that many types of interferences to the stability of original learning must have
occurred in the interim between learning and testing.
Again, initial verbal ability and reading comprehension
provide both the structure and processing power to acquire
and retain verbal concepts.

If intellectual competency

is an important educational objective (Gagne, 1969), then
verbal concept acquisition ability is highly relevant to
the achievement of that objective.
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Retention set as a critical factor in the
acquisition and retention of verbal concepts has been
tested with similar learning materials (Sassenrath and
Yonge, 1968), and has been found more effective for learning
and retention than no retention set.
that prior instruct ions

It may be conceded

anLd_ir_e_c_t_i_o_ns_t_o_r_tliD~lmb-eLV'that-i ~'-----·

about to be learned are a special type of organizational
aid to learning.

In regard to the development of an

information... seeking set in reading, Johnson (1972) says:

••• A set to read for one kind of info~ation rather
than another can be established, like other sets, by
successful use of the infol'JD8.tion in previous problem
solving or, as Torrance and Harmon (196l)did; by
instructions. They had graduate students read
assignments in preparation £or an examination and gave
different groups different instructions. One group
was told to read with a memory set: 'Remember
everything.' Another group was instructed to read
creatively: 'As you read think of ways that you can
use this information. Think of many uses.' Another
stressed evaluation: 'Try to find defects in this
research. Is what the author saying really true't'
When they were tested on memory, creative, and
evaluative tasks, the differences came out as expected.
Those who had studied with a creative set did best on
the creative problems; those who had studied with an
evaluative set did best on the evaluative problems
(p. 167).
In the present study, the retention set was given
to all students, treatments as well as controls, with
instructions as to how to read the contents of the learning
materials for major ideas and general concepts (see
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Chapter 3, PP• 83 to 85).

Further, the test to be given

either three days or fourteen days later was announced
before the learning materials ware distributed.

Students

were urged to take as much time as they needed to read the
passage carefully.

Apparently, the students were able to

benefit from the prior instructions which were given.
Meaningfulness of learning materials as an aid to
learning and retention has long been known to exist
(Cronbach, 1963; Underwood and Schulz, 1960). Cronbach
stresses the value of meaningful teaching which emphasizes
broadly significant ideas, especially since meaningful
ideas are better retained and transferred to other
situations.

He states, "Greater understanding of what is

taught produces more rapid learning, better retention, and
better adaptation to new conditions" (p. 350).

Retention

of the original learning by students at both the three-day
retention interval and the fourteen-day interval in the
pras~nt

investigation is partly due to the meaningfulness

of the learning materials used in the learning passage and
test.

EFFECTS OF FEEDBACK UPON VERBAL CONCEPT
ACQUISITION AND RETENTION
Corresponding· treatment means on the three-day and
fourteen-day retention tests for Retention Level 1 students
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show gains for a.ll groups during the time interval, thus
effecting a linear learning curve.

Retention scores of

the students over the time intervals were highly correlated
(r: .84 for ninety-four students), as shown in Table 33,
Appendix C, Validity of the Criterion Test. The gain in

results from an investigation using similar learning
materials and criterion tests, but which shows a slight
retention loss in group mean scores from the three-day to
the ten-day interval (Ausubel and Fitzgerald, 1961}.

Had

feedback been provided following the first teat in their
study, the learning curve may have continued to rise.
When college students were given feedback following
a diagnostic multiple-choice test in psychology, delayed
retention test scores were approximately twice as high
(Sas senrath and Yonge, 1988), indicating that consid arable
learning had occurred from the

feedba~k.

In comparing

groups of high school students on varied conditions of
feedback, Anderson and Kulhavy (1972} obtained similar
increases on the second test.
~oom

In other studies with class ...

prose materials in social studies, group means were

uniformly higher on the second multiple-choice test,
evidently due in part to feedback on the first test

.,

t-!-
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(Sassenrath and Spartz, 1972; Sassenrath, 1972).

If

feedback information is an important determinant in
acquisition and retention of meaningful verbal concepts,
then the learning curve may normally be expected to be
linear on the subsequent test.

Since the criterion test

cognitive structure, it would appear that feedback functions
to establish that stability and clarity.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE RESEARCH
The hypotheses basic to the present investigation
were stated to test the function of organizational aids
upon verbal concept acquisition and retention.

Groups with

advance organizers obtained the highest adjusted mean
scores, and all other groups having organizational aids
obtained higher scores than did the control groups (see
Table 29, p. 131).

Retention Level 1 students with advance

organizers and advance quest ions obtained better adjusted
mean scores than did Retention Level 1 students with
subsequent organizers and subsequent questions (see
Table 30, p. 132).

Retention Level 2 students, tested on

fourteen-day delayed retention of learning, obtained
highest scores when provided advance organizational aids
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with the learning passage. Adjusted group means for both
high and low verbal I. Q. categories of Retention Level 2
students show comparative advantages of the advance
organizational aid over other organizational aids and the
control groups (see Table 31, p. 133). However, analysis

groups, indicating the need for further research.
Other functions of verbal concept acquisition and
retention which were analyzed in the present study were
verbal I. Q. level, reading comprehension level, :retention
intervals, and feedback information following the first
test administration.

High or low vel'bal I. Q. levels were

found significantly related to high or low verbal concept
acquisition and retention as measured on the criterion test.
Similarly, high or low reading comprehension levels were
found significantly related to high or low verbal concept
acquisition and retention as measured on the criterion
test.
Significant differences were found when the scores
of Retention Level 1 students at the three-day retention
interval were compared with the scores of Retention Level 2
students at the fourteen-day retention interval. However,
ovel'all means (raw scores) revealed only one point difference,
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indicating the stability and 'clarity of the original
meaningful learning over time (see top half of Table 12,
P• 105).

Significant differences were obtained on the
fourteen-day test between groups who first took the test at

first time fourteen days after reading the passage. Part
of the significantly higher scores was attributed to feedback information provided to students who took the threeday test.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

Further research on the theory of cognitive
structure, how it is established, and how organizational
aids function to augment cognitive structure in the
acquisition and retention of meaningful verbal materials
is needed. Additional testing of the basic hypotheses
stated in this investigation is needed, since positive, if
nonsignificant, effects were obtained in favor of all the.
organizational aids which were used. The following are
recommendations for further research:

1.

Greater emphasis should be placed upon the
organizational aids to the learning passage.
Presenting them upon two separate occasions is
one means of confirming their importance.
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Directing attention specifically to their
contents is another way of emphasizing the
importance of the organizers.
2.

In order to assess the students' comprehension
of the advance organizational aids, questions
about their contents could be presented prior
to the reading of the learning passage.

3.

Research could be conducted
using
each
of the
.L,
'\
1_.
a_-,_ _ _ _ _ __
ne contro 1
conditions. This would provide a more suitable
sample size for analysis of group means.
•

,L

,

•

ft

---------,o-r--ga-n-1-z-a-r--s-s-e-pa.-rzn.-e-..a:y-wxt-rr-e-a-c-n-or~

4. To determine whether organizational aids function
differentially under conditions of lower retention
set, such as are frequently given in instructional
situations, use more moderately stated instructions.
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APPENDIX A

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEARNING PASSAGE

A~ID

TEST

THE LEARNING PASSAGE
The learning passage was specially prepared for this
investigation. The content from two sources was condensed
and adapted to be used at the eleventh grade lave 1. The
first source was the book, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions (Kuhn, 1970). The second source was the
journal article, "Paradigmatic Processes in Culture Change"
(Wallace, 1972). Kuhn suggested a paradigm by which
scientific advance may be considered, and presented
examples to support his model. Wallace referred to Kuhn's
book, and offered a more inclusive model for anthropological
research, which corresponds to Kuhn's model in some
respects. These writings were chosen and developed in the
passage and test used in the present investigation for the
following reasons:
1. The purpose of the

~tudy

was to ascertain whether

specific organizing statements or questions written at a
high level of generalizability could facilitate the
161
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acquisition and retention of

~

information.

It was

thought highly unlikely that the eleventh grade student
would have had exposure to the ideas presented in Kuhn's
book (university level) or Wallace's article (professional
level).
f---------;2--.-----'J.!hs-v-i-sw-pe-i-nt-s-ax-pr-a-s-s-ed-in-t-h-e-wri-t-in-gs-o-y-l\ahn
and Wallace are of current interest, relevant to classroom
studies and also to problems and events which students
confront outside the classroom.

Inferences can be drawn to

apply these ideas to personal changes, adaptations, and
growth in individual life.
3. The justification for adapting materials at
advanced levels to the high school level is to be found in
the Brunerian concept o£

~tructure

in a subject matter:

••• the role of structure in learning and how it
may be made central in teaching ••• is a practical
one. Students! perforce, have a limited exposure
to the materia s they are to learn. How can this
exposure be made to count in their thinking for the
rest of their 1i ves? The dominant view amon~ men
who have been engaged in preparing and teach1ng new
curricula. is that the answer to this question lies
in giving students an understanding of the fundamental structure of the subjects we choose to
teach. This is a minimum requirement for using
knowledge, for bringing it to bear on problems and
events one encounters outside a classroom--or in
classrooms one enters later in one's training. The
teaching and learning of structure, rather than
simply the mastery of facts and techniques, is at
the center of the classic problem of transfer •••
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If earlier learning is to render later learning
easier, it must do so by providing a general
picture in terms of which the relationsbetween
things encountered earlier and later are made as
clear as possible (Bruner, 1960, pp. 11-12).
4.

The materials were intended to be used in social

studies classes, and the models of change suggested by

studies materials.
5. The materials were intended to assist students to be
aware of multiple word usages, to discriminate between
similar concepts, and to understand relationships between
general ideas and their applications.

The test questions

were devised specifically to measure these cognitive
processes. The learning passage, in Appendix D, has the
corresponding test questions identified in the margins.
THE CRITERION TEST
Anderson {1972) has defined an achievement test as
"a set of questions asked to ascertain what a person has
learned from exposure to instruct ion 11

(

p. 145). The

instructional material used was the essay, "Change--What
Is It?

How Does It Take Place?" The description of the

criterion test for this investigation fulfills criteria
listed by Anderson in reporting information about
achievement tests.
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The test consists of thirty-two multiple-choice,
four-alternative questions.

Each question stem precedes a

selection of plausible answers, to formulate a complete
concept or generalization, and is stated in language similar
to that in which the essay ia written.
the passage, so that the student must refer to the ideas he
has learned rather than to direct quotations or specific
names, dates, or places verbatim. Some of the questions
refer to the theory which has been presented in the essay,
some refer to terminology, and some refer to examples and
implications of the theory or terminology. Most of the
questions test for comprehension or application, while some
require analysis or inference in the selection of the best
alternative.
Anderson (1972), in discussing criteria for
measuring comprehension adequately, contended that test
wording should not be identical to wording of the prose
being tested. He asserted that more than variations in
syntax are necessary, suggesting that partial or complete
paraphrase is one means of assessing comprehension. He
also indicated that questions which propose distinctions
between meanings are useful in measuring comprehension.
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Several of the questions in the test devised for this
.~-

study allow the student to make distinctions among the
alternatives.

Several alternatives to the question stems

were devised to present new concepts different from any
presented during instruction--this latter provision being
----~arro-t-h-e-r-mt:ra.-stl-r-e-of-c-ompr-e-h-e-n-s-i-on-ment-i-on-ed-by-.Arrd-e-r-s-ort---=-.-------

TEST ADMINISTRATION
Practical aspects of the learning material and test
were determined in the pilot trial, at the same grade level
as for the experiment. Retention set as given proved
adequate to involve the students in the content of the
reading passage and test.

Reading time ranged from ten to

seventeen minutes, while tasting time took between twenty
to thirty minutes. Answer sheets ware adequate from a
practical standpoint, as were the red and blue pencils
provided for taking and correcting the test.

Student

response to the procedure and the materials was excellent
in both classes.
The learning passage was the same for all students,
except for treatment or control condition variations. This
variation was done by having the organizer passages or
organizer questions

either in front of or following the

~

~

&
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essay.

The control condition material consisted of only

the learning passage itself.
Students filled out cards prior to the reading of
the essay, on which they wrote their names, school, teacher,
class period, and identifying color of their learning

I

according to treatments or control groups.

~

"--'--r

APPENDIX B

PILOT TRIAL RESULTS AND TEST RELIABILITY
SUBJECTS AND PROCEDURE
Two classes of eleventh grade students in a
Sacramento high school cooperated in the trial of the
materials. They read the essay and took the test immediately
following, during one class period. Retention set was given
orally by the

experiments~,

and the essays distributed.

Reading time ranged from ten to seventeen minutes.
As each student finished reading, he was given a
test, an answer sheet, and a red pencil. Twenty-five
minutes were allowed, and most students finished the test
in that length of time.

Each student corrected his own

test as feedback was given.

RELIABILITY
In Table 32 are shown means, standard deviations,
and reliability coefficients as determined by the KuderRichardson Formula Number 21 for both classes and for the
combined group.

In Table 33 are shown means and standard
167
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Table 32
Summary of Meansl Standard Deviations, and
Reliability Coerficients for Pilot Trial
of Passage and Immediate Test

Class

N

Mean

SD

rrl

Class A

21

21.57

5.73

.81

Class B

27

17.30

7.28

.88

I

Class .A.+B

r
48

19.17

6.81

.87

~
~

~
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Table 33
Means and Standard Deviations by Treatment Groups
for Pilot Trial of Passage and Immediate Test

Group

N

Mean

SD

11

19.18

7.07

Subsequent Organizer

9

24.00

4.21

Advance Questions

9

19.55

8.05

Subsequent Questions

9

16.88

5.70

10

16 .so

6.08

Advance

Control:

Org~nizer

No Organizer

Note: Ebel (1972) defines the ideal mean of a
multiple-choice achievement test as half-way between the
total possible score and chance level. For this test,
chance level was eight correct (total number o£ items
divided by the number o£ alternatives for each item).
The ideal mean for this test is 20 correct. The overall
mean for the above group was 19.2.

~

b

E

~
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deviations for students in both groups, differentiated
according to the type of treatlMnt received during the
reading of the learning passage. Split-half reliability
was .91 on the pilot trial of the test (Bruning and Kintz,
1968, p. 187).

ITEM ANALYSIS
An item analysis was conducted using Simple Analysis
with Small Groups (Anastasi, 1969, p. 169), comparing the
responses to each item made by the upper, middle, and lower
thirds of the forty-eight students who took the test.

The

thirty-two items were listed, and each subject's response
to every item tabulated.

In Table 34 is shown information

that every item was passed by 31 percent to 90 percent of
the students; and that twenty-eight of the thirty-two items
were passed by 35 percent to 75 percent of the students.
This means that the difficulty level was within an
appropriate range for testing purposes. The maximum differentiation is achieved by items of .50 difficulty level;
however, since items often are intercorrelated within a
test, a moderate spread of difficulty with an average of .50
is most practical (Anastasi, 1969, p. 164).

In the pilot

study of the criterion test the average difficulty level
was

.sa.

Table 34
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Item Analysis: Number of Individuals Giving Correct
Responses in Three Criterion Levels
r.--

Total
%
Pass
65
90
85
50
50
52
85
79
42
75
71
75
68

Item
1
2

I
I

3

I
I

.

4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15.
16

71
56
35.

17

65
75
48
87
88
52
48

18

1.9
20
21
22
23

N
25

56

45
50
46

125
127

29

44
48

IT

42
31

32

48

28

-30
1

'

,.

u

(16)
12
15

16
11
13
15
13
14
13

u
~

75
98
100
69
81
98
81
100

15

98

14

88
81
100

14

15
13
8
15
18
16
12
14
15
12

8
.

-

14
·1r
11
4

~

50
88
69
69
25

7
13

44
44
81

9

56

7

88
81

. 16

13
16
10

M

(16)

18
14
. 11
11

68

10
9

88
98
81

18
8
12

50
93
100
100
75

9

81
88
69
69
68
56
81
50
75
56

12 75
16 100
7 44

88
98
75
81

9

56

8
4
10
7

44
25

~-

-

I2

9
6

12
2
3
6
9

10
3
7

8
2
10
8
14
10
9
12

22
21
28
20

11
11
15
15

0

15

10

23

lS

81

14

88

8

50 .

1

0
6

-

F.

~
~

~
~

E

6
7

13
1
6
6
1
00- -

6

-

2

10

2

-

8

24

5

.

- -

1
1

13

63

6

-

~

(lJ•L)

2

IO

8

L

L

(18) % (Uti+L
11 69
31
14 88
43
31
4 25
2 13
24
7 44
24
3 19
25
3·~
11 69
38
11 69
7 44
29
7 44
86 ;
5 81
34
11 69
86
88
6
so
8 50 -34
8 50
27
8 50
35
81
8 60
30
5 31
sa
6
28
5 81
32
10 63
42
2 13
26
2 13
23
5 - 81
27
8
19
22

63

44
50
38
81

13
12
75
15 ]:E~
15
93

Diffi- Discrimcult$ ination

"
<::;

c

-

-

-
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The validity or discrimination value of each item
was obtained by subtracting the number of papers in the
~-

lower group with passing responses from the number of
papers in the upper group with passing responses on each
item.

In the pilot study, the discrimination index ranged

group of thirty-two items.
· Homogeneity of Items
Bruning and Kintz (1968) suggest a procedure of
item analysis which yields a reliability coefficient,
explaining their use of the following formula:

n~

n-=----=

L~c
i~~

~~=-

r

tt

.

=

Ve - Vr
Ve

where Vr : variance for remainder sum of squares, and
Ve : variance for examinees.
• • • when your main concern is whether the items
in a test are fairly homogeneous in terms of how the
individuals responded to the items, the measure of
reliability to be used is the Kuder-Richardson
coefficient. The computational method presented here
was actually developed by Hoyt. It uses the analysis
of variance and is somewhat simpler than the original
formulation •••• A high reliability coefficient
(.70 or higher) would mean that the individual items
on the tes~ were producing similar patterns of
.responding in different people. Therefore a high
value would mean that the test items were ~omogeneous
and, therefore, valid.

•
~
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Using the above

fo~ula,

the reliability coefficient for

the pilot trial of the criterion test was .87.
Test Homogeneity and Individual Total Scores
In his article, "Evaluation of Achievement Tests in
Terms of Internal Statistics," Carroll (1966) emphasized
that when the achievement test is intended to measure the
examinee's total knowledge of an area, the score is an
express~on

of the probability that the subject can pass any

item contained in the test •
• • • At the time of testing for knowledge •••
. each individual is conceived to have a true score
represented by the probability, Pi, that he will pass
~ny i~em. The value of Pi varies fr~m indiyidual to
1ndiv1dual, but whatever 1ts value, 1t appl1es
uniformly to all items. In the sense that the
probabilities are uniform over the items, the test is
said to be homogeneous. Starting from any series of
true individual Pi values, it is possible to work out
the expected variance of observed individual scores
and the variance of item difficulties (p. 298).
Carroll summarizes the importance of test
homogeneity in relationship to reliability. He proposes
that homogeneity of a test be defined as the probability
that an individual of a given ability level will pass an
item of a given difficulty level is predictable within
sampling errors.

c=;

j

APPENDIX C
VALIDITY OF THE CRITERION TEST
CONTENT VALIDITY
Thorndike and Hagen (1967) recommend that expert
opinion be the source for valid instructional and testing
materials.

In the present study, the investigator chose

the writings of Thomas S. Kuhn, a physicist and historian
of science, and Anthony F. C. Wallace, anthropologist,
presently the president of the American Anthropology Society.
Cronbach {1970) assesses content validity of a test
by reference to the leai'ning material on which the test was
based.

In order to determine the content validity, the

test items must be identified with specific areas of the
instructional materials.

This prevents overemphasizing

ce:rtain parts of the teaching material over others on the
criterion test. The passage used in formulating test items
for research in the present investigation is contained in
Appendix D. The numbers in the margins specify the test
questions corresponding to that part of the learning
passage, thus meeting Cronbach' s criterion for content
validity.
174
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Fu~the~, C~onbach

testing task is as
co~~espond
c~ite~ion

states that the form of the
as the content, and should

impo~tant

to the fom of the
test, the

fo~m

that of the instructional

is

inst~uctional

simila~,

task.

In the

but not identical to,

p~ose.

VALIDITY

COEFFICIE~S

Anastasi (1969) defines the validity coefficient as
the measurement of
criterion

co~relation

measu~e.

between test score and

The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation

Coefficient is applicable for use with continuous
such as the CTBS reading
verbal I. Q.

sco~es,

comp~ehension

and the

crit~~ion

va~iables

test scores, the
test scores used in

the present study. The assumption of linearity of
~elationship

throughout the range of scores has been

discussed previously (p. 92).
Pea~son

correlation coefficients were computed on

the original sample of 194 students for whom complete test
data were available on the criterion test,
number correct. The

sco~es fo~

Lorge

rega~dless

Tho~ndike

tests and CTBS reading comprehension tests

we~e

verbal I. Q.
available

in most cases, as shown by the N for each category in
Table 35.

of

~

i

.

•
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Table 35
Pl'oduct-Moment Col'l'elations Between the Cl'itel'ion Test, the
CTBS Compl'ehension Reaaing Test, and Lol'ge Thol'ndike
Vel'bal Intelligence Testa

V-a-r-i-a-b-3..--e

Vel'bal I. Q.
N~

Reading Compl'ehension

Verbal

Reading
Comp.

Test 1

Test 2

1.0000
(188)

.7694
(179)

.7282
(90)

.6460
{186)

.7694
(179)

1 .. 0000

.6894
(91)

.6541
(188)

I.

Q.

(188)

,~

~

~ ----

Test 1 Administl'ation

.7282
(90)

.6894
(91)

1.0000
(94)

.8410

Test 2 Aaministl'ation

(186)

.6460

.6541
(.188)

.8410
(94)

1.0000
(194)

aA11 col'l'elations significant at< .001
(Edwards, 1960, P• 362).

(94)

~
~

·~--

!L:....:~

~

.........

~--
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In Table 36 are shown correlations between

C!
~ ~

'i

covariates and the criterion test for the total final
sample of 157 students. On the fourteen-day test
. administration, Lorge Thorndike verbal I. Q. scores and
the criterion test showed a correlation of .61; CTBS reading
-____,.--~c o_mp_r_e.h.e.ns.Lo_n_s_c_o_r_e_s_anLt.h.e_ci!.Lt_fU!.ion_t_e_sJ;_s.e.o.t!.e.s_ahow.ed

a _ _ _ __

correlation of .56.
When the final sample was divided by Retention
Level 1 (students who took the criterion test both at three
days and fourteen days following learning) and Retention
Level 2 (students who took the test only at fourteen days
.

'

following learning), the Pearson correlation coefficients
were similar to those obtained on the combined final
sample.

In Table 37 are shown correlation coefficients f'ol'

Retention Level 1 students between the covariate scores and
criterion test scores at the three-day retention interval.
Retention Level 2 students' scores on the three
measures also correlated highly with each other, as can be
seen in Table. 38, all correlations significant at < .001.

PREDICTIVE VALIDITY
If verbal concept acquisition is considered a
complex composite function of a number of related cognitive

~

•
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Table 36
Pttoduct-Moment Correlations Between the Criterion Test,
the CTBS Comprehension Reading Test 1 and the
Lorge Thorndike Verbal I. Q. Test for
157 Students 8

Variable

Verbal
I •. Q.

Reading
Comp.

Fourteen-Day
Retention

Verbal I. Q.

1.0000

.7133

.6112

Reading Comprehension

.7133

1.0000

.5631

Fourteen-Day
Retention

.• 6112

.5631

1.0000

aAll correlations significant at< .001.
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Table 87
Product-Moment Correlations Between the Criterion Test,
the CT.BS Comprehension Reading Test, and the
Lorge Thornd.ike Verbal 1. Q. Test for
74 Studentsa
::

I

Verbal

Variable

Verbal I. Q,.

I. Q,.

Reading
Comp.

Three-Day
Retention

1.0000

.7767

.6745

--

r
=
~

~~

· Reading Comprehension .

.7767 .

1.0000

.6355

~

F

Three-Day
Test

.6744

.6856

1.0000

aAll correlations significant at< .001.
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Table 38
Product-Moment Correlations Between the Criterion Test,
the CTBS Comprehension Reading Test, and the
Lorge Thorndike Verbal I. Q. Test for
88 Studentaa

Variable

Verbal
I. Q.

Reading
Comp.

Fourteen-Day
Retention

Verbal I. Q.

1.0000

.6512

.7294

Reading Comprehension

F.~

[";--~=

.6512

1.0000

~~~~,~~

.6555

ft

~··~~·~. ~

~:c···

:

Fourteen-Day
Retention

.7294.

.6555

~

1.0000

aAll correlations significant at< .001.

~

•
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abilities, the three test scores combined may be e.
predictive indicator (Anastasi, 1969, p. 146). Through use

h

----

of the multiple regression equation, e. predicted criterion
score may be obtained for each individual on the basis of
his scores on all three tests. The equation is based on

test used in this study, as well as on the intercorrelations
among the tests.

By computing the multiple correlation (R)

between the criterion test and the covariates, the validity
of the combined group of tests may be found for the entire
sample or selected parts o£ the sample. The multiple
correlation yields the highest predictive value that can be
obtained from a given group of tests.
For the entire sample of 167 students, the multiple
correlation of fourteen-day test scores with verbal I. Q,.
scores and reading comprehension test scores was .64. For
seventy-four students who took the three-day test, the

p
F

·multiple correlation was .70; for this same group at the
fourteen~day

retention interval, the R was .63. For the

eighty-three students who took the test only at the fourteenday retention interval, the R was .77. When the retention
.levels were combined in such a way as to show results for
both parts of the total sample when first taking th.e test

~

~

'

,.

.
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(at a three-day interval for Retention Level 1, with a

·~

~

·~~

fourteen-day interval for Retention Level 2) the R was .73.

ri -

Selected parts of the sample in more specific
categories are shown in Table 39, with seventy-four students
divided by covariate levels and treatment or control
sample is represented, with 157 students divided by
covariate levels and treatment or control conditions with

.

I

respect to the fourteen-day retention interval.
Taken together, the indices of validity discussed in
regard to the criterion test are sufficient to support its
use in measuring verbal concept acquisition.

;·;~-

::

E

-

w~
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Table 39
Multiple Correlation Coefficients Showing Correlations Between
Lorge Thorndike Verbal I. Q. Scores, CTBS Reading
Comprehension Scores, and Retention Level 1
Scores for Five Groups

Group

N

Verbal I. Q.
Classification

N -~eaa ~-~_g_Q_~~.
Class1ficat1on

Advance Organizer
7
3-Day High
10
3-Day Low

.82
.67

8
9

.61
.57

Subsequent Organizer
3-Day High
9
3-Day Low
5

.81
.73

8
6

.70

Advance Questions
3-Day High
3-Day Low

10

.94

9
9

.66
.67

Subsequent Questions
7
3-Day High
4
3-Day Low

.76

7

.76

.49

4

.49

8

.85
.73

F.~

r
&

~

~

=
~

Control Group
3-Day High
3-Day Low

9
5

.65
.•67

9

5

.67
.69

Note: Correlations shown are according to classification-or-students by levels of either verbal I. Q. scores
or reading comprehension test scores.

~
II
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Table 40
Multiple Correlation Coefficients Showing Correlations Between
Lorge Thorndike Verbal I. Q. Scores t CTBS Reading
Comprehension Scores, and Fourteen-Day
Criterion Test Scores
Group
Advance Organimer
3-Day High
3-Day Low

-

14-Day High
14-Day Low

N-verbari--;-Q.
Classification

inf

N-Read
Comp.
Classi ication

7
10

.73
.23

8
9

.61
.42

7

.84
.51

7
11

.87
.66

11

F.~

Subsequent Organizer
3-Day High
3-Day Low

§:---~~

5

.88
.71

8
7

.93
.66

11

.74

4

o96

11
4

.43
.58

9

9

.61
.88

10
8

.33
.83

11
8

.81
.47

9
10

.83
.50

7
4

.78
.48

7

4

.78
.48

14-Day High
14-Day: Low

10
9

.82
.79

12
7

.41
.87

Control Group
3-Day High
3-Day Low
14-Day High
14-Dal Low

9
5
4
8

.so

9

.71
.69
.93
.94

14-Day High
_!~-Dal Low
Advance Questions
3-Day High
3-Day Low
14-Day High
·14-Dal Low
Subsequent Questions
3-Day High
3-Day Low

9

.85
.87
.64

5

8
4

L_

!

:;:~

§ ---
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APPENDIX D
THE LEARNING PASSAGE
CHANGE--WiHAT
IS IT?
'
.

HOW DOES IT TAKE PLACE?

Have you felt future shock? 1r.r'hat will our world be like in
ten, fifteen or twenty years? lNhat king of homes will we be
living in? What kind of cars will we drive? Is the Mazda rotary
engine here to stay? \lllhat about 'our food sup"9ly?
Do you realize how different our world of today is, compared
with what it was for your parents'?' Television, computers, space
travel, jet engines, nuclear power, multi-screen movies, plastics
and synthetics, are all things we accept today as commonplace,
but which were not part of our parents' lives.
Things we use and people we see are often with us only a
short time. As individuals, we must constantly adapt to new
experiences, solve unusual problems, and be ready to meet
emergencies. Our lives are really in motion, and action is
demanded of most of us.
Rapid and forceful changes have taken place so fast that
they cannot be thought of as normal growth and progress.
Perceptions of time, space, and environment differ noticeably
today from a few years ago. Fundamental ideas about the nature
of communities are shifting. We are forced to expect change
continuously.
Many have tried to solve the problems caused by change, but
few have analyzed the process of change itself. How has change
taken place in the past? Under what conditions may change occur
in the future? Wb:at fac-tors operate to produce change? How may
these factors be described? Questions such as these must be
raised and answered by those who study change as a process.
People who describe how change takes place through
scientific discovery are called historians of science. These
historians usually write chronological accounts to show how
science and technology advance over the years. They present the
major achievements and discoveries of outstanding scientists as
occurring in a gradual and continuous way. They depict
scientific change as an accumulation of knowledge.
185
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Historians of science describe the paradig:m or pattern
of procedures of scientists as they normally work. The paradigm
refers to all the usual activities, accepted t.heories, laws, or
principles, and testing procedures of a given branch of science.
The scientist sets up experiments ana gathers data leading
to certain conclusions about the universe and how it works.
These conclusions, drawn from many experiments, combine to form
the theories, principles, and scientific laws. The value of
these general statements about the universe is their application
to everyday life, and to improved living conditions.
Students training to become professional scientists are
introduced systematically to the paradigm of normal science.
They study the historic achievements, the theoretical explanations for these achievements, and then repeat experiments which
previously have been done in the field. Later they perform
similar experiments intended to provide new informa~ion. This
process of normal science, through which students become acquainted
with the profession and later engage in research, usually brings
gradual change to ~ branch of science.
'W'hen a paradigm has been agreed upon and followed for a
considerable length of time, and when its problems are accepted
by the major leaders in the field, a branch of science is called
a mature science. Chemistry, geology, biology, physics, mathematics, and astronomy are some examples of mature sciences.
Recently, a different viewpoint of scientific change has
been expressed. In his book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn has argued that scientific advancement
takes place through alternating episodes of normal science and
revolutionary science. Kuhn contends that the research activities
of scientists should be the focus of attention rather than the
finished achievements. If this were done, the student would read
a more accurate picture of what actually happens.
,
Kuhn says that scientific revolutions are unavoidable, and
that they take place because no one paradigm fully explains all
the data from experiments. He explains that when data contrary
to theories they are supposed to support pile up from several
experiments, a crisis occurs within the scientific community.
The paradigm obviouSly is not adequate to explain the new data.
The need for another paradigm is made glaringly clear.
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To illustrate, in the field of astronomy, a scientific
revolution centered upon the discovery of the rings of Saturn
by Galileo. The three rings continually whirling around the
planet Saturn make it most fascinating to examine. The outer
ring, about 172,QQO miles across, is probably less than ten
miles thick. This ratio of thickness to diameter is comparable
to an 18-inch disc of tissue paper. These rings, believed to
consist of tiny particles of gravel and dust, when broadside to
us, reflect more light than the planet it self. They are so thin
that when tipped edgewise they are invisible even in high-powered
telescopes.
Galileo was able to see the three rings whirling around
Saturn in 1610. His small telescope did not reveal that they
were complete rings, however. Scientists of his day tried to
discredit the great astronomer's ai scovery, while some people
declared him bewitched. To dispel these criticisms, Galilee
let them observe through his glass for themselves. In the
meantime, Saturn's rings had tipped edgewise and become invisible.
In his astonishment, Galileo exclaimed, "Has Saturn devoured his
own children'? vf:as the appearance indeed fraud and delusion with
which the glasses have for so long mocked me?" A long, bit+er
controversy raged, until the rings slowly turned their broad side
to us, and Galileo could again view them through his glass.
Through this scientific revolution, Galilean astronomy was
established.
!trhen a few leading scientists can no longer support the
former theoretical base of their branch of science, a new
paradigm or model appears necessary. Although unknown to each
other, scientists in different parts of the world, working with
similar problems, have simultaneously drawn conclusions contrary
to the previously held position. Such chance research happenings
come to the attention of the world scientific corrtmunity through
published papers ana journals. These men then feel the responsibility to their fellow scientists and to the public to explain
their data on an entirely new theoretical base.
1

Their next step is to discuss their results in an attempt
to gain new insights ana for.m new principles which describe the
behavior of the elements being studied. But because of the work
of many scientists who had interpreted their data in terms of
existing theories, the discussions usually arouse disagreements
and resistance.
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Men of science whose work has been thought fully adequate
react to the new interpretations with emotional force. They are
not easily persuaded, and question the accuracy of the new data.
Do the same results occur under identical testing conditions?
Is it possible to make predictions to similar problems, using
the new interpretation?
If results can be explained more accurately using the new
theory, further ex-perimentation then is conducted. Then problems
arising out of this position are dealt with, as had been done for
the previous one. Finally, when a new theoretical position is
accepted by the branch of scientists involved, and a new paradigm
is f ol_Low e_d_7_W_e_ma,y_s-l3._y--tb.-a-t~a-s-c-i-e-n-t-i-.f-is-r-e-ve-1u-t-i-en-ha-s-e-cctu-re6-c-.---'-----While Thomas Kuhn describes the way change takes place
within the natural and physical sciences, some people ~ee Kuhn's
views applying to the social sciences as well. Anthony ~allace
notes that in his field, anthropology, change and growth in
societies has also been described as a gradual and regular ~rocess.
However, Wallace says that anthropologists, who study about
man, his environment, ,and culture, have gone through a change of
research paradigm. For many years, anthropologists gained their
information from secondary sources, such as reports from scientific_
expeditions. This meant that many of the questions of interest to
anthropology were left unanswered, because the information was
not complete.
Early in the twentieth century, Frank Boaz, an anthropologist, set a new example in research on the culture of remote
tribes. He actually went to the Eskimo village whose inhabitants
he wanted to study, and lived with them. He associated daily
with the people in order to learn their cultural traditions.
His records proved so valuable that other anthropologists decided
to follow ~he paradigm in doing field research of societies.
With the new paradigm, considerable data or information about
primitive peoples has been gained for certain regions of the
world.
Up until this time, writers in anthropology had pictured the
advances through the use of tools, formation of groups, and trade
between tribes as a slow, continuous process. However, Wallace
argues that primitive groups may have advanced periodically in
their culture through major innovations. He compares these
innovations to the scientific revolutions which Kuhn describes,
since they produce change.
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\fallace suggests a paradigm for describing social change,
which shows us better how such change begins and develops. His
paradigm or outline for change within societies and cultures
includes five stages: an innovation, core development,
exploitation by another group, consequences following the change,
and rationalization or justification for the change.
An innovation may be an idea or event which opens a whole
new line of development. The exploration and co~quest of the new
world by Europeans of the sixteenth century offers an example.
·In 1519, Cortez, with his band of soldiers, gained power over
beautiful Mexico City, setting up his empire for Spain. This was
a major economic innovation for Spain, since the gold, silver, and
other resources of Mexico were unexpectedly lavish. The art,_______
----~oBject~taKen oy-Dortez were valued highly-by European standards.
As a society, the Aztecs had become prosperous and had

developed their culture through the spoils of war with neighboring
tribes. They acquired lands and adopted skills learned from the
conquered tribes. The Aztecs had developed a medical plan, with
hospitals and nurses to care for the sick. Agriculture was
carried on in systematic fashion. They were skilled potters,
weavers, artists, and jewelers in silver.
The monarchs of Spain considered Cortez great for his aims
to organize Mexico, exploit its resources, and extend his
explorati~n within the country.
This innovation resulted in the
increase of Spain's economic wealth and political power.
Core development in the process of change follows the
innovation, and refers to the inflow of ideas which add to the
basic idea. For the explorers, this meant the establishment of
a miniature Spanish-type government with centralized power.
Also, development of the core idea meant the marketing of
Mexican silver and superb arts and crafts. Further development
was intended when Spanish missionaries arrived to convert the
natives and set up schools for them.
Exploitation of the model of change which has proved
successful is then likely to take place. O~her organizations
see the ?.aradigm as a way of advancing their own interests,
primarily for economic reasons.
In this case, Mexican treasures being shipped to Spain were
captured by French pirates, and later by the Dutch. Ultimately,
numerous Mexican valuables, including the huge gold disc
representing the Aztec "sun," were unloaded in Amsterdam. The
tremendous value and craftsmanship of these art objects were
recognized, and prompted many French, Portuguese, and Dutch
treasure-seeking expeditions.
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Colonization by other powers took on much the same foPm,
treasure-seeking, overthrowing native rulers, setting up
centralized colonial authorities, and later.promoting missionary
and educational work. For economic or political reasons, the
exploitation was done to monopoliz.e the co-lonies.
Functional consequenc~s of the change which takes place
suggests that while some advantages result because of the
innovation, there are also many disadvantages. Some problems
are solved, but new ones are created.
For Spain, the economy was improved and the political power
extended through col~nization. The consequences included
additional responsibility for the Spanish monarchy in keeping
---:::-oo=n=tl'ol over t-he colonial government---set up by these st.rong.--------explorers. Also, additional soldiers were required to protect
its new boundaries.
Both French and Brit ish explorers challenged Spanishoccupied territory. This power struggle and the selfish use of
native Y'iches by world nations consequently left colonies
depleted of wealth for decades.
Rationalization, as defined by Wallace, is the way in
which people justify their actions in spite of the bad
consequences that sometimes a.ccompany them. Rationalizations
ex~lain how the good results of the new ~attern may outweigh
the bad results.
In European colonization, the justification was that many
benefits of civilization were shared with the natives. Churches
and schools were provided for the natives' worship and education.
Material goods were brought in to raise their standard of living.
Although they were often of less monetary value than the natives'
products for which they were exchanged, European goods were
considered beneficial improvements.
The paradigm of colonization changed the culture of the
new world natives. The innovation of cmquest and domination
began with Cortez's exploration. Then the process of colonization
went through the stage of core development, which included keeping
control, warding off outsiders, searching for resources, and
continuing with further exploration. The exploitation and the
competition for entrance into new territory by other nations
followed. The last stage in change was rationali~ation of their
actions by nations in Europe who justified themselves,
emphasiz·ing their efforts to help the natives become civilized.
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The ideas you have just read and the examples given to
explain them are worth thinking about. You might say they .
pre sent the long view of change through hi st or ical time,
both in the physical sciences ana in anthropology.
The writers you have met in this article are trying to
show how change comes about. Each suggests a paradigm or
model to explain what happens during the various stages of
change.
The two paradigms have much in common. They make the
same point about the spurts and gradual processes of change.
Each writer gives a paradigm for the way ti:s-bra.nch of-sc.i~e=n~c~e----------
is carried on. The examples you read about explained how each
paradigm is applied.
As you think about the changes occurring in the natural
and physical sciences, can you see the gradual changes
interrupted from time to time by sudden new scientific
discoveries? For example, take the topic of the mecical
researcher's fight against disease-causing bacteria. Do you
think you could trace this topic and show how it fits Kuhn's
paradigm?
There have been many changes in our American society
and culture. Do these changes go through the five steps
which Wallace suggests in his paradigm of culture changer
An example which might interest you, and which might be fun
to discuss with your friends, is the change process in
popular music.
Another topic to trace through the change ~rocess is
the use of leisure time by American young people. If you
try to explain this change by using Wallace's five-step
paradigm, you might arrive at some interesting conclusions.
Wb.at innovations have occurred in the past fifty years to
affect the spare-time activities of youth? You take it
from there.

APPENDIX E

THE ORGANIZATIONAL AIDS

THE ADVANCE ORGANIZER
The article you ·are going to read tells about
ohange and how our lives are continually affected by
it.· ·I£ we understand the steps which change takes,
we can view situations more accurately.
'"---- ----"1-
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The two writers in this article disagree. These
writers describe what they see happen whenever a
change· occurs. They try to analyze the way change
begins, how it progresses through stages, and
finally, how it ends.

Thomas Kuhn p~esents a guide for viewing scientific change. He sees that progress in science comes
about in two ways. In one way, change is smooth and
gradual. But occasionally, change occurs suddenly,
drastically.
Anthony Wallace gives us his guide for viewing
changes in societies. He sees a pattern, repeated
whenever societies change.
To begin the change, Wallace s!.ys, an individual
creates a new idea to solve an existing problem.
Second, he develops his core idea with the help of a
group. Third, observers try to exploit the idea for
their own use. Fourth, good and bad consequences
result; while the change solves one problem, it may
create worse ones. Finally, people in the society
reject tradition, accept the change, and give reasons
for doing so.
These two men offer their ideas of how import!.nt
changes happen in science and society. They outline
the steps that t&ke place. Perhaps reading about their
ideas will help you make sense of changing situations.
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THE SUBSEQUENT ORGANIZER

The article you have read tells about change
and bow our lives are continually affected by it.
If we understand the steps which change takes, we
can view situations more accurately.
. Many people think that changes occur gradually.
The two writers in this article. disagreed. These
writers described_ what they $ee happenwhenever a
_____c.hang_fL_ooc_ur_sL They t~ied to analy-ze the way change
beg,ins, how it progresses through stages, and finally, how it ends.
. .
Thomas Kuhn presented a guide for viewing scientific change·. He sees that progress in science comes
about in two ways. In one way, change is smooth and
gradual. But occasionally, change occurs suddenly,
drastically.
Anthony Wallace gave us his guide ·for viewing
changes in soclet ies. He sees a pattern, repeated
whenever societies change.
To begin the change, Wallace said, an individual
creates a new idea to solve an existing problem.
Second, he develops his core idea with the help of a
group. Third, observers try to exploit the idea for
their own use. Fourth, good and bad consequences
result; while the change solves one problem, it may
create, worse ones. Finally, people in the society
reject tradition, accept the change, and give l'easons
for doing so.
These two men offered their ideas of how important
changes happen in science and society. They outlined
the steps that take place. Perhaps l'eading about
their ideas will help you make sense of changing
situations.
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THE ADVANCE QUESTIONS

Do you think our lives are continually affected by
change? If we understand the steps which change takes,
can we view situations more accurately?
Do many people think that changes occur gradually?
Do the two writers in this article agree with most people?
How do these writers describe what they see happen when- .
ever a change occurs? How do they analyze the way change
begins, progresses through stages, and finally comes to

----~an_Jtnd_?

What is Thomas Kuhn's guide for viewing scientific
change? How does he see the progress of science happening? Does he think change happens gradually or suddenly?
What is Anthony Wallace's guide for viewing changes
in societies? Does he describe a pattern which is repeated whenever societies change?
How does Wallace describe how change is begun by an
individual to solve a problem? How does the individual
develop the solution with the help of a group? Why do
observers try to get the idea. for their own use? Why do
good and bad results happen when change solves one problem but crt!ates others? How do people in the society
justify their rejection of tradition and acceptance of
change?
Why do the two men offer their ideas of how important
changes happen in science and society? Why do they outline the steps that take place? Do you think that reading
about their ideas will help you make sense of changing
situations?
·
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THE SUBSEQ.UEWT QUESTIONS
Do you think our lives are continually affected by
change? If we understand the steps which change takes,
can we view situations more accurately?
Do many peoole think that changes occur gradually?
Do the two wri tars in this article agree with most people?
___________ --How,
these
see
when·
- . . do
- - - - - writers
- - - - - - desottibe
- - - - - what
-- -- - thev
.- - v
- - hannen
...
1..

-

ever a change occurs? How do they analyze the way change
begins, progresses through stages, and finally comes to
an end?
What is Thomas Kuhn's guide for viewing scientific
change? How does he see the progress of science happening? Does he think change happens gradually or suddenly?

.

Wh~t

is !nthony Wallace's guide for viewing changes
in societies? Does he describe a pattern which is repeated whenever societies change?
How does Wallace describe how change is begun by an
individual to solve a problem? How does the individual
develop the solution with the help of a group? Why do
observers try to get the idea for their own use? Why do
good and bad results happen when change solves one problem but creates others? How do people in the society
justify their rejection of tradition and acceptance of
change?
l.Nhy do the two men offer their ideas of how importa·nt
changes happen in sciencti and society? Why do they outline the steps that take place? Do you think that reading
about their ideas will help you make sense of changing
situations?
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APPENDIX F

THE CRITERION TEST AND ANSVIER SHEET
THE TEST
Name

-----------------------------------------------

School

Teacher

----~----------._

____

___

Class Period

----

Test Instructions
....
_.,_,.;.,....;,;.;;..;..__

~

The following questions have been written to help you
understand more about the article you have read.

In a way,

they are supposed to help you review the main ideas, as you
think through the questions.
Perhaps you will find that you remember more than you
·realize, when you get further into the questions.
the questions a good try.

Give all

Change them if you wish, but be

sure your final choice refers to the article itself, and is
clearly marked on the answer sheet.
Keep the answer sheet to the left of your test booklet,
moving to each new row, as you turn the pages.

Do your best.
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1. Changing conditions of life within most present societies!
a.
b.
c.
d.
2.

Are taking place g~adually, in a way that is almost unnoticeable, over any given span of time.
Occur whenever natural disasters, s~ch as earthquakes, fire,
or flood upset the normal course of life.
·
Are the result of long-te~, planned programs of change for the
improvement of society.
Cannot be thought of as normal growth or progress because of
the force and rapidity with which they are taking place.

The scientific revolution which occurred in Galilee's time:
a. Was the result of a large amount of evidence gathered by
numerous astronomers.
b. Was due to an awakened interest in planets and other celestial
bodies by people of ~hat day.
c. Was centered around Galilee's initial observations of the
rings of Saturn.
d. Was important because of the many other astronomers who agreed
with Galileo' s views during the time of crisis.

3. Kuhn says, in The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, that the
usual way historians of science have written sciencehistory:
a.

Has contrasted the beliefs about the universe of ancient
scientists with those of present-day scientists.
b. Has explained the differences between scient ifio theory and
scientific method •
c. Has presented biographies of famous scientists of past generationa, showing them to be ordinary men of their times.
d. Has described the finished works of past scientists and
shown gradual developments and progress in science.
4.

The crisis which developed because Galilee's evidence was brought
to tlie people themselves:
a. Was no longer a crisis after the people looked through Galilee's
telescope and saw the planet as he had described it •.
b. Resulted in the death of Galileo because his views about planets
were not the same as those of scientists of his time.
c. Could not be stopped, because it was then that the people
judged Galileo to be insane.
d. Was unnecessary, since Ge.l.ileo's evidence was not really different from the knowledge of other scientists of his time.
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5.

The aim of Thomas Kuhn's book, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions, is primarily:a.

To show haw the scientific method brings about change in the
physical and natural sciences.
b. To prove that scientists of the past have been wrong in their
thinking, compared with scientists of today.
e. To teach a. new method tor obtaining experimental data, and to
suggest better methods of analyzing the data.
d. To emphasize the importance of research activities in describing
changes and advances in science.
6. The model of scientific change which Kuhn discusses in his book is:
a. A description of the ways in which the sep~rate branches of
science, such as astronomy, biology, or chemistry develop.
b. Changes in society which take place when new inventions, such
as computers come into use.
c. Discoveries which are revolutionary because they provide a
better standard of living for consumers.
-d. A pattern of normal change which is interrupted at times by
revolutionary changes caused by unusual data from experiments.
7.

The usual pl'oblems chosen for investigation in a branch of science,
such as botany, are:
Similar to previous problems which help expand the theories and
principles accepted by scholars in the field.
b. ~ovel problems unlike those which have been investigated previously in l'eseal'ch in botany.
c. Exact repetitions .of pr?blems which have alrea~y.been solved,
such as the class1ficat1on and grouping of fam1l1ar plants.
d. Mainly problems about the practical gl'owing of plants which
are used for food or for botanical gardens.
a.

8. The scientific community which Thomas Kuhn mentions is:
a.

A community located in a certain place and set up for the
pul'poae of doing scientific research.
b. Scientists, regardless of location or time, who describe their
contributions to a branch of science in scientific journals.
c. An area which has b~ildings and equipment for the manufacture
and distl'ibution of scientific materials used in laboratories.
d. A group of technicians who work with scientific instruments, such
as computers, radar equipment, or communications devices.
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9.

Crises which occur in a particular branch of science are often the
result of:
a. Disagreements between scientists as to the interpretation of
their experimental data.
b. Lack of sufficient funds to conduct research on current prob. lema, such as better methods of water purification and supply.
e. The failure of scientists to identify products or drugs which
might be dangerous to human life and growth.
d. Data from experiments which cannot be explained by existing
theories or principles, and the need for new theories.

10. The adoption of a new paradigm following unexpected discovery
in-a-s-c~te·n-o e:
a. Means re-evaluating former experimental procedures, and changing present theories to account for the new data.
b. Means that the existing paztadigm must be completely discarded
in favor of a new one.
c. Means that new terminology must be created to describe the
discovery accurately.
d. Shows that the old paradigm was only meant to be a temporary
set of rules and methods to defend the theoztetioal position.
11. The change process which is described in the example of Galilee's
evidence of a planet through his telescope:
a.

Shows that Galilee's reputation among scientists of his day
accounted for their trust in his evidence.
b. Shows that scientists are completely objective in their interpretation of evidence.
c. Illustrates Kuhn's idea of scientific revolutions alternating
with normal science as research progresses.
d. Is an example of normal science as Kuhn has explained it in
his book~ The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.
12. Kuhn's definition of a mature science is:
a. A branch of science which has been active since earliest times.
b. A branch of science which has replaced earlier, wrong beliefs
·about the universe.
c. A branch of scienc~ whose laws, theories, and methods are
agreed upon by its leadera.
d. A branch of science whose leaders have accomplished the most
discoveries and received the most recognition.

j-
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13.

By the term EaradiB!, Kuhn means:
a. An account of the important discoveries, inventions, and
achievement a contained in a branch of science.
b. The laboratory tools by which science is conducted, such as
microscopes, micrometers, and other equipment.
c. The theories, laws, measuring instruments, and applications
which govern the process of research activity.
d. The special way that one branch of sci-ence, such as biology,
differs from another branch, such as chemistry.

14.

Revolutionary science is the term which Kuhn ap"?lies tot
a. Changes which occur when I'esearch data do not support the
existing theories and findings in the field.
b. Changes which occui' when a major branch of science, such as
biology! i. s divided into two separate sciences, such as botany
and zoo ogy.
c. A sudden, complete overthrow o£ the professional leadership
within an organization of scientists.
d. The study of planets, which progress in revolutions around
an orbit, or path.

15. The value of laws, theories, principles, and theories of science
which are .formed from observations and experiments is that:
They are necessary in making a plan to control the wottld and
its peoples by selected leaders.
b. Their applications may be made to improve living conditions
and to control the environment tor humanity.
c. They form a body of knowledge about the world which is firm
and unchangeable.
d. They always lead to the discovery of novel ways of solving
e1eryday problems.
a.

16.

Resistance to a new pai'adigm by scientists who have used an older,
existing paradigm takes place because:
·
a. They believe the new pai'adigm is less useful than the existing
one for gathering new infoMDB.tion.
·
b. The older paradigm was a basis fott their scientific work, and
they want evidence tha:t the new one is superior.
c. They refuse to re-evaluate fo~el' research data, because it
has already been established as fact.
d. Too much time would be wasted in rechecking the new data and
discoveries under controlled experimental conditions.
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17. Thomas Kuhn's idea of the best way to write the history of science is:a.
b.
c.
d.

As it has usually been done, to present a -r;>icture of the normal,
grad ua.l progress and finished works in each branch of science.
To show how certain philosophical beliefs have ~ided research.
To show actual conditions of research work, dur1ng which normal
science alternates with !'evolutionary science.
To ·s'how the relationship between political history and the
history of scientific achievements and progress.

~--
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18. Scientific journals which are printed in various nations ot
the world serve the purp.,_o-'---s_e'----'o-=f-=-:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
a.
b.
c.

d.

Showing the rate of political and scientific development of
individual nations.
Giving recognition to scientists in many countries of the
world, which they would otherwise not l'eceive.
Making known the research investigations of individual nations
to scientists everywhere.
Keeping science research unifo~ among the many nations who
send their results to the journals.

19. Anthony Wallace, the anthropologist who discusses Kuhn's book,
believes Kuhn's ideas to be:

a.. Useful only for those problems having to do with the natural
b.
e.
d.

and physical sciences.
Useful in some ways to the science of anthropology, since in
both fields progress has not always been smooth.
Suitable for a description of political as well as scientific
change.
Not accurate enough to be usefu 1 to the science of anthropology.

20. The modal of change which Wallace suggests for anthropology is:

a.
b.
c.

a.

Similar to the model which has already been in use fo1' two
or three decades by American anthropologists.
Something like Kuhn's model, except that it includes five
stages in the change process, one of which is exploitation.
Exactly the same as Kuhn's model, but intended for use by
anthropologists instead of scientists.
Already being used by some anthropologists in America, but not
by European anthropologists.

~:~
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21.

The method of living with a cultural group in order to leal'n
about them:
a.

Was begun because of the example set by an anthropologist
who stayed with an Eskimo group to study their ways.
b. Has been unnecessary because of the difficulty in understanding the language of primitive groups.
o. Has been considered too difficult for present-day anthropologists, because the living conditions are too severe.
d. Has not made anthropological research any more accurate
than it was before research was done by living with the people.

--s

-22-.-Th-e-Eu-r-o~p!3-an colonizat-ion beginning witnCorte z' s expedi tionst
a.
b.
c.
d.
23.

The fact that the !ztecs were a highly advanced group
with many crafts and skills was due to:
a.
b.
c.
d.

24.

Resulted in a struggle between sevet'al European nations to
obtain the wealth of new wol'ld colonies.
Genel'ally resulted in either Britain or France obtaining
new colonies to extend their influence.
Had little noticeable effect on the natives in the new
world colonies.
Brought m terial wealth to the European powers with no
real expense or effort on their part.

b.
c.
d.

:~---~-

of people

Their conquests over other groups in the new world, and in
this way learning many arts, crafts, and skills.
Their nomadic pattern of life, which helped them select the
best arts and crafts of neighboring tribes.
The European explorers bringing in European ideas of handcrafts
and agriculture.
Trading patterns of early new world civilb:ations, which resulted ;
in all of them learning from each other.

An innovation or new idea which leads to change in a cultul'e
usually takes place when:
a.

~--~=

People of different cultural groups communicate with each
other, attempting to negotiate peace terms during wartime.
Peoples of the world meet in international fairs or similar
festive occasions to show thei~ crafts and art goods.
Existing traditions are not meeting the needs of the society,
and problems are not being solved by the usual means.
Contests are held by the government which offer prizes for
the person who produces the most original inventions.
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25. The Aztec art treasures and gold and silver objects of worship
which Cortez obtained:
a. Were captured twice by French and Dutch -pirates, and finally
arrived in port in A:msterdam rather than in Spain.
b. Were sent to the King and Queen of Spain as a gift, and as
proof of Cortez's presence in Mexico.
c. Remained in Mexico City, where they had been for generations,
and used in Aztec religious worship.
d. Were of no value or interest to Cortez, since they were
symbols of the sun and moon used in worship.

:__
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26. The stage of ,!XEloitat ion as described by Wallace in societal
_ ____,o_hang_e_me_ans_:
·
· .
a.

Capture of prisoners of war by ancient tribes, so that the
prisoners could later be used to build cities.
b. Use of a new idea by another group, in order to make money
or gain something for themselves. _
c. Searching into a newly discovered area for natural resources,
such as minerals, furs• or gems.
d. Taking of a smaller country by a larger country in wartime,
and adding the territory to the larger country.
27. The functional consequences of major social change in a society
takes-place when:
.
a. Schools, churches, or governments function in a different way
than fol'merly because of changes in leadership.
b. The new- solutions-- and -changes solve problems ln s-ome ways-anacreate problems in other ways.
c. Consequences of the change improve nearly all the groups and
organizations within the society.
d. Technological inventions are brought in to provide solutions
to the everyday tasks and problems of the people.
28. The functional co.nsegueno!! of Cortez's overthrowing the Aztec
ruler:
·
·
·
a.

Increased ·the trade between Spain and the Aztecs on the basis
of equal exchange of goods.
·
b. Angered several surrounding Indian tribes, who battled with
Cortez, and tried to restore the Aztecs to power.
c. Harmed Spain's world influence because of the disapproval
of other Europeans.
d. Meant that the Aztecs lost their treasures in gold and silver,
and also several other items which were not replaceable.
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29.

The change process which is described in the example of Cortez's
d is·oovery and conquest of the ancient Aztecs:

a.

Took place gradually, over a period of many years, while two
cultures joined their traditions together through friendship.
b. Illustrate-s the five-step pattern of change which takes place
in cultures, as suggested by Anthony Wallace.
a. Is closely similar to .the two types of change process in the
ph;tsical and natural sciences, as suggested by Thomas Kuhn.
d. Cannot apply to changes in sooiet ies today, because mankind
and cultures are so advanced and aware of human dignity.

lae-.-~~:~:::~:::::

b:n:::::;:0:~::-:::::ons,

giving reasons and explanations for their new ways.
When it is obvious to a few people that the usual traditions in
a society do not meet present demands.
c. As soon as an innovation is made by one person to replace
earlier ways of sol~ing everyday problems.
d. Before the change eornes about, to help people see the need
and importance of new ways of doing things.

I

b.

I

31.

The Spaniards rationalized about their conquest of the Aztec Indians
of Mexico that:

a.

b.
o.
d.
32.

Other nations had previously gained riches in the same way from
undeveloped areas of the world.
They gave considerable help to the Indians in keeping their
oi vilizat ion strictly Azt eo, and in respecting their traditions.
They were trying to give recognition in Europe to the· culture
and fine arts and crafts of the Aztecs.
.
The material gocxls, religion, and education brought in to the
Aztecs from Spain were of greater value than what was taken.

Exploitation of Spain's paradigm or pattern of exploration and
t-reasure seeking was tried:
a.
b.
c.
d.

By European nations who were mainly interested in the new
world for scientific and geographic reasons.
By Europeans who wanted to replace Cortez's selfish interests
with their own plans for helping the Indians.
By European nations hoping to increase their economic and
political strength through new world possessions.
By European nations who wanted to know about the new world
for places to vacation and for recreational reasons.
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